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ABSTRACT
"This document provides an overview of art'educition

research funded .by the Arts and Humanities Program (AHP).fram
1965-70. Several dozen research and develapent pnojects, selected
fidi among the more than 200 initiated during this period, are
analyzed )o Indicate thewide range of scope and funding, nominal
succeseot failure, distribution among -ariskorms, research
.strategies, and objectives. The report is presented in six chapters;
Chapter I offers a history of art education research ,and stresses the
importance pf the federal funding for art education research-pursuant
to the 1965 'Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Chapter II

'discusses AHP's role as administrator of .ESEA funds to art education
research. Chapter III compares the limited funding of basic research

. with the.more generous fundilig of proposals aimed towafd
strengthening the position of art in education. Chapter IV describes
activities such as conferences and surveys which were developed to
spar research. Chapter V focuses on Apsearch into art classroom
occurrences and practices. .Topics discussed includp measurement and
,testing, teaching methods, art in the curriculum, music in the
curriculum, educational laboratory theatre, and curriculum 4

development. The final chapter stresses the need for increased
federal:funding is art education research. (Author/BC)
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The activity which is the subject of this report was supported in whole or in part
by the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare.'However, the opinions extrressed herein do not necessarily.reflect the
position or policy of the op ice gf Education, and no official endorsement by
the Office'of Education should-be inferred.
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DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED.No person in the United States shall, do
the ground Qf race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in,
-be denied the bendf its of, or be subjected to discrimination under any pro-
gram or activity receiving Federal financial assistance, or be so treated on the
basis of sex under mOR education programs or activities receiving Federal
assistance.

"Inverted Seashell.",COver illustration of a symmetry development by J. Kauffman, design stu-
dent, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1962-63; William Huff, instructor Mr. Huff's experiences in
teaching symmetry as an element of basic design spurred his 1965 0E- sponsored project, ''"Uses
of Symmetry in Design Education" (see pp. 49-50).
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FederaCsupport for research in the
arts in education was first embodied in
the Arts and Humanities Program

-(AHP)- of the U.S: Office of Education.
Thanks chiefly to funds made available
under title IV of the Elementary and
Secdndary Education Act of 1965, the

. AHP was able to mount nearly 2,00 re-
search and development projects fO- "
cused on the arts in education, both
the visual and the performing arts.
Some projects in the humanities, in-
cluding museums, were also-initiated.

Although the AHP projects (funded
for the most part between 1965 and a
1910) constituted,the 'bulk- of all re-
search in arts edu ton undertaken
during those years, is is thefirst time
an analysis and s mmary of this re-
search has been. ublished for distri-
bution to what s uld be an interested
public.

In a sense th content of "Research
in Arts Educe on: A federal Chapter"
-might be con idered simply a slice of
history, and, as suCK is worth record-
ing. But this report, I hope, serves a
second purpose; that is, it brings to-
gether the many lessOns,to be learned

e

Y.
A

. '
from the studiet which otherwise
would languish unread or, at best;
serve only a few scholars or 'graduate
students. I believe this purpose alone
justifies the effort that went into this
report. Here the reader will .find the
fruits of that intensive program to im-
prove the scope and quality otresearch
and development (R. & D.) in a field of
education irpmedlately important to
the lives of our children and to the rife
of AMerica.

I am optimistic about the appeal of
this report to an audience that goes
beyon&specialists in tile field. For it
distills lessor* both positive and
negatiVe, that should be of moment not
only to arts .er10cators tnd adminis-
trators, to stbdents and researchers,
but also to artists of all kinds and to
laymen concerned; in theirvivate or
public capacity, wish the well-being
and encouragement of the arts in and
out of school. The reader will, I thinly
take pleasure in thif candor and
readability of *e prose, and find the
material organized in away that gives
perspective to a, sometimes murky
field.

4.

One lesson that emerges is the con- '
firmed need for R. &D. in arts educa-
tion, and the need to profit by what We
have already learned. This publication
Should stimulate discussion and

. thought.abdirt wbat we 'Mow and what
we have yet to discover.

'Judith Murphy and Lonna Jones are
well qualified by backgrounsl and expe-
rience to produce this Study. Mrs.
Murphy, as writer or 'editor, has dealt
with various phases of education since
1960; her particulaPinterest, both pro-
fessionaland personal, is the arts and

k :education through the ads. In 1968,
she was coauthor of %two wiqely Chou
Jated and influential publtdations:

, "Tte Arts and the Poor" for the Office
f Education and ,"Music in American.

S ciety;' for the' Music ,EducatOrs Na-
onal Confdience.iSinde that time she

has written "Community Arts and
Community SurMival" for the American
Council for the Artg in Education, and a
number of reports for the Educational
racilities Laboratories rand the Na-

tional Endowment for the Arts, includ;fr
irrg: "The Place of the Arts in New

WO,

,s,
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17 Towns" and "The Arts in Found
Places."

Mrs. Jones is the senior program '
specialist with the Arts and Hu-
manities Staff. When'this publication
was undertaken, she and Mrs. Murphy
were staff members of Arts/Worth,
then a project of the American Council
for the-Arts in Educatioi. Mrs. Jones
has researched and edited report's on .a
wide variety of subjects, including the
arts and the humanities, for the
Academy for-Educational Develop-
ment.

Many other people contributed to
this publication. The authors wish to
thank Allen Sapp and Darragh Park 3d,
former colleagues at the American

Council for the Arts in Education;
Edwin Neumann and Wit lam Mc-

, Donald, former AHP staff Members;
those AHP staff members who served
during the period covered by the re-
port; and the researchers whose work
"forms its subtance and who gra-
ciously supplied essential information.
The authors mention their particular
debt to former AHP staff members
Junius Eddy and Harlan Hoffa in tile
report.

Harold Arberg -

Director, Arts and Humanities Staff
October 1976
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Chapter 1.--Res-earch in Arts Education Comes of Age

Until the 1960's, research in arts
edikation was very much a sometime
thing. It had been an yndeiprivileged
subset of researtrin educationitself
the target of slings and'arrows frail all
sides, and not without cause. For
example: when the Ford Foundation
same into big money_ in the early
1950's and chose education as a prime
target, the policymakers quite deliber-
ately turned away from research in its
elassic sense. They used the founda-

n's grants for demonstration
projects of various kinds or for a favor-

ite of those days, so-called 'action re-
search. This decision reflected the
view of many influential critics) that
research in education tended to be
narrow, trivial, or esotericalmost in-
capable of being translated into actual
"classroom practice. Thus, with all the
problems that beset education, these
critics believed that concentration on
actual trial - and -error in the clalisrow
was a wiser course.

Educational research shared the low
esteem once accorded research in the
humanities and social sciences
generallybut more so. For education

as a field of study was too low on the
academic totem pole to rate as a disci-
pline in itself. Schools of educatiqn, in
the transition from normal schools to
teachers colleges to nominal liberal
arts colleges, were still ranked as trade
schools in the academic hierarchy; and
teachers of teachersespecially dur-
ing the long period of the teacher
shortage, which was abruptly reversed
in the 1970'shad little time, moneyi
or encouragement to pursue researcNThese

drawbacks particularly applied
to research in arts education, "arts"
meaning.almost exclusively art (visual)
and music. (Aside from professional
training, it is only in the very recent
past that education in such arts as
theater, dance, and film gained even a
toehold in the country's educational
system.)

One student of the field believes that
arts education research lagged as
much-as three decades.behind such
other branches of educational re-
search as cognition and learning
theory. Not that there, wasn't a lot of
work being donethe great bulk of it in
master's theses, doctoral disserta-

7

tions, and faculty research with all the
limited scope, preciosity, and redun-
dance the genre Implies.*,

For an idea of quantity'in just one
field: a 1965 study by Erwin H.
Schneider and Henry L. Cady.(see ap-
pendix), completed under, the U.S. Of-
fice of Education's Cooperativ Re-
search Program, judged and,synthe-
sized what Schneider and Cady called
"apparent research studies" in music
education from 1930through '1962.
The authors scanned an ,estimated

m9,000 titles; revieived ore. than
1,800; and selected fewer than 300 for
synthesis and dissemination through
their report. (Most of these selections Nt'
had been complet d with little or no
outside support therefore had re-
mained unpu ed or unavailable.)

Under the ementary and Secon-
dary Educatio ct (ESEA) of 1965 mil-
lions of dollars became available for
research arid development in arts edu- .

cation, manna_to a previously barren
Eariily in 1974, Xerox University Microfilms published in 37

voluifies a list of more than 417,01)0 doctoral dissertations, from
the first three accepted in the UnitedStates (Yale. 18611 down to
the 30,000-plus accepted in 1973 Yale has lost the text of James
Moms %titan's 1861 thesis but not its title. "Ars lonp, brevis
vita "



field. If proved,an unexpected boon to
researchers who had been working
down the years with diginction, but
generally without acclaim or broad ,

effectpeople like Rudolph Arnheim,
Bennett Reimer, Charles Spohn, El-
liot Eisner, Robert Petzold; Kenneth
Beittel, Marilyn Zimmerman, and
othersa chance to delve more deeply
into promising hypotheses, to test ear-
lier findings, and to apply plausible*
theories. It also encourage you
scholars to pursue their doctoras-
sertations.

The ESEA was in fact a shot in the
awn for arts and humanities education
in general, which began to receive un-
precedented financial support. In part,
the happy turn of events seemed the
direct result of past deprivation. Since
title III of the ESEA tied grants to
something new or extra,.to something
that schools had not been doing, its
provisioni would naturally benefit a
hitherto neglected part of the cur-
riculum. But, in part, the arts (and
humanities) benefited beause of the
groundwork laid by statesmen and civil
servantsin the first half of the sixties.'
When the Congress appropriated ESEA
money in 1966, key people and an or-
ganizational framework in the U.S. Of-
fice of Education (OE) were ready. With
high-level backing, the Arts and.
Humanities Program (AHP) of the Of-
fice became the center of the action in

arts edlication and, as such, contrib,
uted a unique and officially closed,
though unfinished, chapter on the

-how, what and why of studying the
arts..

Although the ESEA wasa keystone of
President Lyndon B. Johnson's Great
Sodiety, tt was the "thousand days" of
John F. Kennedy's presidency, that
evoked a new and salubrious climate
for the arts in America, includingif

sometimes only inferentiallythe arts
in education. Mr. Kennedy was the first
President since Thomas Jefferson to

`espouse a public policy onthe arts and
the first Preaident4o appbint a special
consultant forlthaits.

Consultant August Heckscher
examined the entire range of govern-
mental policies and program's involving
the arts. The summation of this 1963
report on' the status of.education,
trainintInd research in the arts was
incisive: "At present the arts are given
a low priority, or are even excluded in

. most educational and training pro-
gram% and basic research information
in this field is scarcely pursuedat all. "'
As for the U.S. Office ofEducation,
Heckscher noted that the agency "has
until recently given little attention to
the arts." This recent attention, and
minimal it was, had been the creation
in 1962 of the Cultural Affairs Branch
in the new Division of-Library.Services
and Continuing Education.



One of Mr. Hacks&ier's observations
dealt with a very specific lapse: Federal
support of research in arts education.
Beginning in 1956', the Office of Edu-
cation had administered the Coopera-
tive Research PrOgram,;:ln conjunction
with colleges and universities. But as
Mr. Heckscher reported, "only a hand-
ful of the approved projects have beep
concerned with the arts."

At about this time several persons
entered the Federal education gene
who had the particular capacity, inter-
est, and dnve needed to make the most
of the tools available and of the new
,climate favoring thd arts in education.
In` 1962 President Kennedy. named
Francis Keppel his Commissioner of
Education. Shortly after his confirma-
tion( the new Commissioner appointed
Kathryn Bloom Director of the Cultural
Affairs Branch, which t as renamed
the Arts and Humanities Branch. When
the Director arrived, the branch
boasted only one professional, music-
education specialist Harold Arberg
who, besides being an educator and
musician, was also a veteran civil ser-
vant. Because of earlier connections
and sharedtastes, Keppel often dealt
directly with the President, as did Miss
Bloom with the Commissioner.

In 1965 two things happened tq
strengthen the status of the Arts and
Humanities Branch and the role of its
Director: In one of those governmental

shuffles whose significance escapes
outsiders, (1) the Branch became the
-Arts and Humanitiei Program, and (2)
the AHP's Director was appointed
Special Advisor to the Commissioner
on the Arts and the Humanities.

Commissioner Keppel proved an
eloquent and consistent advocate of
the arts in education and of the AHP.
And other forces were at work to
further the new program. A powerful
and unlikely 6ne was the President's
Science Advisory Committee, an out-
come of national shock over Sputa% I.
This Committee operated primarily
through panels, or subcommittees; the
Panel do Educational Research and
Development, established in 1961,
was chaired by Jerrold R. Zacharias of
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, physicist, music buff, and
entrepreneur extraordinary in instruc-
tional innovation.
:The Panel's 1964 progress report,

"I nnovationand Experiment in Educa-
tion;" said that its members were con-

fried with "the lack of balance in
F eral assistance to the arts as com-
par to science" and raised the ques-
tion f "whether curriculum reform as
it has developed in science education
could be applied to education in the
arts." 2 The Panel promptly turned its
attention to music; the Yale Seminar
on Music Education was an immediate
result.

1
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High-level ,s,upport for the arts in
education continued when Harold
Howe II succeeded Keppel as Commis-
sioner. The AHP Director's role as Spe-
cial Advisor on the Arts and the
Humanities was expanded with the
formation .of .the National Council on
the Arts and the National Council on
fhe HurnInities. The AHP Director at-
tend* the Councils' meetings as the
Comthissioner's representative.

In 1966, an estimated1100
most of it under ESEA.titles, dealt in
some manner with arts education", and
the total approximated this amount for
each of the 3 succeeding years, slack-
ening off thereafter. Relative to the bil-
lions spent on other aspects of educa-
tion, these were anything but spec-
tacular sums. But they represented ex-
traordinary largess for the arts."A crude
measure of how extraordinary is to re-
call that in 1965, the year before the
ESEA's funds became available, the'
amount of Federal funds devoted in
any way to arts education was at rhost
$20 million, the bulk of it for the con-
struction of college fine-arts facilities
under the Higher Education Facilities
Act. The balance, administered by the
Office of ,Education's Bureau of Re-
search, was modest indeed,' never ex-
ceeding $725,000 before 1966.3

,Title IV of the ESEA, which was es-
sentially an amendment to the
Cooperative Research Act of 1954,

3



p vided funds specifically for "re-
rch and related activities in the arts

a d humanities." Measured by sheer
e pendit es, title IV support for re-

arch in its education was minor
mpared to other components of

ral fu ing for the arts in educa-

2 years, fiscal 1966 and 1968,
n. The program exceeded $2 million

I
and grants awarded, from the first few
in 1965 until termination barely 5 years
later, totaled about $11 million. The
program's importancerhowever, be
lied its relatively low funding. Title IV.
made possible .tfie first` coherent na-
tional effort in arts edu9ation re-
search; it also provided an incentive for
other arts education funding.



Chapter2. The Arts and Humanities Program in Action

The off icial,business of the Arts and
Humanities Programits legal raison
d'etrewas the administration of the
ESEA title IV funds for research and
development, in that field. The recol-
lections of former staff members leave
little doubt that most of them would
have welcomed a more active part in
the ferment of the' 1960's when,fed-
eral aid to education, including the
arts; became a booming multibillion-
dollar reality. The Directdt's strategy,
however, endorsed by Commissioner
Keppel, was to dig in and maintain the
existing beachhead, heeding the bu-
reaucratic imperative that power with-
out a specific appropriation is no power
at all. So the AHP, with its link to upper
Officialdom, hewed to its mandate, but
construed the mandate as broadly as
the law allowedwhich was fairly
broad. (As early as 1961 legislation au-
thorizing Federal support for educa-
tional research had broadened the
mandate to cover not only basic and
applied research but also demonstra-
tion projects and development.)

Title IV made possible a solid, but
small, enclave within the Office of

Education. The AHP, as the only cohe-
sivp arts group within the Federal edu-
cational establishment, became a
communications center among Gov-
ernment agencies, between Govern-
ment and arts educators, and in a mea-
sure, between/these groups and the
arts and education world generally.
Thus the AHP helped to guide and oc-
casionally instigate far larger outlays
under other ESEA titles, and was a
catalyst ind.vancingthe arts in educa-
tion.

The professionals recruited for the
Arts and Humanities Program (num--
bering only seven at its peak) were a
lively crew, plowing uncharted *seas
with something of the elan that marked
the Kennedy years or the early days of
the New Deal. Despite nominal
pigeonholing as specialistsjn art,
music, theater, dance, and museum
educationeverybody, by choice as
well as design, got into everybody
else's act, This departure from stan-
dard bureaucratic practice was only

(the operational complement to pro-
grammatic concerns that reached well
beyond the administration Of research

,

and development funds. Going about
their work, the staff members repre-
sented the arts in education to Qther
agencies and higher levels of gottern-
ment, and conctirrently brought the
good news of governmental interest
andiunding to the field.

In those days it was no simple matter
to find qualified men and women who
would make good use of the R. & D.
money suddenly available and who
recognized the full import of the estab-
lishment within the Office of Educa-
tion of a powerful force for arts
educationthe first since he Office's
creation a century earlier. To drum up
interest and response, the AHP staff
traveled incessantly into the
hinterlandsexplaining, exporting,
encouraging, and mobilizing a constit-
uency. Meantime, as sword got out,
droves of interested parties came to
Washington to find out how to acquire
some of the new Federal money for he
arts. By1io means were- they all arts
educators and researchers. Many were
professional artists with no entitle-
ment to ESEA funds; but most of the'
inquirers turned up sooner or later at



the Arts and Humanities Program: The
staff members found themselves act:
ind as brokers and counselors to all
those who, it turned out, had no qual-
ification nor indeed appetite for edu-
cational research in the arts.

In building 'up fhe program's re-
search grants, the AHP's prime con-
c'ero was to identify key issues in 'art
education that could have national im-
plications. Staff members stressed the
need to mesh- proposals with national
prioritie14he AHP asked itself and
applicants these questions: What are
the major things we need to know and
to apply if the arts are to become more
central in education?Where is change
most neededin curriculum, in modes
of instruction, in the way teachers are
trained? -4-

At first, most arts educators had dif-
ficult9 adjusting to these terms of ref-
erence. In their farflung parishes, they,
kneW little enough about producing
good proposals and the process of get--
ting grants, much less about put-
ting their own ideas in a national
framework. But the spadework began
to pay off, and in that brief period while
title IV funci*Peld out and the AHP had
high-level support, close to 200
projectt were mounted that dealt vari-

sly with R. & D. insarts edUcation. A
xed bag, inevitably, but on balance a

potent assist to the arts in education.
For example: the AHP furnished the

seed money for the aesthetic educa-
tion program of CEMREL, Inc. (ttie only
arts program later to receive major
funding from the National Institute of
EdUcatiof)> it supported various
projects that helped to spur tile-
artists-in-the-Schools movement; it
backed the Manhattanville Project,
which sought to revolutionize music
education; it backed programs which
helped to introduce theater an dance
to the school curriculum; and it did
much to preparethe ground for the
current efforts to strengthen the arts
in general education.

Although these pro14ts hardly
typify the corpus of `-`apparent re-
search literature" in arts education, _

they can justly be viewed 'as repiEsenT
tative of the best recent research. Mis-
takes? Yes, tebe sure. But mistakes
are endemic to any risk- taking enter-
prise. The arts, and the arts in educe=
ion, are alrhost by definition risky. And
to the extent possible' in Government,
the AHP took calculated risks.

A coordinated, well- funded cam-
paign to generate soupd research had
a lot going for it. It also had to end-run a
good'-many, preconceptions, miscon-
ceptions, and ideological conflictslhat

For light on AMP history, as wag as passim throughout this
report, the authors are indebted to the work of Junius Eddy and
Harlan Hoffa. both Active on the from the middle to the
late sixties Of particular value were Hoffa's "An Analysis
of Recent Restfrch Conferences in Art Education; Published in

1970 rbeyirtsh. tali' Ford FruglerntiewingkFneduesrelErrogs"
support the arts in education.

12



to a degree mark research in generpl.
but are acute with respect to the -arts
and arts education. The most perva-
sive difficulty is the notiqn that re-
search runs counter to theoery, es-
Apce and spirit of art. A few years
back, a prominent art educator and re:
searcher on his return from an ex-
tended visit tc the Orient was quoted
as saying: "Not that research won't
teach, us anything, but what research
teaches us is not-worth krfowing."

In thefinal report to the AHP on
Project Zero in 1972, Prof. Nelson
Goodman- of Harvard and his as-
sociates- 'commented on the an-
tagonism to efforts. like theirs:

research were carried out, the arts
d be destroyed" i* a characteristic con,-
t. Many are convinced that everything re-

'Med to the arts is by its very nature idiosyn-
cratic; and that any analysis, any investigation
of.education even education itselfis an-

'f tithetical to the arts,'

At the opposite. extreme are those
enthusiasts who, in their eagerness tb
bring,arts education researan into the
mainstream, have gone overboard for
the latest "scientific" techniques,

iempirical instruments, ancr quanti-
tication--"the method's game," in the
words Of Marylou Kuhn of Florida State
University, "developed in art' educa-
tion in the 1950's and borrowed from .

successes in other disciplines." 2 The
spectrum of attitudes includes many
variations between these extremes:

s

And Speaking of Research .. .

Only artists should do research.

The government should fund people, not projects.

Teachers should do research.

WillsonRobert Willson

-W. Lambert Brittain

Alice Baumgarner

When research gets away from concrete examples you have nothing but vacuous generalizations.
David Ecker

Most research poses questions, doesn't answer them.

Research is artificial -- controlled experiments by their nature fals
IBenneit Reimer

Research died because education isolated itself:
7 Alexander Ringer

We are surrounded by tests and testers; they multiply like flies, they test each other, they tickle
each others' ears with words like "cognitive" and "socio-cultural" and 'Imultiple linear regression
analysis" and "observed criterion category of musical performance."

Eugene Helm

The federal government pays an awful lot for flailing around in research. Perhaps federal dollars
shouts be invested in long-term support of a person to avoid all that flailing.

George Hardiman

There is no reason why research can't be multidimensional; some empirical; some humanistic.
We limit ourselves in research by asking only those questions which can be answered by statistics.

Ronald Silverman

One of the best things about government-sponsored research is that it puts people in touch, with
others who have similar ideas and interests.

Morilyn`Pflederer Zimmerman,

Inmany cases researchers,we more interested in getting their findings to other reseatchers'for
further study than they are in getfing the findings into application in the classroom.

, Actin Andrws
'' which

e thing holds
If [research] has any influence qp educatiOn it will be to call attention to "problem-fi
has hithed0 been neglected. As Einstein saitifegarding creative science, and the sa
for art, "The formuldtiOn of a problem is °lien more important than its solteion.

4' lit-
. W. Getzels

7



Common to most of these diverse posi-
tions, however, is the familiar plaint
that says: ."111p trouble with research
in artkeducltion is that the true
result i.e:, the net, t ultimate effect
of this or that or theory or
practicecann fined for
years, if ever." after study
qualifies its findings by such demu'r-
rers as "it's too goon to tell" and the
frequent corollary that further studies,
building on the one under considera-
tion, are required to justify firm con-
clusions. Trendiness is another famil-
iar hazard. Then there is the difficulty
from which educational research in
general suffersthat findings, how-
ever potentially valuable, seldom go
through the rigorous developmental
process required if they are to make
sense in the classroom.

The.Arts and Humanities Program
and its immediate predecessors tried
to surmount these obstacles,,in various

ways. One wasthe broad interpretation
of "research' and o "development."
More than in the physical sciences, the
line between "basic" and "applied" re-
search Es often indeterminate; a given
piece of wo k might plausibly fall into
one category or the other or both. One
man's "research" study might well b§
another man's 'evaluation" or "as-
sessment." Indeed, there is' so much
controversy among researchers as to
what constitutes "true" or "good" fe-

search that judgments as to
methodologye.g:, on "humanistic"
vs. - "scientific" methodsfrequently
becloud the question as to whether a
given study rates the designation "re-
search" atoll: (It is possible that the
AHP peddle, consciously or not,
capitalized on these murky ,lines of
demarcation. As activists, more con-
cerned with demonstrating the power
of the arts than-with scholarly probes,
they naturally tended fefavorand to
inviteprojects that broke out of the
ivory towers of "pure" research.) In any
event, there is little point in striving to
hut the AHP projects init. hard-and-
fast pigeonholes.

- This analysis, then, has no delusion
of fihding categories that will com-
mand a consensus among arts-
education specialists, much less gen-
eral agreement; the directors oft the
specific projects discussed might be
the first to take exception. Nonethe-
less, since clarify requires some kind of
simple framework, the AHP projects
have been grouped in.a few broad
categories that convey the relative
weight the federal program assigned
to the main lines of endeavor, and also
the program's shifting emphasis over
time. The ftgures express order of
magnitude, not precise distinctions.

Of almost 2 projects sponsored
during the 1960's perhaps 15 to 20
percent can be ccin trued as basic re-
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search, defined here looselVas the
sgarch,for new knowledge or better ex-
perimental confirmation of,arlier find-
ings. (Purists defining "Pure" research
would doubtless cut :the figure
sharply.) About 35 percent appear to
belong under the even looser,- and
somewhat arbitrary, heading of "de-
velopRontal" activities. Nearly all the
remaining projectsabout halfdealt
with what the AHP called "curriculum
development," or, to use a term com-
mensurate with the others, what could
fair* be called applied research. -

Many Kojects, of course, straddled
these boundaries. A "curriculum de-
velopment" project as often as not had
its "research component" (if only to
conform with legislative intent). A
small number of the projects doliot
really tit into any of these major
categories, notably many of those con-
cerned with humanities education,
some of the museum-edPcation
projects, and the few concentrating on
teacher training (which was, however,
often arc erement in. multifaceted
projects).

Measured by dollar outlay, the ratios
show greater discrepancies. Out of a
total of some $11 million spent under
title IV and its antecedent legislation,
approximately $2.1 million (20 per-
cent) went for basic research, and
about $1.6 million (15 percent) for de-
velopment The bulk of funding9/-a lit-

tle over $7 million,, or 65 percentwas
spent on applied research in cur-
riculum and related matters.,

The AHP projects lend themselves to
various other crosscuts: level: of
schooling concerned, for instance, or
particular kind of student. The most
obvious is grouping by discipline (or
dieciplines). The appendix, which gives
this breakdown, shows certain oddities
that merit a few words of explanation.
Although music education and educa-
tiontion in the visual arts between them
account for about three -fifths of all the
projects, the funding for the 60-plus
art projects came to just about $1.7
million, or slightly more than one-sixth
of the,total,outlay; whereas music with
about the same number of projects
topped all other categories with over
$3 million. Some of the music-
education phijects.were on a grand
scale, with funding up in the hundreds
of thouSand's of dollars, whereas only
onkproject in the Visual arts exceeded
$100,000 in funding. The disparity is
understandable enough on several.
counts. Music educators had been
muchlonger organized than art educa-
tors, their Membership in professional
organizations greatly outnumbered
that of the art educators, and they had
a somewhat more splid if less stylish
tradition of university research. Also,
as noted previously, the first and for
some time the only professional in the
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AHP and its forerunners was a music
man himself.

While it is literally true that the
AHP's grants ignored no major art
form,`there was scant attention to such
"newer" media as film, hotography,
or tape. It is not surprisi to find so
little attention to architect re (which
hardly figures in general edu ation) or
to such late starters as dance. It is sur-
prising, on the other hand, to find thea-
ter education, with a mere 19 projecti;
running second only to music educa-
tion in iti-more than $2.5 million fund-
ing; and humanities education with 18
projects funded at more thap $1 mil-
lion. The theater figure is quickly ex-
plained: exclude t'he extraordinary
Educational laboratory Theatre pro-
gram, and the total drops to about
$245,000. For diyyrse reasons, the
humanities were a minor aspect of the
Artkand Humanities Program and par-
took little of that program's overall ptti-
losophy and procedure. The projects
gave almost no attehtion, for instance,
to encouraging the Active involvement

*One critic wrote in the mid-sixties that research in art educa-
tion was more sophisticated than research in music education
The issue is debatable, and perhaps irrelevant to people wholly
convinced of the value of the arts to education and to life.
Nonetheless, preaching to the converted presents problems,
and some of the converted thernseNesntrnanicze ntthraat

s
thn:tclual-n
t

itrriniclo;icst:sf ressarcrmciri .

ApA ep ed
rie-

search has attained greater sophistication then it once had,
according to competent critics By and the con-
trent/1th research in art education still s with NSW* to
subject matter and general approach Art educators tend to be
rnore concerned with the nature of art, with aesthetics, the
music educators with such pragmatic problems as teaching
methods



of students in literaturein creating
their own poetry or prose; or in relating
such writing to 'the Other arts. Two

. major scholarly publications ace
counted for humanities' relatively big

.funding. .

As for the category "aesthetic edu-
cation," there is still little consensus
on its precise meaning. It is generally
used to denote a movement to corn-
bine the aRs i a curriculum that would
go beyond e traditional school ern-

, phasic o musical performance, say, or
the production of art objects, and that,
by "finding the elusive thread that
links the arts in some. m nee' (to
quote Ridhard, ould help
students become aestheticaltyliterate
anddiscriminating. In this rather loose
sense, the synonyms for this category
are "interdisciplinary" pr "integrated"
or "related" arts.

To some distinguished warriors of
arts education the movement is
trendy, with shallow roots. Moreover,
the term is so vague that it encom-
passes diverse manifestations in cuts
ricululn and research. The 1971 publi:-.
cation "Arts and Humanities Program:
Reports on Research Projects" puts a
baker's dozen of the p-rojects under the
heading "Aesthetic 'Education." 3
Examination reveals, however, that
perhaps no more than four actually
dealt with efforts to combine or relate
the arts in an aesthetic whole, or to

)

probe the problems and promise
philosophica I and psychologicalwf
aesthetics. Rather the classification
became a kind of catchall for th9se
projects that dealt with more than one
art form or included "aesthetic" or
"aesthetics" in their titles.

More than a third of all the AHP,
grants were for $10,000 or less. * The
amounts ranged from under $2,000 to
$2.3 million for the Educational Labo-
sratory Theatre program, with the me-
dian about $30,000. Needless to say,
the price tag is no greater guarantee of
valud in the research world than it is in
the supermarket or the car Salesroom.'
Some of the costliest projects yielded a
meager return, whereas some of the
modest $10,000 or Under grants gave
more than their money's worth.

The great majority were concerned
with schools rather than higher eduCa-
tion, and were fairly ev'enlydivided be-
tween elementary and secondary edu-
cation.(some dealing:with the full K-12'
range). This concentration, however,
obscures the indirect but actual sup-
port that title IV money gave to higher
education inasmuch as most of the
scholars receiving grants were college
or eversity faculty. A small number of
projects dealt exclusively with profes-

Exeldded from this review ts the so-called regional research

tram. This provided for projects costing no more than
a3000 and rzt2pre forger than 180fmo= ;hineY were

addere
dumnt=197"17i) list of projects 'e Plats 120 grants made
by the regional offices during 1967-1970 for arts education
projects
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signal education rather than the arts in
general- education. A score or so ad-
dressed themselves, wholly or in dart,
to special subgroups of students: the
markedlytalented, for instance as
well as the ,poor the minorities, the
handicapped, the retarded, and the
sick.

Aside from museum education and
the Jab theater, very few projects
looked at arts education outside the
formal educational establishment.

And this despite the AHP's avowed
concern with "optimum utilization of
informal educational program§ such as
those Offered by dommudity art,
music, theater, and dance grOUps and
education programs condhicted by
museums, cultural centers,-and arts
councils." The reason may-ivell have
been a paucity of solid propesals from
or about such groups, and t-Kis in turn
may have reflected the nevess of so
many community-arts groups and their

t-

1.7

-tenuous hold on grantsmanship.
This chapter has presented various

vantage points from which to view the
AHP's projects. It hal seemed most
useful to strike a compromise among
the possible taxonomies and to deal,
selectively, with the projects under the
broadly interpreted rubrics of basic re-
search, so-called developmental activ-
ities, and applied research, where the
predominant emphasis was curriculum
development.

cc



Chapter '3. "Crossing One Mystery With Another:" Basic Research

The chief focus of basic research
undertaken through the Arts and
Humanities 14ogrammas 'tperceptual
learning"i.e., the nature, function,
and results of what humaribeings learn
through their senses, especially their
eyes and ears, and such corollaries as
how perception relates to age, say, or
gender or mode'S of instruction. Practi-
cally allthe 30 or 40 granti of this kind
had to dq- with music or visual arts
educationnone with theater, only
onemith dance andibody movement,
and 3 with "aesthetic education."

the Arts and Humanities Pro ram
had good mason to limit its asic-
research funding, if the major g I of
the program's administrators was to
propel the arts into the center bf edu-
cation and to induce corrective- and
exemplary action as quickly as possi-
ble. It would appear, nonetheless, that
some of the AHP's most widely_ ad-
mired. grants went to scholars'for re-
search that could not be expectedto
benefit the teacher or student of the
arts for a long time, and then only after
many intervening steps:

Thus, two of the biggest projects in

?

the visual arts fall into this broad cate-
gory., One (for $46,000) was Rudolf
Arnheim's: His previous work in the
psychology of artnotably his classic
"Art and Visual Perceptidn," published
in 1954had brOught him preemi-
nence in this field:1 Project 6-1741, "A
Study of Visual Factors in Concept
Formation," was essentially a continu-
ation of this seminal study, which
appliedAestalt psychology to "the
processes of creating or experiencing
art."

As Arnheim wrote in the introduction
to his 1954 boOk; Gestalt psychology
from the start has shown a kinshid to
art, and the writingi of its leading
proponents are pervaded by it. "Here
and there in these writings the arts are
explicitly mentioned, but what counts
more is that the spirit underlying the
reasoning of these men makes the art-
ist feel at home." (Much the same
point might be made about the radical
school. reformers of the present day.)
The immediate result of the grant to
Arnheim was a -brief report that un-
dermined the historical fallacy, re-
flected in modern educational prac-

-

tice, of treating visual perception and
thinking as two distinct functions,
whereas the two are inseparable: think-
ing requires imagery, perception de-.
pends on cognitive mechanisms. The
real outcome of the grant-wasthe book

1 "ViSual Thinking," published in 1969;
an extension of Arnheim's earlier work
and another landmark in the effort to
probe arid demonstrate "the collabora-
tion of perceiving and thinking in cog-
nition." a

As reviewers have noted, Arnheim's
argumdnt is tightly woven and richly
allusive. But his, style is so luminous
and his persona so ingratiating that
"Visual Thinking," like its predeces-
sors, is. almost as good to read as
Whitehead., 4rnheim summed up the
chief point bf his work with deceptive
simplicity: "that only because percep-
tion gathers types of things, that is,
concepts, can perceptual material be

'A Willett on'tke pltleks Of taxonomy. Though in the AHP

'introduced his!
lexicon` this is basic realism: jar excellence, Amhtrn

"the

v
rch designed to perform a seeding fUrictton "

Irhis view Of "Visual Thinking consisted; at best, "tn
the doff what will have to be done in the future --a
layout of plan for sufnects to be included in future,
more particular research."



used for thought; and inversely, that
unless the stuff of the senses remains
present the mind has nothing to think
with.

of the senses
arts are neglected because they are

basiid on perception, and perception is dis-
dain& because it is ndt assumed to involve
thotight. In fact, educators and adminjs-

,tratoisocannot justify giving the arts an im-
portant position in the curriculum unless
they understand that the arts are the most '4
powerful means of 'strengthening the per-
ceptual component without which produc-
tive thinking is impossible in any field of
endeavor. The neglect of the arts is only the
most tangible symptom of the widespread
unemployment of the senses in avery field of
academic study... . . Once we uhderstand in
theory, we might try to in practictthe
unwholesome split which cripple the train-
ing of reasoning power,'

Rudolf Arnheim

The Arnheim project illiffstrates two
other germane points. One is the old
chestnut about the inevitable hiatus
between scholarly investigation and
the requirements of the practicing
teacher or administrator. True, "Visual
Thinking" is no how-to manual for the
art educa? or supervisor; it does not
provide p ponents of the arts in edu-
cation with telling, incontrovertible
examples from "real classroom situa-
tions" of the power and efficacy of are
in the develops ent of mind and spirit.
It is not a curriculum guide. But any
educator who took the time to read
Arnheim would find a powerhouse of

10
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validated argument to help him com-
bat "the traditional exclusion of the
fine arts from the liberal arts." The
authorunlike, say, Herbert Read
makes no claim for the exclusive power
of the arts, nor does he indulge in the
defensive tactic, which so many lesser
researchers have pursued, of stressing
the role of the arts in enhancing other
kinds of learning (the paint-a-picture-
and-read-a-book syndrome). His posi -.
tion, rather, rests On the symbiosis or
holism of the mind and the senses, of
the arts and overall understanding.

The second lessr illustrated by-this
project derives from the plain and
ffeely acknowledged .fact that the
AHP, like most/grant-giving institu-
tions, awarded some grants not so
much to further a particular program-
matic goal as to let an e4tais44shed or
promising talent get on with his %.Jork.
Sometimes, to be sure, this policy'
achieved little more; examples among
the AHP projects abound; But occa-
sionally the policy justified itseitke.-.
seldom with such tangible triumph as
"Visual Thinking." Professor Arnheim
is characteristically open and explicit
on the subject: "For me the grant was -
essential. Absolutely vital. OThe,,rwise
'Visual Thinking' would never 'have
been written, and what my life and my
life's work would have been without
That opportunity'at that time is more
than I can pictue in my mind." For the'



2'yearsthat the AHP set him free for
research,. he recently said of ttie staff!'
"The Lord bless them all."

Another sizable ject in basic re-
search in the vist4rrtS followed a
quite different plotline, with its own
and somewhat special kind of produc-
tive results. Two grants totaling
$87,000 were made to Kenneth R.
Beittel, of Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, to determine the effect of
selected psychological concepts
(called by tt* researcher "self-
reflectiVe train The) on the capacity for
creative work in art. Beittel is regarded
as one of the finest researchers in art

.education. Aside from this distinction
and their common dedication to art, he
differs from Rudolf Arnheim in almost
every respect, some superficial, some
not. TO begin with he is at the heart of
the art-education establishment: Most
research in arts education has been
produced by big State universities
e.g., Penn State, Ohio State, Illinois,

'Indiana,'and Iowaand hqt by private
institutions like Sarah LaUrence and
Harvard; where Arnheim successively
taught. Beittel has workell primarily
with art educators or about-to-be edu-
cators, ratHer than the spectrum of
educatortitfs, and psychologists
who people Arnheim's world.- His usual
prose style, quite aside from the
technicalities of research Jingo, is
nearly as idiosyncratic and impenetra-

ble as, say, Thorsteirk V(blen's or
F. S.. C. Northrop's.

But the greatest difference lies in
Beittel's initial mode of attack: delib-
erately limited and empirical, as
against broad and philosophical. It is'
difficult to sum up both ,briefly and
comprehensibly the goals and findings
of Beittel's two related prOjectsp In
broadest terms, they constituted an
investigation of the strategies a stu-
dent might use in tackling a drawing
problem, and the effect( of' varying
conditions upon, these strategies and
their results. The transcendent goal
was to develop a sound and usable
learning theory in art.

In a series of experiments-(which in
turn built on his earlier work under Na-
tional Science Foundation grants);
Beittel used an intricate procedure
(e.g., a hidden cameraricording time-
lapse. photographs of each student's
drawings). Experts judged the results
as to their "spontaneity, divergency,
and aesthetic quality." Some students
worked from a still Life, others from
their itnaginatiOns. Some worked with
direct or indirect mediation from an in-
structwothers entirety on their own.,
In setting,up the conditions of his ex-
periment, Beittel drew selected find-
ings not only from psychology, espe-
cially cqgnitive theory, but also such
'disciplines as linguistics. He con-
cluded thatwhile certain artistic qu'al-
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-ities were, associated with a given
strategy,'"the strategies should not be
regarded as bipolar." But whereas the
spontaneous strategy tended to pro-
duce "spatial continuity," for in-
stance, and thq divergent strategy
"segmented forlai and space," the
judges discerned little change ip aes-
thetic quality throughout the course of
the extensive experiments.

In recommending approval of the
secohd of Beittel's AHP proposals, re-
viewers stressed the unique nature of
his line of research, the researcher'ss

4-11, integrity, and "filing-cabinet
mi d," as well as the lack of any pre-
sumption that the work would "provide
answers to. immediate classrobm or-
studio problems.'''The eventual educe-
lional significance of the Beittel work
was assumed. For Beittel, according to
his final report., the' experiments (in
classic fashion) served primarily to.
dispute, various preconceptions about
art and the practice of art: "the taboo,"
for instance, "on direct style instruc-
tion, and the romantic mystique on,
style supporting thii taboo"; Monet's
famous injunction to y&ing artists to
draw continuously, "with its hidden.
assumption that this practice and rep-
etitioh will 6e _the source for 'learning
to learn'." The experiments also served
to encourage the invasion of a "still
more highly tabooed areasymbol-
making, and the 'extra-art' influences
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thought to partially determine aes-
thetic and cfeativedifferences in draw-
ing

Dr. Beittel,s concluding lines, like
the sun breaking through an Irish mist,
compensate the reader-for what has
gone before: "There is, to be sure,
much mystery remaining in the study
of art strategy, even .though it has
Shown.itselt_ to be highly amenable, to
inquiry and influence. But there is
nothing like crossing one mystery (of
which a little is known) with another (of
which nothing is known)."

As it happens, the Bethel forays into
this compounded mystery have
opened paths for several generations
of 'graduate studep, some of them
funded bythe.AHP. What stands oufin,
the Beittel story, however, is the
palpableand frankly avowed
change that the research made in the
researcher, as several books and
numerous articles in the late_ sixties
and early seventies bear.witness.

In his own way, Beittio personifies
shifting approaches to research in art,
and by and large arts, education in the.
past few decades. In the fifties re-
searches were striving for improved
quality and respectability. This, move-
ment had two related aspeds. One was
substantiyethe effort to relate liar-
pose and validity as closely as possiBler
to psychology and other disciplines in
the social and behavioral sciences. The
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.
other was, proceduralthe effort to
emulate the technical apparatus of
empirical research by mastering statis-
tics and the other arcana of "hard"
sciences. In the age of Sputnik, the
is r'ategy was if-you-can't-lick-'em-
j n-'em. By,the 1970's howeVer, there

ere signs that arts research had come
sharply about if not full circle. As Ed-
ward Mattil has said of research in-the
visual arts, including his own: "Some
of us are going back to crawling so our
bones and muscles will be ready for
walking." ,

This does not mean that the "scien-
tific" work of the preceding years Was
all or even predominantly mistaken,
wasteful, or discreditable. If nothing
more, it served to train scores of young
andnot-s6-ybungscholarsin the rigors
of valid experimental method. Beyond
that it appees to have. helped arts ed-
Licatora to feflnulate a clearerstale of
research values and goals in their field,
tirweed out the important from the triv-
ial, and to recognize thefigyitsas well
as the. ippropriate ai6plicationsof
quantification in the arts.

There is a good case, then, for the
proposition that the grants to Bethel,
coming as he has said at a critical time
in his career, were a sound investment

-in the education of Kenneth R. Beittel,
an effect multiplied by his high repute
and his influence on educators anck
education in the visual arts. Reviewing



one of Beittel's books, Hilda Lewis ob-
served that the reader accompanies
the author on a journey "from'cbgnitive
theory through the drawing experiment
to humanism" and she delineated its
controversial quality: "Those who are
committed to nomothetic research,
experimental control, raplicability, and
related, desiderata of traditional re-
search a likely to define Beittel's new
view a tside the boundaries of sci-
entifi inquiry." Beittel's own sum-

, min p of the impact of the research
on the researcher is dramatic:

part now from my earlier venfjcationist, more
narrowly empirical self to core bea it with a
more human and phenomenal self. I can no
longer vacillate between the two. The one can-
not do what the other can, not just "not yet,"
as strict empiricists put it, but never. I set out
to do a research and ended by participating in
a sacrament.'

To laymen, artists, teachers, ad-
ministrators, or "strict-empiricists"
this self-characterization of the prin-
cipal investigator in projects 5,41361
and 5-4373 may conjure up ;tot drama
but bathos. So 41? it it perhapsbeitters
attitude on the evidence of his increas-
ingly prolific writing and speaking in
recent years. His openness about him-.
self, his willingness to say "I" and to
reveal his own growth and change, only
suit the style to the message, which in
essence is the need he perceivefor art
education and research to center
around the individual. In keeping with

such airealignment, it naturally follows
that Beittel make% no exclusive claims
for his present pointy view but would
let a thousand research strategies
bloom. "I have no de§iretd talk down
any other approach, nor,need I feel I
have forever turned frcur plore tradi-
tional inquiries," he haszvirktten.° And
the operative word in the title of his
latest book, "Alternatives for Art Edu-
cationResearch," makes the point for
eclecticism.'

The work Beittel and his students
now pursue in his drawing labora-
tory can be broadly eha'racterized
as "humanistic," though this broad
term fails to cortvey the researcher's
distinctive and painstaking,case-
study methods. Bethel deplores the
arbitrary contradiction some see be-
tween "hunianistic" and "scientific"
methods. To him the work he is now
doing is quite scientific; it is not, how-
ever, "mechanistic," as was his earlier
work. To him the most basic of, basic
-research, which the gung-ho en-
thusiasm of the sixties for the cognitive
and behavioral ignored or minimized,
depends on old-fashioned (or newly
fashionable) observation and descrip-
tion, probing, reflection, synthesis
even that scientifically disreputable
pastime philosophizing.

Besides Arnheim and Beittel, fewer
than a dozen other investigators-in the
visual arts pursued the Al-IP piojects

rde.

classified here as basic research under
-4k generous definition of the term. A

number of them, especially in thE early
years, exemplifiedlike Beittel's
projectsthe interest in relating chil-
drens art work (or' "aesthetic judg-
ment") to cognitive theory or develop-
ment, or in devising objective mea-
sures for assessing aesthetic re-
sponse. "Creativity" became a popular
but seldom fertile row to hoe, with
scattered efforts to confirm or, if it so
turned out, refute empirically such
giants of the art-education canon as
Viktor Lowenfeld and Herbert Read. As
one of these quondam researchers has
said in explaining her disaffection with
creativity research: "You can go so far
in it and then you tread on quicksand."
A statistical footnote on how big
"creativity" was in the midsixties: Ac-
cording to a 15f7 issue of the Journal
of Creative Behavfor, about 1,250 bib-
liographic entries in the preceding 18
months equaled in sheer bulk the re-
search of 5 years before that, and ba
armed the work of the preceding c
tury.° It was pretty much the in to
for doctoral elissertations%

Other researchers, usint different
methods to build on cognitive theory,
tried to establish transferi.e., to vali
date the appealing hypothesis that
greater competence in visual percep-
tion, achieved through instruction,
would prove out as well in greater all-
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around academic achievement. Sev-
eral projects with this end in view, one
of them very generously funded,
proved no such thing; they didn't dis-
prove it either, since plausible allow-
ances could be made for defects, fortu-
itous or otherwise, in project design,
execution, or breadth.

Even if one stretches the category
several points, relatively few of the
AHP's projects in music education can
be classified as basic researchno
more than half a dozen of the total 64
music grants. Most of these investi-
gated perception of musical sounds.
For example, Robert Petzoldan en-
gaging panjandrum among music edu-
cators and editor of the Journal of Re-
pearch in Music Educationheaded
several sequential projects from 1959
to the midsixties. He explored the dif-
ferent ways that young childrenboth
"normal" and musically gifted
perceive musical symbols to find use-
ful datafor improving the mode and
sequence of teaching music in the
early grades. In the third and final
project, he studied the auditory per-
ception of children in the first six
grades over a 5-year period.

Dr. Petzold learned from his findings
that thildreri Teach a plateau at the
third grade and "cannot continue to-
ward developing a minimal level of mu-
sical growth and understanding unless
the school is able to provide both time
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and opportUnities for such growth, as
well as qualified teachers. "' It was
Petzold's conclusion that ft* schools
providedequate time and opportuni-
ties for average or extra-talented chil-
dren turowcsically, including those
school% t t have gifted ,music.
teachers. He sees small rift in the
gloom. "In the average elementary
school," Dr. Petzold said recently, "the
amount of time each child spends with
a music specialist comes to about
thirty-six hours a yearor about a
quarter or less of,the time scheduled
for each of the 'regular' subjects."

The Petzold studies were singled out
among thousands of recent, music-
education projects in the Schneider-
Cady survey and in another AHP-
supported surveyRichard -.Colwell's
1969 "Critique of Research Studies in
Music Education" (see ap dix).
F ederick Swanson's review in !Re Col-
es compilation points to both the
qu ity and the limitations of Petzold's
work, whichsince-Petzold is an out-
standing scholar in his fieldcould be ,
extrapolated to the whole field of re-
search in music education. Swanson,
reacting only to the first of Petzold's
AHP projects, "The Perception of
Music Symbols in Music Reading by
Normal Chjldren and by Children
Gifted Musically," observed its "very .
restricted area" (sight reading) and
"correspondingly limited" conclu-

;
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sions. After mentioning certain
shortcomings "not because of faulty
technique but inherent in the naturci,,,
of the study" Swanson devotes1
bulk of his review to extolling the "pro-
vocative avenues of exploration"
that Petzold's first project openi up
and the "techniques usable in further

,studies." Three major avenues are:
the place of music reading in a re-
quired curriculum; the importanciof .

motivation; and whether or not there is
"a best or prfferred method for teach-
ing note-reading."

Another effort to-probe the basics of
music education was Marilyn Pflederer
Zimmerman's study of how children
conceptually organize musical sounds.
One of two AHP-supported "concept"
studies in music, the Zimmerman
project shares with Kenneth Beittel's
drawing studies the urge of arts re-
searchers in the early and midsixties to
correlate education in the arts with
cognitive theory. But, unlike Beittel,
Dr, Zimmerman underwent no trans-
formation of her own research philoso
phy in the process, at least not on the
record.

The psychological pririciple behind
her series.orfive experiments was one
of the mai& steps of Jean Piaget's
schema of a child's cognitive develop-

.

ment: the grasp of the principle of con-
servatism. A fasiiliar example is the
child's ability at a certain stage of

growth to 'recognize that a given
amount of water, say, or clay remains'
the same even when it is divided into
smaller units or its appearance other-
Wise changed. To quote Dr. Ziemer-
man:

is
Inherent in the Piagetian idea of conservation
is the very real relationship that exists between

perception and ,c.oncept formation. . . . The
interdependence of percept end concept is
especially evident in musical learning. It
seems almost a truism to say that musical
learning begins with perception of music.
From our various perceptions of music, we de-
velop musical concepts that permit us to think
about what we have heard and tbat provide us
with a basis.for communicating our musical
ideas through performance and at the sym-
bolic level of notation.'°

How Children Conceptually Organize Musical Sounds .

. Final Report, Zimmerman, Marilyn Pfarer; Sechrest, Lee
Northwestern litliversity, Evanston, Ill.
/abstraction levels/ cognitive development/ 'cognitive processes/ 'concept formation/ 'conserva-
tion (concept)/ elementary school students/ intellectual development/ learning processes/ mental
development/ music/music education/ music techniques/ patterned responses/ 'research/ re-
tention/ secondary school students/ vocabulary

A senes of fivelxperknents was designed an'd administered to 679 elementary and junior high
school studenti over a 2 -pear period to test the relevance of Jean Piaget's concept of conservation
to musical learning. Musical tasks consisting of stimulus patterns and systematic variations of
these patterns were designed for each experiment, and experimental settings for individual
experiments were varied. Results indicated:

(1) Task performance progre;sivery improved from younger to older age groups;
(2) Improvement in conservation of tonal patterns preceded improvement in conservation of

rhythm patterns; -
(3) Training to enhance conservation was most effe9tive at ages 5 and 7;
(4) Change of mode, contour, and rhythm pattern interfered with conservation more than

change of instrument, tempo, or the addition of harmony;
(5) A plateau in music conservation skills was reached in the fourth grade;
(6) Patterns in minor mode produced better rhythm conservation than major or atonal pat-

terns;
(7) The initial teaching of musical structure may best be pursed through the study of familiar

music. The presence of visuals in one axperiment made a significant difference in the
results.

The conclusions emphasize the importance of an early acquaintance with basic music structure
and vocabulary and the need for instruction to decenter perception from the biasing aspects of
music by a consideration of musical variations.
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A familiar motif prefaces the re- ,

searcher's conclusions: "Although the
data are not conclusive enough for us
to make any definite re
about music educatioh, our results do .

show that even young children are ca-
pable of comprehending fairly complex
musical concepts. Teachers may be
doing students a disservice by teach-

. ing them music -too slowly. . ..,It is
also important' that rriusit education
involve more active participation and
experimentatioh by the student. . . .

Children should have the opportunity
to create and experiment with music in
a very active way, so that by their own
creation and experimentation, they
may learn that such aspects of music
as tonal pattern, rhythm, tempo, and
intervals are equally as plastic but im-
mutable as clay." "

The box on page 19 reproduces the
ERIC' summary of this project and its
findings, leading off with the array of
cross references that preface alt such

4 summariesin this case ranging from
"abstraction levels" to ."vocabulary."
The Zimmerman project; as the roster
of seven major results indicate,
suggests interesting analogies to
projects this chapter touched on ear-
lier. Beijdes the Beittel-like effort to
probe the relation of cognitive theory
to education in the arts, the un-
equivocal eniphasis,on the importance
of startinirrly with the "right" kind of

musical training parallels .Petzold's
conclusions. (These two entirely dif-
ferent sets of experiments even coin-
cided in locating a learningn"plateau"
at about grades three or four.) Finally,
despite the difference in art forms,
modes of procedure, and research
goals, Marilyn Zimmerman has bul-
warked Am helm's basic thesis: the
vital union'of perception and thought.

One of the few AHP projects con,
cerned with basic research inaesthetic
education has been Harvard's Project
Zero. The final report to AHP, "Basic
Abilities Required for Understanding
apd Creation in the Atts," was built on
seven so-called technical reports,

l'Imder grants from various sources.

Topics

reports deal with such diverse
Topics as the arts in alternative
schools, the theory of symbols, types
of musical reference, and the lecture-
performance his an instrument for au-
dience education. The final report was
final only in the sense that it completed
the research pursuant to the OE grant.
The project itself has continued with
funds from the National Science
Foundation (which, early and late,
acted the unexpected role of a catalyst .

*ERIC hvhicfrstands for Educational Reeoumes Information
Center) is the chief and sometimes the only meads for obtaining
complete reports of resterch in education, including arts educa-
tion. The microfiche version is cheap hut Inamvenient to ue , the
Kerd copy anion 1$ handy but 0404inshy For in June
1976, the Zimmerman report in microfiche wee only .019 cents; the
herd copy version was $11.37
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in arts education), the National InstP
tute of 'Education, and others.

Project .Zero researchersfounder
Nelson Goodman, David Perkins, How-
ard Gardner, and their associatesare
wary Qf extravagant claims fin. their

work. "Weare not looking fbr mathe-
matical formulas for nurturing pbilities
in the arts; rather we are studying the
various possible ways that education
may be made more helpfulor at least
less damagingto such abilities."

Harvard's Project ZeroExplains Hs& 12

Pro\ect Zero investigates human symbolic functioning, with special emphasis on creation and comprehension in the arts. The Project has
sought a membership and insights from the diversedrsciplines of philosophy, developmental and cognitive psychology, mathematics, edue-
bon, as well as the arts themselves A mix of focussed and broader inquiry characterizes the Project's work. 4;`

tiDuling its initial phase, the Project undertoo an analysis of central concepts in the study and practice of the arts. During a second phase,
the focus shifted to basic 'psychological Mve igatibns of human symbolic capacities in the arts-and elsewhere. During the present phase, the
empirical and theoretical research interests are continuing, and the Project has also become involved in a number Of ongoing educational
programs In addition, the Project functions'as a resource center, dissepinatirig information and advice.oni a range of problems concerning
the arts, symbolization, and cognition Findings are made public through books and monographs:'articles in scholarly journals and national
periodicals, and regular seminars corrducted during the academic year. Membersqf the original Project meet annually to reviewApregress on
topics of mutual interest Visiting scholars often work with the Project fat a serf ester or a year. Inquiries and associations with the Project's
activities are welcome

Project Zero'-a title cho cause
the project directors said that they
began "with little more thari a convic-
tionbf the task and tome tentativeo-
tions as to where tddireot our attention
first"has spread its net wide and

root*
The history of Project Zero reflects a range of convictions concerning the arts, human behavior generally, and research. Where some see the
-creation and comprehension of art as processes standing apart from othxr modes of knowing and acting, the present inqUiry, has focussed on
the common Youndation of syMbolic Capacities and the many parallels of process and strategy which link the arts to practice.inthe sciences
and elsewhere Again, while educational-research has typically focussed on the scho4kage child- and highlighted the use of standard experi-
mental paradigrris, Project Tesearch has sought a. wider range of subjects and extended its methods to include clinical, process-tracing, case
study, and' longitudinal paradigms. These commitments work toward sliorperiing both the contrasts and commonalities among thp various arts
and sciences and defining the various specific and general skills and abilities which serve their practice

Among the current research interests of the Project are the following topics ,Qhildren's conceptions of the arts, the development of sensitivity
to style, the development of metaphoric thought, children's conceptions of frailty and fantasy, problem-solving in the arts and sciences, the
training of "versatile which cut across diverse domains, the development of symbolic capacities in different media in young children,
the breakdown of symbolic skills under conditions of brain damage, sen,sitivity to narrative structure, the nature of errors-in thinking, process-
tracing studies of artists and poets at work, prtblems attendant on erkbuntering novelty in the arts and elsewhere, the nature of critical dis-
agreement and critical dialogues in the arts and elsewhere, the role of rhythm in perception and Motor control, and pattern recognition,
process'es in the reading of text and pictures

The PrOlect's practical involvernent in education commenced by sponsoring a number of lecture-performances-in which well-known artists
furnished a "behind-the-scenes" look at the processes of creating and performing in the arts More recently, t e Project has been involved in:
Planning a television series for education in the arts; planning a television series in the humanities; assisting a jor museum in the installa-
tion of its collection so as to insure maximum educational effectiveness; developing and teaching a new course. ntitled "The How of Art:
Educating Creative Process", and recommending policies and procedures for arts education and mathematics educaticin to state and national
groups.



avoided any single psychological ap-
proach. Thus, :it takes judicious ac-
count of the psychoanilytic tradition,
which concentrates on the motivation
of the artist and the audience
(exemplified by Otto Rank), and the
Gestalt school, which focuses on "cer-
tain laws of perception" (exemplified
by Arnheim), as well as many,others
including the psychophysical and the
behavioristic.

All of this rnay,sound abstruse to the
point of absurdity to the arts educator
who wants to know what to do Monday,
or to' the eager but insufficiently in-
formed administrator or clissroom in;

-structor who really wants to do some-,
thing constructive and enterprising
aboutthe arts in education. Even the
most open-minded reader may be
Stopped in his tracks when Goodman
suggests' four symptoms of the aes-
thetic: "syntactic and semantic den-

.

I

sity . as well as syntactic replete-
ness and exemplificationality."

The reader might be well advised to
surmount such semantic density and
persist with Pr 'Kt Zero's researchers
in their effort t cut through accumu-
lated deadw to a clearing of sorts.
The familiar disclaimer against con-
struing the early results thui far as
"recipes for immediate appliCation by
the arts educator" may seem more ap-
posite than Usual. By now, however, its
directors believe that Project Zero is
moving from zero to one." Under
more recent post-AHr grants, the early
concentration on psychological exper-
iments has been supplemented by
practical applications to the world of
museums,"schools, and television. The
box on page 21 gives further details of
Project Zero's evolutl8n, in the words'
of its own researchers, with eirphasis
on recent directions.
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Chapter 4. The "D" in R. & D.

Research and development is one
of the-concepts that education picked
up from the world of industry. R. & D.
belongs to what Raymdatoaktehen
called -"the scientiWpovernent
education," in his ridable 1962 study
"Education and the Cult of Efficien-
cy. "' This movement has had salutary
effects but malign ones, too, When the
profit-and-loss, input-output orienta=
tion of the enterprise system has been
applied too literally to the distinctively
different worldbf education. The furor
over "accountability" is an example of

its current manifestation% along with
cost/benefit analysis, competency-
rating, and the "trade-off" concept.
The swelling invocation to make edu-
cation more "humane" is in part a
reaction against the excesses of ratio-
nalizing an essentially Untidy prqcess.

It is therefore probably all to the
good that the Arts and Humanities
Program molded R. & D. to its own pur-_
poses, putting Ole cart before the
horse. Classically=in medicine and
rocketry as well as in industry, com-
merce, and in communicationsre-
search generates a new product, an

idea, or a method:Each must go
through a design-and-testing stage to
verify its'initial value and to minimize

buzsi.ttien, through broader trial-runs
in a selected marketplace (shopping
mart, clinic, highway, proving ground)
and back to the drawingboard/
laboratory for modifications. Finally, a
pill, misfile; doll, computer, station
wagon, or advertising slogan emerges
as haVing been readied for general
consumdtion.

In the AHP sequence, "D" comes be-
fore "'R." That pa,rt of the program
called "developmental activities" had
as its prime goal to spur useful and
usable research. (Thereafter, presum-
ably, the accepted cycle would pro-
ceed.) These activities, which included
more than 30 conferences and about
the same number of surveys or "status
studies," accounted for about $1.6

- million, or almost one-seventh, of the
AHP's entire investment The official
line was set forth thus in *1966 inter-
office memorandum:

The prtmary means for hg an informed
constituency which would utilize Federal re-
sources to improve education in the arts and

humanities was the planned use, of de-
velopmental-activities....
The pattern which has emerged hds been,
first, to hold a planning conference which
brings tdgethec educators in the specialized
field, curriculum specialists and educational
theoreticians, psychologists and sociologists,
administrators,.critics historians, and prac-
titioners soah as musicufns, artists, and com-
posers to make recommendations rding
the status of a particularleld in edUc.ation.
Secondly, activities which involve extensive
background work are combined with dissemi-
nation conferences to develop guidelines for
needed research and curriculum improve-.
ment.
Thirdly, surveys are made of innovative
projects and programs,which can provide
models for the field as a whole, or suggest
changes and new approaches to improve edu-
cation generally.
In addition, several developmental activities
have been directed toward needs peculiar to a
swific field. . These developmental activ-
ities have resulted in statements and recom-
mendations of major significance regarding
the status of ithe fields involved, and steps
which need to be taken, which have received
national attention at all 'educational levels,
both within the educational enterprise and in
informal educational . They provide
assurance that establtir prrilsoritiee-and pro-_
gram
best tgrillictng wrePrleitehritcarbec°rurdr.isTufhtaheve
produced an informed intelligent and ener-
getic constituency which is ready to use all
available resources in an imaginative fashion
tamest educational needs. Finally, they have
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served to stimulate a large number of propos-
als in a variety of fields.'

SURVEYS

It is hardly surprising that the "pat-
tern" outlined in Ille official memo
quoted above didn't always fall into
place so neatly and coherently as the
policymakers would have it. The sur-
veys, for instance, were exceedingly
diverse in subject matter, scope, in-
terest, and influence. In some fields
small connection can be discerned be-
tween', the studies fund nd other

of the level
l
tal pattern,

hough this_ reserver need not di-
minish their usefulness. Thus, artedu-
cation accounted for eight surVeys,
most of them modest in purpose and
funding five dealing MO postsecon-
dary art offsings, facilities", and re-
search needTin particular institutions,
States,-or regions; one with the uses of
media in art education; one with
museums; and one with nationwide
certification requirements.
, The standout in art education was "A
Study of the Relation of Museum Art
Exhibitions,to Education." Based on
interviews at 57 museums, this study
by Bartlett Hayes, Jr., then of Harvard,
produced forthright conclusions as to
the generally inept use of museums by
public schools,, recommended sharp
changes in current practice, and may
well have helped the Present wide-

,

f4-

spread efforts to transfOne the cliche
of the harried teacher histling bored
kids through the American wing orsthe
Rembrandts. The Hayes study was id-,
cluded in a book published in 1968 by
the Smithsonian Institution that was
widely disseminated.'

Don Bushnell's "The Arts, Education
and the Urban Subculture," a one-
of-a-kind survey completed in 1968,
exemplified the AHP's interest in arts
for the disadvantaged and in comma--
nity arts. Actually, despite its title, this
293-page report dealt almost exclu-
sively with the performing arts
theater, filmmaking, dance, jazz, rock."
Surveying over 320 community arts
centers in both rural and urban set-
tings, the author found that urban
"community programs serve the indig-
enous student populations, better
[than public schookompeniatory arts
programs] in every regard except one:
numbers enrolled." The recommenda-
tions were sweeping, ranging from the
dbvelopment of reading and writing
skills through film and television pro-
ductions, to "the launching spf a
nationwide campaign for the arts as an
essential ingredient in general educa-
tion." According to Mr. Bushnell, sub-
stantial publicity in Saturday Review
and Manhattan's Village-Voice gener-
ated thousands of requests for his re-
port, which was published by the
Communications Foundation'of Santa

29
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Barbara, has also seen some
use as a colle

Calif
e text.

How was it that art education, which
accounted for more than a third of all
the conferences, produced .more lim-
ited surveys than music education and
theater education, both* of which ac-
counted for almost two-thirds of the
AHP's total studies and surveys?
Doubtless a number of different expla-
nations are in order. Theater, as one of
the newer arts to find a toehold in
school and college curriculum, natu-
rally had an extra impetus to amass
information and technical guidance.
The eight theater-education surveys
were evenly divided between status in-
vestigatidns, like those in art. educa-
tion, and studies of specialized theater
problems. Thus, in the first category
,appear- such projects- as a survey of
interracial theater in the United States
from 1956 to 1966,, a description of
community theaters in the United
States, another of college and univer-
sity theater departments, and a survey
of the status of theater in U.S. high
schools, (This last study predictably
found that most high schools put on
plays but few offer theater-arts
courses.) The second categoryin-
cluded 'Such projects as a survey of
outdoor drama techniques '(meaning
mostly "epic presentations" and his-
torical plays), a report on graphic'
sources for teaching Restoration act-

$11

ing style, a study to adapt theater-arts
materials from European countries.for
use the United States, antl arch itec-
tur I recommendations for secondary
school theater space-and equipment.

The 11 music-education studies
were considerably more diversified, in-
cluding 2nly a few surveys of institu-
tional departments (e.g., an evaluation
of graduate offerings .at selected
California colleges) or available teach-
ing materials. The remainder ranged
widelyfrom a rather off band analysis
of student attitudes toward contem-
porary American music finding: ap-
preciation grows in part through famil-
iarity and understanding), through a
modest but professiona'ly important
exploration of ways- to identify and
measure musical talent, to several ex-
tensive surveys of the research litera-
ture previously cited. The surveys also
included the AHP's singlebroject deal-
ing with the therapeutic role of the
arts: "An Analysis, Evaluation, and
Selection of Clinical Uses of Music in
Therapy," directed by Eke late Everett
Thayer Gaston of the University of
Kansas, a leading authority in this
field. The, Thompson/Hill study, "The
Organization, Administration, and
Presentation of Symphony Youth Con-
Cert Attivities for Music' Educational
Purposes in Selected Cities," rated
one of the sliCked-up, well-illustrated
"popular" publications by the Office of

-L_

Education, under the title "Schools
and Symphony Orchestras."' One of
the most interestingRonald
Thomas's 'Study of New Concepts,
Procedures, and Achievements in
Music Learning as Developed in
Splected Music Programs"will be
treated in its proper place as an out-
corrfe of one important project and the
prbgenitor of another.

The chief reason for the relatively
large number of music-education sur-
veys may well be the converse of that
suggested for theaterthe very fact
that music as the best established of
the arts in the schools and colleges had
the most experience and research to
look into, as well as the biggest
constituency of organized practition-
ers. Furthermore, music with its
myriad subdivisions and diversity of in-
strumental equipment cries out for
specialized knowledge. And then, of
course, one must not overlook the
sheer play of chance in any assess-
ment of why the AHP did ,what=the
conjunction,at the right moment of the
right proposal. with 'the right adminis-
trator.

CONFERENCES
In retrospect Kathryn Bloom be-

lieves that "far and away the most im-
portant money the program spent was
for the series of developmental confer-
ences.".. Of the 32, 12,dealt with art
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education, 6 with music education,
and the rest were scattered among
theaiter, dance, humanities, com-

, munication media, architecture; and
multiple arts.

s In documenting her position, Miss
Broom adduces Harlan Hoffa's "An
Analysis of Recent Research Confer-
ences to Art Education," s an OE-
sponsored report published late in
1970 which covered 17 conferences
held an the midsixtie (including sev-
eral with support froth sources other
than the AHP). An unusually forth-
right,informative, and candid report, it
is written with humor and authoritriln
his summation, Or. Hoffa wrote that
",!other than that all were concerrfed
with art education," the common de-

, norninator of The conferences was that
"each was set up for the sole purpose
(emphasis added) of identifying re-
search strategies for the solution of
particularly pressing professional
problems." Then, after tracing the de-
cline in the Federal climate favoring
the arts and arts education, he de-
clared the long-range effect of the con-
ferences to be "disappointing." What-
ever their net effect, they failed to
generate important changes in art
education. As "revival meetings," the
conferences rated a resounding yea; as
a means to develop sound research
proposals, a qualified but conclusive

no. By and large, Hoffa felt those con-

4

ferences most successfulor most
evidently successfulthat addressed
therriselVes to delimited, however dif-
ficult, goals.

The conferences analyzed by Hoffa
were conf ined to those concerned with
art education, it should be noted. Next
to art education, the largest category
of conferences dealt with music edu-
cation. (The preponderance in art and
musid, according to the 1966 .memo
quoted on p. 23, resulted from
"priorities in the employment of staff
in these,fields and the readiness of re-
searchers to utilize available resources
to ,meet perceived needs."6) And the
first and most influential andsti II most
famous of all the developmental con-
ferences took place in April 1963,
some months before the creation of
the Arts. and Humanities Program as
such and the appointment of a di-
rector: Project G-013, modestly enti-
tled "Seminar on Music .Education"
and directed by musicologist Claude V.
Palisca, is generailOtiown as the Yale
seminar or ,conference. Though it was
entirely supported by Office of Educa-
tion funds, the Office played a minor
part in its planning and egecution. As
mentioned in chapter 1, the instigator
of this seminal event in arts education
was physicist Jerrold Zacharias of MIT,
then head of the Panel on Educational
Researth and Developgnent of the
President's Science Advisory Commit-
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tee. Joseph Turner, a staff associate of
the panel, had much to do with plan-
ning the 12-day program and selecting
the 31 participants. Another key
plannerthe chaifman of the steering
committeewas composer and con-

. ductor Lionel Nowak of Bennington
College.

The opening paragraph of\lusic in
Our Schools," the "popular/ OE,
published report on the conference,
characterized conference participants
as "musicians, scholars, and teachers
intent on improving elementary and
secondary school music," and noted
that their experience was "far from
being limited to education."' This
bland understatement must have
prompted many a bitter laugh or un-
printable comment back in 1964. Most
notable and outrageous about the con-
ference's makeup was the low repre-
sentation of the music-education es-
tablishment (e.g., officers or membe ?s
of the Music Educators National Con-
ference (MENC), the national organi-
zation of public school music educa-
tors). Fewer than a quarter of the par-
ticipants were public school music
Supervisors or directors, school ad-
ministrators, or teacher educators (the
maverick Ronald Thomas among
them). Predominantly, the conferees
were composers, performers, conduc-
tors, musicologists, critics, and college
music faculty, No bona fide member of

the music-education club (in the
MENC sense) had served on the steer-
ing committee either. But the dozen or
so observers included MENC's execu-
tive secretary and also Harold Arberg,
who fact had prevailed on Nowak,
Turner, and others to include educa-
tors among the participants.

Though the Yale seminar may be an-
cient history, it would be foolish to
bypass this conference. To begin with,
the conference's cpmposition and
findings rocked the establishment. So
did its unusually wide publicity (in such
leading dailies as the New.York Times,
the New York Herald Tribune, and the
Washington Evening Star thanks to
participating newspaper critics).

Although resentment by music edu-
cators has not entirely evaporated dur-
ing the many years since the Yale
event, they deserve credit because
they took their medicine along with
many of the sweeping Yale recommen-
dations to heart (with results visible to
some degree in the schools). And it was
hard meditine for the music education
establishment to swallow. Though the
Panel's final report recognized the
"feverish and massive" musical'activ-
ity in the-schools, it assailed the pre-
ponderant emphasis on group-instruc-
tion and performance. The conference
report attempted even-hOded
analysis of the gap between the' realm
of professional music in America and

v the realm of music education in the
schools; it conceded that few compos-
ers, performers, or musicologists had
theinclination, or took the time, to cul-
tivate relations with schools or to bring
students any sense of the realities and
variety of contemporary American
music.

The re leveled sharper criticism
at the m educators. "The field of
music education has become a far-
flung realm with its own traditions, as-
sociations, organs, and experts. It has
become increasingly difficult for
forces outside this complex to influ-
ence music teaching. Teachers col-
leges . . . promote a certain paro-
chialism by guarding their faculties
against the intrusion of those not edu-
cated within the system of which they
are a part." And, while allowing fol. ex-
ceptions, the report concluded that
the majority of teachers "have been
trapped by the pressures of public per-
formance and of community and stu-
dent tastes into a deplorable rtutine
that produces mainly superficial re-
sults," the worst being the mass pro-
d uction of "the musical technician, fo2
rower, a* teammate" without th
nourishment needed for initiative and
independence.

An abbreviated outline of the con-
ference's recommendations for im-
proving music education is shown on
page 28. These range from imaginative
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and diverse ways of developing musi-
cality through teacher fraining and re-
training to simple sohemes for tuning
instruments. This sampler may en-
courage readers to consult "Music.
in Our Schools," which briefly pre-

/

sents a wealth of specific and
stimulating ideas for enhancing music
educAtion. Many are controversial or
overambitious; most, whatever one's
view of their merit, are still fresh and
provocative. Despite the many un-

Yale Se;ninar on Music Education: Summary Summarized
. Musicality: This, the primary aim of music education fromkindergarten through 12th grade, can

be accomplished through vocal and instrumental performance; bodily movement in response to
music; composition; real listening and ear training.

Repertory: School music should be brought in line with contemporary composition and advances
in musicology, while being strengthened also in standard concert literature. Include jazz, folk
music, non-Western music. ,

Music as Literature: A continuous sequence of graded listening experiences belongs in a balanced
elementary -and junior high school curriculum. Every high school Id offer courses in music
literature whereby the student can have intensive experience limited number of represen-
tative works.

Performance: A balanced program for secondary schools would put less emphasis on marching
and stage bands, more on vocal and instrumental ensembles,.especially the smaller variety.
Courses for Advinced Students: Offer theory and literature for those sufficiently advanced
musically. Cut down on survey courses, concentrate on illuminating a few works of exceltence:,
Musicians in Residence: For the good of students, and for lxinging the music profe4ionsclo;er to
American life and education, bri musicians, composers, and scholars.into the schools.
Community Resources: Encouragearboration of seasoned community musicians, relaxing,
certification requirements if necessary. Expand library and research resources.
National Resources: Provide advanced music study for less populated regions through such
means as regional cadres of skilled teachers; national or State academies of music, drama, and
dance; educational adjuncts to community arts centers.
Audiovisual Aids: Make greater use of films, records, television, tape-reaxdingfor many pur-
poses including self- instruction, self-appraisal, and widening the school repertory. A national
research institute might well develop such aids.
Teacher Training and Retraining: Curricular reform implied in seminar's recommendations re-
quires an extensive scheme of teacher educationtraining in music for classroom teachers, in
teaching for musicians, in new emphasis on literature and creativity forthose teaching music now
or in training to do so. Organize university institutes, regional workshops for these purposes.
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known quantities with which the report
deals quite candidly, it could be an eye
opener to the frustrated classroom
teacher or music specialist, the qual-
ified Citizen who iseager to help im-
prove the school's music programs, or
most of all, the administrator or cur-
riculum director who may be dissatis-
fied with his school's or school sys-

- tern's music program and Wbu Id wel-
come specific alternatives.

The Yale seminar is worth 'recalling
for other reasons. It succeeded more
than most conferences in its "de-
velopmental" function of stimulating
research proposalsan estimated 25
in all (some drafted right at the confer-
ence). About a quarter of these pro-

' posals were funded by OE. Since the
conferees aspired to nothing less than
reforming the entire school music pio-
gram, it is hardly remarkable that their
reach far exceeded their grasp. And so
the Yale Conference, for all its fervor

- and fame, did not generate the elabo-
rate followup it hoped for. This in-
cluded devising and testing a pilot
K-12 music curriculum; mounting a
series of teacher-training institutes,
workshops, and seminars;- and creat-
ing a national institute to develop ma-
terials and to inform the public. Some,
if not all, of the researoh identified as
"most urgent" has been undertaken
with promising results. And, at the very
least, it influenced the development of
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healthy trends in school music.
It would be unsound, of course, to

credit the Yale seminar with changes
that have come about in music educa-
tion since 1963 imply because the
seminar advocated them. For one
thing, since the Yale conferees in their
intensive 2-iieeks probed and prodded
almost every conceivable idea for re-
forming music education, their rec-
ommendifions were all-encom-
passing. To some extent, then, this
meeting served as catalyst for con-
cerns, doubts, ambitions, and ideas
shared by many people all over the
country. But it was the first such dis-
tinguished and earnest gatheringito
put it all together under governmerital
sponsorihip. Thus, in addition to
projects directly attributable to the
Yale seminar, it seems fair to credit it
with a potent assist in promoting such
impressiveif far flom, universal
developments as greater attention to
music asfliterature, musicians in resi-
dence, and expanded, upgraded, and
modernized school repertories. Above

the seminar,served to rouse to con-
certed action at least some segments
of the divided realms of music.

To Claude Paliscas, principal inVes-
tigator of project G-013, the most sig-
nificant development in music educa-
tion since the year of the seminar has
been "the acceptance of the idea that z.
non-Western music should have a

9 4

place in general music education."
Noting that the Music Educators Jour-
nal devoted. its entire October 1972
issue to such music, Palisca said: "I
never thought. that in ten years this
idea could go so far." (He gives due
credit to such contributing influences
as the counterculture, the wider ac-
ceptance of the music of India, and
rock musicianS' interest in Easterfi
music gerieratly.) He also singles out
from the .themes of the seminar the
increasing attention to improvisation
and composition by students (a par-
ticular passion of five of the Yale par-
ticipants).

The final reason for recalling this
event is that the semirrar, as Palisca
recently observed, "served as a model
for similar seminars in Visual arts,
deride; theater, and soon, though their
reports showed that the outcomes of
these conferences took very diverse di-
rections." Before The creation of the
AHP, OE's Cooperative Research Pro-
gram had sponsored a few de-
velopmental conferencese.g., on
juvenile delinquency and on guidance
and counseling. And, of course, in the
world outside arts education, the
coraningling of a wide variety of people
to address themselves to a given theme
had become a commonplace. Until
Yale, however, the practice was un-'
known in arts education. And even
though the music educators felt therm

.



Selves outnumbered, misunderstood,
and generally one -upped by the partic-
ipants from the music professions,
thery was apparently a genuine effort

`to involve the education establish-
ment. Indeed, the foreword to "Music
in Our Schools" asserts that he semi-
nar's "thief claim to uniqueness is that
it brought together for the first time in
such an extended and comprehensive
session leading representatives of the
many disparate elements whet com-
prise the field of music."

From the present vantage point,
Kathryn Bloom tends to. dismiss the
relative failure of the conferences to
generate important research prof ts.
(And, indeed, the 1966 memo p ys
down research, and leaves to the e d
of tIV roster of objectives the stimula-
tion of "a large number of propos-
als."') Also, quite apart from whether
or not the conferences were well-
conceived and planned, extrinsic
forces altered their impact. Under the
subhead "The- Non-Consequences,"
Hoffa wrote of the art conferences (but,
the judgment applies in.general):

If the Arts and Humanities staff in Washington
evwted a great flood of research proposals
following these conferences they must have
been doubly disappointed: first, because no
such flood occurred and, secondly, because
the federal trough went dry at just about the
time when the maximum payoff in proposals

- might have been expected and, even when new
research interests were stimulated, the Arts

and Humanities Program was incapable of
supporting them.'

He alsO observed:
. these conferences did, indeed, influ-

ence art education in ways-which would not
have been duplicated in the normal course of
events. It is equally true, however, that this
influence was not that which was intended in
the mid-sixties when the influence of the Arts
and Humanities Prog m was vital and well
regarded. It is now obvious that, though the
intended purpose of these conferences (the
stimulajion of coordinated research in art
education) was less than a sparkling success,
there are other tangential and indirect out-
comes which may, nevertheless, be notable
'and worthwhile." -

It is these "tangential and indirect"
consequences to which Miss Bloom
now attaches greatett weight. ("It's
taken me all this time to realize the
value, of those conferences, things I
didn't see even a year after.")
Foremost was the sheer fact of conven-
ing so many influential people in the
arts and in arts education and a wide
range of other -fierdsaround 1,500
people in allto learn from each other,
work together, perhaps think new
`thoughts. Equally important was the
efficacy of the experience, which of
courseied from conference to con-
ference, in persuading a fair propor-

, tion of these people to start concen-
trating on national problems and
priorities. Whether or not the confer-
eme5 per se "developed a constit-
ueacy," as Miss Bloom now believes, is
subjeCt to debate (notiksay the .'in-
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formed, intelligent and energetic con-
stituency which is ready to use all
available resources in an imaginative
fashion to meet educational nee's," as
projected in that' 1966 memoran-
dum). "

Whereas there was considerable di-
versity among the conferences as to
duration, size, scope, tone, composi-
tion, and setting, still, a cortfererice is a
conference, and it would serve small
purpose to review those faraway events
in much detail here. The interested
reader is referred to Dr. Hoffa's accoun
and to the appendix-which lists the c
ferences under apRropriate art fore or
forms. 'Conference directors and a rtic-

jipants, looking back on the events, tend
to bear out both Miss Bloom's optimism
and Hoffa's pessimism. Even though
the conferences produced no flood of
first-rate proposals, they did produce a
fair number of good ones, some of which
were funded and proved productive.
"Statements rand recommendations of
major significance" did constitute a
flood of Biblical proportions, naturally,
the tine qua non of all that talk, talk,
talk. With a few exceptions, however, it is
true that most recommendations (as in
the case of the Yale seminar) still await
substantial adoption.

Again, with some exceptions,there
is no way to measure the net effect of
all this developmental activity. One
cannot avoid the tiresome truism that

time will tell, and that the payoff, in
terms-of basic improvement and
change in arts education, may come
years from now. Hoffa illustrated his
thesisthat the most immediately
successful conferences were "clearly
goal-directed"by the conference on
advanced placement at Colorado
Springs, and the Whitney Mpseur
conference on aesthetic educatio
(administered by the AHP but privately
funded). The first spurred acceptance
of the idea of advanced placement in
art (i.e., as project director Bernard
Arnest defines it, "the acceleration of
the progress of 'able and ambitious'
high school students in artibrid the im-
provement of communication and
cooperation between school and col-
lege art"). This planput into effect by
the College Entrance Examination
Board and the Educational Testing
Service with support from the JDR 3rd
Fund and the National Endowment for
the Artsis now in its sixth yeat of ac-
tual school practice, atid covers not
only art (studio and art history) but also
introductory music. Furthermore, the
program is integrally related to the
"evaluation" of creative worka ques-
tion that Dr. Arnest recently observed
has been "solved" by advanced
placement: The Whitney conference
was, like the advanced-placement con
ference, addressed to-devising and
setting up a specific new program. Its

findings paved the way for the CEM-
REL Aesthetic Education Program.

Other such examples among the
AHP-supported conferences are dif-
ficult to find. One possibility is the
riefrinPxpensive 1964 conference
addressed to planning industrial arts
programs in Appalachia: it produced a
direct result but art unhappy ending.
The Kentucky School of Crafts, sub-
sequently established at Eastern Ken-
tucky University with ESEA .title III
funds, went under when funding ran
out. (Some Kentucky schools are still
using the program, and conference di-
rector John Rowlett still has hopes of
finding money to start again. He
thinks, incidentally, that the Kentucky
School of Crafts would have fared bet-
ter had it been less simple, "more
grandioseif they'd only asked for $1
million instead of $50,000.")

Other examples can be found out-
side the AHP's orbit. One imposing
non-AHP conference of the' 1960's
proves or disproves the Hoffa rule, de-
pending on one's point of view. There
was nothing limited or clearly goal-
directed abdut the 50-member week-
long symposium convened at
Tanglewood (Mass.) in the summer of
1967 by the Music Educators National
Conference. Its grand theme was noth-
ing less than "Music in American Soci-
ety." In a way it was the music-
education establishment's answer to
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Yalea soft, almost flattering answer.
For though MENC was firmly in charge,
the symposium imitated Yale in mixing
educators With composers, busi-
nessmen, anthrotsologists, psycholo-
gists, labor leaders, and many other
outsiders for what the New York Times
called a viftudi 'crab course" -in fFie
meaning of multifaceted changes
musical, technological, and socialto
music education. Moreover, the "out-
siders" were no mere window-dressing.
Some, to be sure, stayed just long
enough to address plenary sessions.
But othersspecialists from the fields
of anthropology, technology, music
publishing, psychology (the late Abra-
ham Maslow)took part in a second
week of workshops and helped to
evolve the ultimate recommendations.

The conference mix, however, in-
cluded no spokesman for any of the
artsexcept for music. So a further note
of hands-across-the-sea was struck,
sotto voce, by one of the participating
music specialists who spoke not only
for the equal rights of the scientific
and aesthetic realms but for an exten-
sion of thiconcept that even 9 years
later, indisputable as it may seem,-still
wants for adequate support. Harold
Arberg said:

Not only do the arts and sciences reinforce
themselves, the artspainting, theatre,
dance, musicreinforce themselves. This has
not been as widely recognized as it should be: I
think we ought to be very much concerned with

what Johnny and Jane are Wing in dance
education or in theatre education. If music has
been waiting in the wings, so to speak, dance
and theatre education have certainly been
outside the stage door."

With no, single specific goal,- the
Tanglewood symposium racked up no
immediate, specific achievement. But
even leaving aside the intangibles
and many Tanglewood participants
still recall their.valueone could credit"
the symposium with spurring MENC to
add money to its adminiitrative and
moral support of the Ford Foundation's
Contemporary Music Project, and with
contributing the weight of its recom-
mendations to the sharply increased'
academic emphasis of recent y on
non-Western music and on meet! he
kids on their own pop terms.

As with basic research, it would
seem reasonable to construe as a-
"tangible" outcome of any conference
the publication of an effective, read-
able, yiseful report. Those are, of
Course, highly subjective qualifica-
tions, and it would be out of place here
to attempt flat judgments. Some gen-
eralizations are in order, however.
Most of the arts-education con-
ferenceslike most conferences on
systems analysis, structural semari-
tics,. highway design, theology, or or-
ganic gardeninggenerated as their
end-product unwieldy documents,
written in jargon calculated to put off
all but the most eager or determined
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consumer. But some of these official
reports proved readableand useful for
instruction or research purposes. Jus-
tifiably concerned about "dissemina-
tion" and the desirability of presenting
results as attractively as possible, the
AHP occasionally issued what it hope-
fully dubbed "popular" versions. (Sev-
eral have been mentioned in the course
of this report, including the Yale semi-
nar's encapsulation in "Music in Our
Schools.") With the,so-called Arts and
the Poor, or Gaithersburg conference
(one at the wilder, no-holds-barred
aggregations), the AHP contracted
with "a professional writing team in an
effort to put some pizzazz into the
otherwise deadly prose of the report"
(to quote Harlan Hoffa). The small
press run was soon exhausted though
the report is still in de,mand and has
been put to good use.'3 But, as Hoffa
observed in his characteristicatjy skep-
tical tone, there was little evidence
that the wider audience encouraietfitir4
these efforts increased the amount or
quality of ensuing researth.

Sometimes a conference achieved
a wider audience through non-
governmental channels. The 1.966
Princeton conference on theater re-
search, for instance, was the subject
of an entire issue of the Educational
Theatre Journal. 14 The Smithsonian
conference on museums retained a
professional editor, and the final re-

.

port in hardback was published and
distributed by Random Houseone of
few books on the subject and still a key
reference."

Another well-known example is
the booklet "The Fourth 'R'," which
stemmed from the 1970 conference
entitled "Youth, Education, and the
Arts" and was published by Associated
Councils of the Arts (ACA)." Though
the conferencewas partially funded by

the Office of Education and is listed on
the AHP's roster, it was in fact the an-
nual meeting of ACA in St. Louis (and
unlike the AHP's other developmental
conferences, it was not "invited"). This
brief, well-designed, provocative doc-
ument may provide a useful model for
bringing the guts of a conference to
lots more people than the participants.
ACA commissioned Joseph Feather-
stone, an outstanding and imaginative

One Conference, Two Views: View No. 1

Not long ago, I helped design, for Associated Councils of the Arts, a conference as a research tool
in itself, to bea sort of investigative seminar on a large scale, surveying the interactions of the arts;
the educational world and the community from a number of vantages, and analyzing the factors
that promote or work against effective education in the arts. Entitled "Youth, Education, and the
Arts," the conference drew to St. Louis a thousand delegates and these delegates fell roughly into
three distinct groups: artists and representatives of arts organizations, teachers and others
connected with tte educational system, and community leaders including a number of young
people. All three groups were necessary, both to the conference design and to We-changes in
education.

The conference theme was set in the form of a proposition: "The arts ought to be fundamental to
the education of all children." The conference proposition implies a qualitative difference in art
education that penetrates to the heart of the core curriculum and looks eventually toward a basic
education in the arts that is rigorous, central, and sequential from kindergarten through grbde
twelve.

Above all, the purpose of the conference was to explore, evaluate, and encourage community
cqmmitment. No change is pOssible without total community support. Unless proposed change
takes into account the vanout elements of the community served by the schools, no strategies, no
plans, no visions of a better future will avail.

In an age beset with acronyms, the conference title was chosen before its cheerful acronym was
noticedindeed, not until' the conference buttons to distinguish staff from passersby were
received did anyone realize what "Youth, Education, and the Arts" contracted into. YEA is, of
course, much more than a cheer. It is an affirmation of assent; of faith, and of possibility."

Joseph FarreU
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critic of education, "to monitor the
sessions and set down his impres-
sions." Accordingly "The Fourth 'R' "
retains a value beyond the ephemera
of the conference doings which, han-

*died selectively, seared primarily as
a springboard for Featherstone,'s
thoughtful commentary and also for a
free-wheeling critique of recent books

on school reform by Peter Spackman,
who pointed out that the books "deal in
their various ways with what might be
called 'opening' education in direc-
tions that could be beneficial to the
arts, whether their subjects deal di-
rectly with human creativity or net."

This St. Louis conference, in itself
not earth-shatteting, served another

One, Conference, Two Views: View No. 2
Discouraged. That's how I feel after attending the Associated Councils of the Arts Conferenteon
Youth, Education, and the Arts [which j so vividly demonstrated the desperate conditionof the
arts. In the face of many problems, arts people are floundering.,Wherever one looked, there was
dissent, discord, and confusbneven apathy. No one who attended could have emerged with the
kind of renewed vigor that initiates, reinforces, and releases the necessary hope, reason, and
commitment.

The St. Louis meeting was a salute to despair. The few youth present found littlethey could agree
with. The on-looker was confronted with an arts education picture that seemed to say, "Here are
vital arts programs administered by artists; they form the mainstream of what is relevant and new
and effective in arts education for youth."

Music- education was largely ignored. Dance was conspicuously absent. Schoolarts programs
were not repreiented. The leaders of the ACA Conference never asked MENC or the American
Educational Theatre Association or the National Art Education Association for any guidance in
involving youth with the conference or in representing school arts programs.

The main speakers at the convention did not do much to excite the imagination or kindle a more
positive spirit. The conference theme was Youth, Education, and the Arts, but one constantly
heard people asking, "Where are the youth? Where are the,educa,tors? Where are the arts?"
It seems to me that there is a great lesson to be learned from this conference. Quite simply, it is
that we all must pull together if we are not to fall apart. By "all" I mean the artists, the educators,
and the laypeople who support the arts. We must start to listen to each other. If we are to make the
arts available to all, only the concerted effort of artists, eduditors, and laymen working together
will realize that goal. Let us forget rivalry and join together to solve the crisis in the arts. If the ACA
conference has taught us this, then it was a huge success. The ACA must work with MENC and
other arts organizations, and in like manner, MENC must work with these organizations. It is just
such a union that will determine whether in the coming days and weeks and months ahead the arts
will be a force or a frustration, a hope or a despair."

Charles B. Fowler
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function: it highlighted the difficulties
in breaching the gap between the arts,
educators on one hand and the nones-
tablishment arts people on the other.
The boxes on. pages 33 and 34 distill
the issue: the proponent of what the
conference represented, Joseph Far-
rell, then executive vice president of
ACA, who conceived and executed the
proceedings; and, for the opposition, a
sympathetic but frustrated reaction by
a card-carrying member of the estab-
lishment, Charles B. Fowler, then of
MENC.

The art analog to the Yale seminar
was the 1964 Seminar on Elementary
and Secondary School Education in
the Vistlal Arts, generally known as,the
New York University cbnference, and
directed by Howard Conant, then head
of art education at the university.
Forty-two participants from diverse
disciplines made 13 sweeping recom-
mendations. These are subsumed on
this page.

Zee deliberations at the NYU Semi-
nar ere pervaded by dissatisfaction,
to put it mildly, with art education as
practiced. The dissatisfaction was
voiced by art educators as well as by
the glittering array of artists, critics,'
historians, and miscellaneous re-
formers who, according to the Hoffa
account, not only outnumbered but
also "outshouted and finally ou/ar-
gued" the educators." As the boxed

material indicates, the conference put
great emphasis on revolutionizing the
training of teachers (to make them
more like artists), on the vital impor-
tance of film, in art eduCation, and on
greatly widening the scope of art edu-
cation as then practiced.

How can the impact of this confer- °
ence be assessed? At the very least,.it

For an idea of the caliber of participants the art educators
included Victor d'Arnico. Charles Dorn, Edward Maths, and, of
course. Howard Conant The "others" included Buckminster
Fuller and Harold Rosenberg, artists Motherwell, Segal, and
Frankenthaler, and Roger Stevens, Jerrold Zacharias, and Kath-
ryn Bloom

The NYU,Seminar on Education in the Visual Arts

The most important recommendations developed by the participants were, in brief:

1. The establishment of a stepped-up and improved system of art-teacher recruitment.

2. The development of a vast filmmaking and film-distributing program.

3 The development of improved visual artsinitructional materials for both individ ual and gr-oup
use.

4. The publication of authoritative, persuasive statements on all aspects of art education, for
diverse audiences.

5. The employment of at least one art teacher for every 500 students, including the often
neglected primary grades.

6, The provision of one art room for every 500 students, including recording and projection
facilities, for both independent and class work. r '-

7. The development, in teachers other than art specialists, of greater competence in and
responsibility for overall art programs.

8. The broadening of art instruction to include urban design, architecture, and photography,

9. An emphasis on the development of visual perception in everybody, through school and
beyond, into college and adult life.

10. Increased and chronologically graduated emphasis on study of pasf and present art works
throughout education, with greatest possible access to originals.

11. Widespread, far-reaching reforms in training of art educators, in all its aspects, from studio
work to broader humanistic education.

12. The interdisciplinary development of a graduated art-education program from pre-school
through continuing education.

13. The involvement,telugh institutes and other means, of artists, art scholars, and others with
school and college art teachers, with the stress on twentieth-century visual culture.

and tafoster more open-ended and freer studies.

4o-
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apparently spawned (or in some cases
"provoked" may be the better word)
other conferences. !tint a precedent
in the visual arts far mixing the tradi-
tionally inimical- worlds of art educa-
tors and art professionals. Illustrated
with reproductions and assorted
graphics the conference report, pub-
lishecrit vice reprinted by NYU, got
wide c ation. Many colleges use it
as a text. And the conference did in-
spire pr help to inspire a number of
projecti in curriculum development.

The NYU conference director How-
ard Conant, presumably one of the
embattled educators, takes as gloomy
a view of the state of art education
more than a decade later as might be
expedted of the farthest out anti-
educator artist. Now head of the art
department at the University of
Arizona, he believes that the time is

- long past to get the teaching of art
away from the -"artless pedagogues"
and into the hands of artists. His posi-
tion, however, mediates between the
extreme positions voiced at the 1964
confeblince: yes, art educators must be
artists, deeply committed to their art,
but they must also know how to teach.
Although the conference contrib-
uted to the n. flo rishing artistUp-
the-schools m ement, nonetherns
Conant is e art ed ator who
criticizes such prog for dis-
regarding this prerequisite.

lig

In general, and always Accepting the
Yale music seminar, those confer-
ences concerned with the visual arts
seenito have made the greatest impact
(andeet just because they accounted
for about half of the conferences).
Every art form got its conference, to be
sure. (In the case Of architecture, ISP'
developmental conference was the
only project funded.) The humanities
generated three conferences, but of
quite limited scope. The music-
education conferences that followed
Yale did so in time only, for the-most
part concerning themselves with spe-,
cialized fragments of the all-
encompassing Yale agenda. Included,
as in such other disciplines as theater
and the visual arts, was an interna-
tional conference attempting the ex-
change of promising ideas across na-
tional boundaries; but those were the
days when international education
was, briefly, "in," and the climate
thereafter did not favor productive fol-
lowup. The conference on the role of
dance in-formal education- may have
been the most useful of the AHP's six
projects in dance, though, despite its
title, the conference limited ,its atten-
tion to higher education. Alma Haw- '
kins of the University of California at
Los Angeles, who directed that confer-
ence, feels thatit was "of immeasur-
able value," though often there's A
proving direct cause-and-effect.
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-Di. Hawkins said: education sought, in different ways,,to
. enhance the educational role of

Foj one thing, the timing was exactly right museums and their staffs for both stu-dance departments were just beginaing to un-
fold in the colleges. The conference not only dents and schoolteachers. Margaret
established a philosophical and conceptual Kiley's museum !`conference," in
terse, but also raised practical issims. which Jerome Hausman played an ac-
Participants developed their dance depart-
ments in their own ways, Of course, but I think tive role, was actual) two teacher-
the conference provided an underpinning that training institutes based in _tile Na-
made a tremendous differencefor instance tional Gallery of Art, in Washington.in the development of dance departments at .
New York University, Ohio University, the Uni- -these institutes stressed inter alia a
vetsities of Maryland and Utah, and at Florida "cognitive learning process that will
and Colorado State Universities. enhance capacities to understand and
We had a followup meeting with the thIrtyive
conference participants. And the dance de- appreciate works of art," and apoar-
partmentchairmen from thisgroup formed the ently were fine as far as they went. Dr..
Council of Dance. Admirustrators. Our yearly. Kiley now ruefully concludes that themeetings are, well . . . fantastic. We really_
work together, thinking out problems, trends, institutes did not go much farther than
possibilities. the 70 participants immediately in-
The findings of that 1966-67 conference are volved. While she still feels "it was one
still not outdat hich is sad, in a way, for it
shows 119w much c nvincin still needs to be of the most exciting, stimulating, a
done before college adm i n is rations will estab- worthwhile.undertakings in art educ
lish or strengthen dance departments. I'mst ill tion in decades," she cannot believ
sending copies of the final report out to people
who, for instance, want to know how to get a that the procedure has, or had,- much
dance major established, or who need it as a future as a model for teacher educe-,

tional use of America's 5,000
museums, and (of course) to stimulate
R. & D. toward this end. But, while rec-
ognizing the widespread short-
comings of -museum education, the
conferees realistically concluded that
"limited fiscal and staff resources
make it unwise to greatly expand pro-
grams until public needs-for museum
services are more carefully evaluated."
Reviewing the conierence's impact,
Blitzer has gracefully expressed famil-
iar qualifications. "We can describe
things that happened later, and we
may feel sure that the conference had
some degree of influence on sub-
sequent developments, but we can
rarely prove that they would not have
occurred anyway." On the positive
'de: the good distribution of the final
eport, which was issued as the book

T ."Museums and Education." )9 On the
negative side: what Blitzer considers
the limited response'of museum edu-
cators, small in number and then unor-
ganized. The conference prompted
,very few R. & D. proposals. As to other
results, Blitzer takes a moderate posi-
tion:

resource in graduate classes tian because of its very high cost iclose
One way to look at this success story, 1-611,500 a head). As one knowledge-

of coursC is that dance as an academic ,2rAble participant said: "This was osten-
discipline started so far down! there sibly a failure, but worth doing. For it
was nowhere to go but up. Plausible, showed what worked and whatdidn't."
bUt it still doesn't detract from the The second conference on Museums

'value of that dance conference. such and education followed the conven-
an interpretation, however, does heti) tional form for such events. Directed
to ex the difficulties. of judging by Charles.Blitzer of the Smithsonian
the e veness of the conferences in Institution, the conference tried to de-
e fie relatively well es ed as terming, through workshops built
the visual arts. around 15 prepared presentations,

The two conferences on museun> -how to make more effective educe-

k

I know that the lively discuision . . of special
museums for special audiences ("a drop -in
museum for dropouts") helped a great d
the thinking thdt preceded the creatio
Smithsonian's Anacostia Neighb ood
Museum, which opened in 1968 and is a
well-known and influential innovation. Frank
Oppenheimer carried t ideas he developed
at the conference direct into action with his
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with a roster of recommendations. The
participants cruised deep and wide
into the mainstream and the rivulets of
art and art education. A glimpse of
their explorations can be found on
page 40, where the reader will find
boxed and paraphrased brief excerpts
from Chairman Mattil's summary
statement.

According to Mattil, this conference
worked well "because it was plotted
and planned carefully." No passive
spectators were alloWed, no rehashing.
Everybody had to work. Penn State re-

. furbished the drab looking official re-
port to OE with a bright red cover and
pictures, and. has since reprinted it
several times. Like the NYU report, it is
still in use as a graduate text. But Mat-
til feels that the influence of the con-
ference' might have been much
greaterthe same sad story againif
it had not hit the strained Federal
budget of the late sixties, which pre-
cluded the earlier vigorous R. & D. ef-
forts in the arts.

Despite this anticlimax, "the Penn
State conference has probbly had a
more lasting effect on art education
than all the others combined, the prim-
cipal reason being the meaty character
of the seminar report and its wide dis-
tribution through university chan-
nels," according to Hoffa. He also
counts this conference among those

I

which, in his view, counterbalanced

San Francisco "Exploratorium," a new kind of
science museutti that has attracted wide at-
tention. Beyond that we enter the realm of
speculation.

Finally, in this sampling: the 1965
Seminar in Art Education fix Research
and Curriculum Development, known
as the Penn State seminar for short,
was directed by Edward Mattil, then
head of Penn State's department of art
education. It brought together for 10
days "fifty of the finest people in the
country" fDr. Mattil's words), Harold
Rosenberg was there, a few professors
of finearts, and arts-education's favor-
ite Sociologist, Melvin Tumin of
Princeton, but almost everybody else
was in the bu,siness of teaching art
teachers. No problem here, as at NYU,
of being "outshouted and finally out-
argued."--(But the chairman made time
at the end for "Spontaneous Summary
Statements by Specialists"see ex-
cerpts in box on p. 39.) It was a long,
intensive, hard-working conference,
the discussion taking off from such
broad topics as "The History of Art in
Education" (Joshua Taylor), "Society,
Art, and Education" (June Mc Fee), and
"Sketches Toward a Psychology of
Learning in Art" (Kenneth Beittel). By
its very theme and naturethat is, the
concern not only with cyfriculum but
with the boundless{ subject of
researchthe conference did not con-,
clude, nor was it intended to conclude,
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the NYU conference's emphasis on
artistlas-teacher andthe making of
art. (Others were two Ohio State con-'
ferences dealing with how to improve
art appreciation in the secondary

school, and the museum onferences.)
It emphasized, he has ritten, "con-
ceptual 'earnings in a ," and offered
"the first published suggestion for an
institute devoted to the systematic

Penn State Seminar: Fragments From "Specialists' Spontaneous
Summary Statements"

Harold Rosenberg, critic: lothink I've said enough about art, anti-art, the usage of art, and the
dangers of having art education without art. But yesterday it suddenly occurred to me that one of
the things that people rarely think about is what you might call the "seamy" side of art which may
be one of its greatest resources in teaching kids . . . Some critics, like President Eisenhower,
really want art to be an "ideal creation." And that's what makes it difficult teach. This ideal
creation is just as boring to kids as any other ideal creation with which they d in tlassrooms.

Allen Kaprow, professor of fine arts:If an artist has been teaching in a slum area agd has been
doing marvelous work it isconceiyable that if you brought this same fellow or girl into . . . the most
welcoming school in the world, the performance level would drop drastically largely because of
the . . environment.
Melvin Tumin, professor of sociology. I used to vary between the statement that "I knew what art is
but I don't know what I like" or "I know what I like but I don't know what art is." Now I'mprepared to
say that I don't know what at is and I don't know what I like, but I know it's good for me So if it's
good for me it has to be good for you and for everybody else, too.

Francis T: Villeman, professor of education: It is not enough . . . for us to say art is good and it
\s=these things for us. We need phdosophicai analyses, researches into the value structures
h provide a secure place for the art in the schools. . . It would be exceedingly well for people

in art education to collaborate in a very intimate fashion with the people in music, dance, film and
so on . . . and in collaboration with people in social studies an with mathematicransitoo).

Joshua Taylor, professor of art and humanities: Art keeps us alive. Its a little thorn that artists
have a way of creating when we are walking in our Ore feetthat is, the bare'feet of our
sensibility. I think that possibly if thisis emphasized we will be able to make more contact with
people. That is, if art is looked upon for what it provokes rather than what it hides.

Elliot Eisner, professor of art and education: By rolling up our sleeves and gettig into the very
difficult problem of thinking through in very practical terms the . . . things we are going to be
doing, the . . ends we are going to be working toward, the . . . materials we aie goingzje be using,
the . . . instructional strategy we are going to be employing, we will have an opportunity to learn a
great deal about learning in art and about the . . . things we can do effectively. I am filled with
ideas that have come out of this conference.

study of aesthetic education." (The
avowed progenitors of CEMREL's Aes-
thetic Education Program are almost
as numerous as those of the Artists-In-
Schools Program.) A unique aspect of
the Penn State seminar's careful Not-
ting and planning was the focus of
small-group discussions on 21 re-
search and curriculum - development
proposals that participants had been
asked to prepare in advance; but, as
things turned out, only 5 of these were
funded.

To sum up: These conference's failed
to generate the wealth of good re-
search they were designed for, in good
part because of such extraneous.cir-
cumstances as budgetary cutbacks,
the dropoff of high-level Federal inter-
est in the arts-in-education, and the
attrition of the Arts and Humanities
Program. For all their diversity they
shared the valuable by-product of
bringing hundreds of arts educators
and other interested people together,
fostering connections that still endure.
In the process, some of the confer-
ences helped to get a dialogue going
between realms once estrangedthe
realm Of the arts educator and that of
the professional artist. Their most
tangible productthe conference
reportin many instances got good
distribution, especially when a read-
able version was issued, and a fair
number of them are still used today as



The Penn State Seminar, Chairman Mattil Speaking:
This (seminar], in a way,, needs no ending. It began as an invitation to open the whole field of art
education for critical examination and re-evaluation with the hope thatsorne promising research
and curriculum development directions would be forthcoming. It was never the intent of the
planners of this meeting to champion cuticular viewpoints or to damage others. Rather, the
seminar planned to entertain as many useful ideas as possible, in a limited period of time, and see
if some inroads might be made into major problem areas.
The papersofthis seminar have attempted to answer the charges presented by the planners. . . .

Basic relationships between art education and philosophic inquiry
The need for qualitative research in art education
The status of the history of art and "art appreciaticin"
Fresh anddirect approaches to the understanding of contemporary art
New possibilities through the direct confrontation of art and artists as mediators of aesthetic
education
The content of art education, questions regarding its components and the need for change
Theoretical relationships between research in teacher education and the social sciences
The sociological implications for art education
Art educkion and learning theory
The application of empirical research procedures to learning and the artistic process
Theoretical and practical concerns of curriculOm development
Philosophical research methodology and its meanings

The panels.and the small group discussions have clearly demonstrated the usefulness of working
together. Each day brought the participants closer to some common understandings, but each
day also Pointed out the need for greater predkion in language, (thee need for] definition of
concepts, and the inconsistencies in the stated goals of art education.

. guides and textbooks. The confer-
ences persuaded an influential seg-
ment of the arts- education establish-
ment, as well as a number of profes-
sionals in the arts and representatives
of other disciplines, to focus on the big
.picturethe status of arts education
in the United States, the need for
change, some consensus on priorities.
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From the deliberations of these dispa-
rate conferences and their welter of
resounding recommendations, certain
common themes emerged built around
the, following needs:

To radically improve the educe;
tion of edutators, both claOrooth .

generalists and arts specialists.



To work out careful, well-
researched, sequential cur-
riculums for the arts.
To involve artists and the commu-
nity more actively in the schools
and colleges.
To blast specialists out of their
hermetic cubicles; to get them to
join together as arts educators in
their likenesses and their differ-
ences in/order to realize the power
of the aesthetic in education; and
to work with other disciplines.
To engage children and older stu-
dents more actively and imagina-
tively in both the practice and the
understanding of the arts.

To embody seeing,444tening, act-
ing, movement integrally within
the humanistic core of learning,
and to establish the "literature" of
music and art in the standard cur-
riculum aloPg with the accepted,
bufone7sided, literature of books.

To play down the overemphasis on
public performance Or exhibition
in favor of education keyed to the
present and future good of the in-
dividual student.

To plant deep and wide in the edu-
cational system such recently in-
troduced or academically down-
graded art forms as film, dance
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and body movement, and drama
and improvisation.

To find out much more than is now
known about how human beings
learn about and through the arts,
the symbiosis of perception and
cognition, and how to put this
knowledge to work.

Most of these needs are nearly as
critical today as they were 8 or 10 years
ago. Some progress has been made, to
be sure. But reformers and activists,
seeking to advance the arts in educa-
tion, can find ample ammunition in the
detailed findings and recommenda-
tions of many a conference.



Chapter 5. The What and How of Education in the Arts

About half of all the AHP's projects,
accounting for about 65 percent of
grant funds, dealt in some fashion with
curriculum developmentthe pro-
gram's equivalent of applied research.
(This concern informed many if the
AHP's so-Called developmental and
basic research grants as well.)

Under this rubric, the range in kind
and size of projects was wide. Whe

AL, few directed their attention to th
Vgifted, most were concerned with

"providing opportunities for children
and adults to participate in the arts on
an amateuras distinguished from the
professionallevel for their Own' plea-
sure, and as a means for developing
understanding and appreciation of the
arts. "' With several outstanding ex-
ceptions, projects tended to be mod-
eSt in their objectives: how to upgrade
the elementary school song repertoire,
for instance; or to gauge the right tim-
ing and mode of instruction in drawing;
or to devise improved instruments for
measuring the potential or achieve-
ment of students in this or that art
form. Again with some important ex-
ceptions, most projects looked toward

augmenting or improving what was al-
ready being doneif the experiment
worked and the word got out: small, but
possibly important, steps toward mak-
ing the arts more central in education.

How to see the forest for so many
oddly assorted trees? Analysis of the
100 projects suggests one way of re-_
grouping them that provides some per-
spective. The bulk of these grants
dealt with the substance of curriculum
or with instructional methods, often
withwth both. The remaining grants,
around 20 percent; were'keyed to mea-
surement or testing. These categories,
though they are somewhat arbitrary
and far from atertight, at least facili-
tate compel.' ns and contrasts among
the different fields of arts education.

MEASUREMENT AND TESTING

Among the relatively few cur-
riculum-development projects dealing
specifically with testing and measure-
ment, nearly all inevitably dealt with
music or the visual arts. Some were
part of the effort to somehow fashion
empirical, inductive standards for both
art objects and the doing of art. The
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late Mary Rouse; for example, in a
1964 project called "Development and
Validation of a Descriptive Scale for
Measurement of Art Products," tried
to develop a method by which art ob-
jects* a variety of typese.g., paint-
ing, drawing, constructioncould be
judged on a single scale. The basic
purpose was to get away from the
"goocr vs. "bad" habit and to build a
"standardized set of terms" for de-
scribing objects largely in terms of
primitiveness or ,sophistication. The
original unwieldy group of 38 possible
characteristics was reduced to 20.
Several subsequent studies have AO
all or parts of the scale in their testing'
operations. in 1973 Dr. Rouse said that
the scale's reliability had held up well,
arffi that it should be applied to analyz-
ing art works of different historical and
stylistic periods.

Meantime, Ruby Claire Ball, building
on work by Beittel, Burkhart, and
others, investigated and adapted tests
that would help determine creative
traits among college students. She
concluded that the most objective and
discriminating instrument for creative
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traits appeared to be the "incomplete
figures test, similar to, that used by
Kate Franck, Torrance and others."
Miss Ball doubts that her small project
made any noticeable impact on educat
tion, and feels that one-of the main
outcomes was "the accumulation of
evidence relating to complexity of per-
sonality." She does feel, though, kat
such findings as hers are helpinito
generate "new activity in the way of
action research on interdisciplinary
creativity, and giftedness in general,"
and would like to see the approach
used in investigating the role of the arts
in the lives of the poor, of ethnic
groupsrond other population _sectors.

Related to Zimmerman's study of
children's conception of musical
sounds was one by Frances M. An-
drews and Ned C. Deihl of Penn State,
which was designed to develop a tech-
nique for identifying elementary
school children's concepts of pitch,
duration, and loudness. This study,
according to the authors, was i
prompted by the stress then laid on
"curriculum development based on a
conceptual approach to music learn-
ing." (Again, artexample of the rush to
replace ,"subjective experience and
judgment" with "empirical evidence.")
The instrument developed to measure
musical concepts was found to be
adequate for research purposes, but it
needed further refinement to be us-*
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able in the classroom. In 1969, Dr.
Newell H. Long, who recently retired
from the department of music educa-
tion, Indiana University, developed a

lest to determine music discrimination_
among elementary school children
Here, too, the outcome was deemed
satisfactory but subject_ to technical
and substantive improvement ("the
use of jazz, ethnic musics, and elec-
tronic music' as test items should be
explored"). Since 1969 Dr. Long has
administered the test 'to more than
2,500 children, but he does not believe
that its reliability warrants stand-
ardizetion"as much as a fourth of
the test needs revision."

Another measuremenfproject was
based on the hopeful and popular
premise (still not disproved) that pro-
ductive involvement'in the arts might,
strengthen the abilities of children till
cope with the three R's. But as in
AHP's other prod is of the kind, no
such transfer wa established. In brief,
the experiment, which was designed by
a consultant to the Sidwell Friends
School in Washington, D.C., plunged
some 100 "underachievers," both
from the middle class school and from
the innercity Morgan School, into an
intensive summer program of crafts,.
and of dance, drama, music, and other
arts. Harold Cohen (now dean of the
School of Architecture and Environ-
mental Design at the State University



of New York At Buffalo) was brought in,
ache has put it, to "legitimize the ex-
periment and develop testing proce-
durks."

The, results were almqst entirely
negative by any "statistically signifi-
Cant" measure. The final report took
what comfort it could from the fact
that "while the program failed to
achieve a significant transference of
skills to the three R's, it generated an
excitement to learn for many, and the
arts became a meaningful incentive for
them to succeed in school." Looking
back at the project, Cohen, who is a
disciple of B. F. Skinner and Buck-
minster Fuller and calls himself an
"educational ecologi-st," doesn't
bother with any such rationalization.
His judgment on the experiment
discounting the characteristic Cohen
bravura and irreverenceechoes rea-
sons often given for failure to establish
transfer: -

You can't just inject the arts for a summer and
expect lasting results. It's like alcohol; it wears
off, it needs constant reinforcement. In fact,
some of the kids who stayed home and bought
beer far their parents learned more. Creative
arts are a language; they must be taught from
the very beginning and reinforced constantly.
Sure the kids teamed to sing, dance, build;
there was an Increase in concentration spaNi
and a decrease in disruption. Kids took pnde in
their skills as a result of teacher and peetrein-
forcement. And one very interesting thing
although the children didn't make gains in
academic skills, the student interns involved
in the program did!

I still believe, as the final report on that OE
project says, that there may be no need to
circumvent the major issue by relying on the
arts as the medium for learning when direct
action is possible You have to look at the
whole grid

METHODS

In the curricular projects that
stressed pedagogy ,rather than con-

)ent, music came out well ahead of the
visual arts both in the range of projects
and, it would appear, depth. On the
other hand, the AHP's sampling
suggests that music education is es-
pecially susceptible to trendy influ-
ences such as programed and
computer-assisted instruction (CAI).
Perhaps this is because music requires
so much precise technical knowledge.

Music.Altogether 10 projects were
mounted that investigated technologi-
cal, instruction. There was, for exam-
ple, Victor Lund's "Evaluation of Elec-
tronic Self-Instruction on Piano
Keyboard." Lund's disappointment in
the outcome derivelVt from defects
he now sees in his stfty's deSign or
effectiveness but from the reaction bf
his college's music department
"-animosity and inertia, passive coop-
eration and passive resistance" : to.the
efforts of a "foreigner" (Lund is a
media man). Austin Andrews, on the
other hand, who developed a basic

course in music theory using self-
instructional materials, deprecates his
old project for its slighting of creativ-
ity: "The whole idea of programmed in-
struction in musk has serious draw-
backs, and today's students just won't
accept this method of learning."

The most elaborate of the CAI
projects was the study made by William
Kent, of System Development Corpo-
ration, "to determine the feasibility,
infeasibility, or deferred feasibility of
adapting a CAI system to an existing
nonautornated program for providing
keyboard experiences to elementary
school children." Findings were gen-
erally negative, if only for economic
reasons. An important negative con- 45
clusion: "The `grammar' of music (no-
tation, for example) is, of course, di-
rectly susceptible to [the kind of in-
teraction that can be effectively car-
ried out with typewriter or TV-like ter-
minals.] But the grammar is only a
symbolic representation of what must
be (if it is to be of musical value) an
aural experienCe that lies largely in the
aesthetic domain."

On the whole, as in most such exper-
iments in other fields, the findings
were positive in that students learned
at least as well through PI or CAI as
_through Conventional methods, but
there was evidence of student bore-
dom or disaffection with the imperson-
ality of it all. A noteworthy project in



this geheral category was a series of
studies/ carried on over a 10-year
periqd by Charles L. Spohn, then an

esscierste professed at Ohio State Uni-
versity'Kchool of Music. (Dr. Spohn is
now dean of the School of Fine Arts at
Miami University Ohio, and chairman
of the Council for Research in Music
Education). Initiated with close to
$150,000 funded by title VII of the Na-
tional Defense Education Act, the
Spohn project concluded with a
$78,777 longitudinal studyone of

'two such AHP grants in music educa-
tion, the'other being Robert Petzold's.
This was the purpose of the study: "To
test and evaluate a clinical type of in-
structional program based on indi-

, vidual differences in such a manner
that diagnoses can be made and the
individual's music ailments can be
treated in learning three basic music
elements [rhythm, interval, tone
group]." Procedures took advantage of
the earlier Spohn investigations of
auto-instructional methods.

The results, among other things, sys-
tematically documented that venera-
ble truism of American education,
honored more in rhetoric than in prac-
tice the imaprtance of adapting in-
struction to iffdividual differences. In a

_wayrthe outcome of these studies pro-
vides a musical analog to the conclu-
sions Kenneth Beittel reached in his
drawing experiments.
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Dr. Spohn today feels good about his
AHP- work and believes the findings
still Fold up. Three programed texts
dealipg with the study of intervals were
published and are in wide use. The
Spohn studies also geherated further
work in the field, and encouraged other
researchers to develop or refine con-
cept*, of programed learning. Ap-
paratUs modeled on the language labo-
ratory, which was set upit Ohio State
University for the Spohn studies and
was the first of its kind in the country,
is now standard equipment in most col-
lege i?3usic departments.

If technology provided the main
theme of the music projects dealing
with methods of teaching, another
predictable emphasis was adapting
world-famous teachit methods (such
as Kodaly's and Orff's) to American
education. Robert Glasgow, while at
the Oregon College of Education,
undertook a study of the "Schulwerk"
techniques developed by the German
composer and teacher Carl Orff,
whereby children's ability to sing and
read music is nurtured through bodily
response to rhythm and performing on
simple instruments. (By 1965, a
number of American schools were al-
ready.using the Orff approach, but the
new study did not delve into this expe-
rience) The findings of Dr. Glasgow's'

'This Me also funded a few ether AMP pfeiecla including
those in media reeforch.
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modest investigation were both posi-
tive and negative: yes, the method was
adaptable, but whereas the pilot stu-
dents improved in two of the four skills
involved, there was no measurable in-
dication of positive growth in their at-
titude toward music. Glasgow, now
retired, regrets that various con-
straints, notably the time- and
money-consuming requirements for
testing, limited the value of his project,
which he would have liked to continue
under what he considers the most de-
sirable conditions: combining the Orff
techniques with others such as Ko-
daly's. According to Glasgow, "testing
really doesn't tell the truth." Most of
the 180 children did respond posi-
tively, he recalls, but this kind of re-
sponse "just can't be measured objec-
tively in tests."

The Kodaly project was far more
ambitiousAHP's share (close to
$100,000) in 1969-70 bridged the
interval between two grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts to Al-
exander Ringer, professor of music at
the University of Illinois. The general
idea was to find out how Zoltan Ko-
daly's methods off, enhancing musical
literacy in Hungarian primary schools
might be adapted to the training of
musically gifted children in American
elementary schools. The endowment
grant had provided funds-for the im-
mersion of 10 American music

r

teachers in Hungarian musical culture,
more specifically schools that used the

. Kodaly approach. The AHP money en-
abled Ringer to place these teachers
upon eir return in three middle-sized
cities-I-Wichita,- Kans.; Greensboro,
N.C.; and notably New Haven, Conn.,
where the school climate was particu-
larly favorable and where, in the wake
of the second endowment grant,
Hungarian-trained teachers would
make up some 30percent of the school
system's music specialists. The pro-
gram as a whole had its share of unex-
pected problems, ranging from politi-
cal crises in Europe to such local con-
tretemps as the departure of a sjrn-
pathetic superintendent in New Haven
and the suspicions of the city's blacks
that they were being singled out for a
"special program."

But Dr. Ringer's enthusiasm still
continues high, despite the near
drying-up of Federal or local funds. It
was buoyed in 1975 by a Ford Founda-
tion grant of some $80,000 for a spe-
cial New Haven Kodaly Fegowship Pro-
gram, which enabled anoTher group of
teachers to go to Hungary during
1975-76. "My girls in New Haven are
doing such a good job," he said not
long ago, "that I'll keep trying to find
ways and means of supporting them."
Meantime, he has completed materials
for the primary grades and hopes to
publi§h a book based on his sponsored'
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work to be called "Education Through
Music." Some years ago, when
Leonard Bernstein voiced some reser-
vations about the original Nationa_ En-
dowment for the 'Arts applic
Ringer, a man of strong convict
parried Bernstein's pbservation that
what was needed was an explosion in
the schools, whereas the Ringer
project was no more than a drop in the
bucket, with the remark: "Let's not
talk about water. Let's talk about fire.
Let me strike a match, and maybelf
enough of us strike matches our young
people will explode:They are explo-
sive." His confidence in young people
and their ability to survive "the sys-
tem" is boundless.

A third big and influential project,
for about $210,000, took off from the
techniques of the Japanese music ed-
ucator Suzuki, whose all-string orches-
tras are famous. Paul Rolland, profes:
sor of music at the University of II-
linoisogleveloped and tested a 2-year
program of instruction in string in-
struments, after he had made a filmed
demonstration of the Suzuki tech-
niques. The "string problem" has been
endemic to music education ever since
the precipitous rise in wind-instrument
playing that followed the Great Depres-
sion. Professor Rolland's hypothesis
was that it would be possible to im-
prove both the quality and pleasure of
string playing by treating it as an or-

VP-
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ganic unit, by freeing the body from
static tensions, by, in short, stressing
the Gestalt quality of good violin, viola,
or cello playing. The project coAcen-
trated on developing elementary
-school players over 2 years, plus sum-
mer courses for secondary school stu-
dents. Materials, including record-
ings and films, were prepared. Profes-
sor Rolland believed, however, that his
adaptation of the Suzuki tension-free
mode of string instruction could be
applied to students of any age, and the
history of his 200 clinics and work-
shops in the past 10 years all over the
country would appear to bear him out.
A byproduct of the. Rolland work was
the production by well-known compos-
ers of good teaching pieces.

Art.Though the visual arts projects
dealing with modes of teaching were
generally limited in scope, an excep-
tion was Bartlett Hayes's "Education
Through Vision" project, an ingenious
effort to improve general learning
through two- and three-dimensional vi-
sual training of teachers and students.
In toto, including evaluation by Educa-
tional Testing Service under separate
AHP grants, it cost more than
$128,000 with generally inconclusive
results. (Once again, the will o' the wisp
"transfer" eluded the pursuers.)

Robert Clements undertook `three
projects, at Penn State and then later

-#

at Bali-State University in I diana, tw
of them in collaboration wi h Pete Carr,
assistant professor of 'art at Ball
State's laboratory sc I. (Dr. Clem-
ents is now associate p essor of arlot
the University of Georg': .) The first, h]
doctoral dissertation for which Ken-
neth Beittel was advi - r, dealt with the
relative effective ess of different
kinds of questions sed by art teachers
at various levels f om first grade to col-
lege. According o Clements,. this was
the first such empirical study, con-
trasting with he general run of art-
education r search that had been
"concernec, mainly with general
methods d dynamics of creativity
and pe lity." The chief discovery
Said littl about questions but a lot
about teachers. The study revealed
general indifference on -the part of
teachers to any answers their ques-
tions invoked, and corresponding
small regard for students' opinions.
Clements says that this depressing
finding still holds today. Subsequent
doctoral work has produced virtually
the same results.

The Clements-Carr projects, which
like the dissertation were funded at
less than $10,000 each, tried to corre-
late students' art work with certain as-
pects-of instruction.. In assaying the
relative effectiveness of three motiva-
tional methods (media, subject, and
the two combined) for elementary
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school art pupils, the researchers were
trying to resolve empirically certain
theoretical differences between Victor
D'Amico and Viktor Lowenfeld. Find-
ings, in brief: for first graders, anything
goes; for second, third, and sixth grad-
ers, subject-matter motivates best; for
fourth and fifth graders, media. When
in doubt, the final report suggested,
use a combination. In effect, it ended
in a draw f.qt Umica (media) and Low-
enfeld (therMs), and substantiated
certain stages in Piaget's analysis of
child development. As for Clements'
third study (which Dr. Carr believes
produced the most important find-
ings), the idea was to discover connec-
tions, if any, between the quality of
sixfgraders' art work and specific so-

, economic, and motivational fac-
tors. Two clatses of "culturally advan-
taged" children and two classes of
"culturally disadvantaged" children
worked variously with either expensive
or "found" materials, motivated by
either fantasy or realistic themesm
Findings (some of which will surprise
many a teacher in settlement houses,
community arts centers, and inner-city
schools): "Greater art quality,
craftsmanship, and originality were

. produced by the use of expensive ma-
terials, by fantasy motivation, by stu-
dents at the culturally advantaged
school, by girls, and by academic high
achievers. The low-budget 'art pro-

grams considerably diminish high -
,quality art performance and enjoy-
ment."

Two projects sought wisdom from
the words of artists. Both were sup-
ported by grants under $10,000. John
Michael, professor of art education at
Miami University, Ohio, undertook to
"isolate concepts and _values held by
well-known practicing artists concern-
ing their work in painting (including
drawing), printmaking, sculpture) pot-
tery, jewelry, weaving, and enamel-
ing." Of several ilndred artists
queried, most of them well-known,
close to 65 percent responded, and the
results were analyzed and tabulated
for their potential usefulness to sec-
ondary school art instructors. The wide
variety of responses to the dcikens of
questionsranging from the impor-
tance df childhood experiences and
what makes an artist to such minutiae
as turning a picture upside down dur-
ing the painting process and what con-
stitutes the best working placewas
read by Dr. Michael as further prOof of
"an individualized approach in art
education." Though the results were
not tested in schools, they did fbrm the
basis of a handbook published in 1970,
which is us9d in two courses at Miami.'

Karl Fortess taped a series of inter-
views with 79 American artists on prob-
lems of professional concern, to be
used by university students and fac-

ulty. The questions, like Dr. Michael's,
covered a broad range of topics. The
reaction of 150 art students who ini-
tially listened to thektipes indicated
that the interviews not only provided
information but also stimulated
further experience and insight into the
students' own artistic problems and t
prospects. Fortess, now retired, has
expanded his interviews to over 250
with help from the National Endow-
ment for the Arts and from his own
university, Boston. The interviews are
available at the university in both cas-
sette and reel-to-reel form. Students
like them, it appears. "They have p
tremendous curiosity about artists and
little curiosity about their own 49
teachers," Mr. Fortess says, "even
though the teachers may be better art-

_
ists."

William Huff's project was sui
generis. Its official title, "Uses of
Symmetry in Design Education,"
suggests little of its oddity and inten-
tions. Huff, then teaching architecture
at Carnegie-Mellon University, was at-
tempting nothing less than to bridge C.
P. Snow's two worlds in his particular
field; namely, to present beginning de-
sign students with visual translations
of the complex structural abstractions
of the mathematician K. L. Wolf. Mr.
Huff, who had been working at the Ulm,
School of Design in Germany, brought
back Ulm's modifications of the

-7-
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Bauhaus bas design course, includ-
ing the maths tical concept of sym-
metry. It was h goal to make this
knowledge acces "ble to the design
stliclent, on his to s.

T net result, b 1974, was what
Mr. ff tails a "prime " six-slim book-
lets ha dsomely desig , containing
"a mini um of text wi a maximal
richness i visual image "4-The OE
grant paid r researching these book-
lets, a mock p of the complete set,
and printing o one 'section. uff ran
into funding to ulations, but ventu-
ally grants from t e Mellon Foundation
and the National n ment f* the
Arts, mid-1974, fu ublicatio of
all but one section. \M nthe, H\iff
had scored some sucoess introducirw
his material to the student diklies and
faculties of varibus universities,ersities, iri\
cluding Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and \
New Mexico, as well as other institu-
tions in Canada and'Europe. The work
had been acclaimed by such notables
as the late Louis Kahn. Huff, now,
teaching in the School of Architectike
and Environmental Design, State Uni-
versity of New York, Buffalo, plans to
introduce his primer into high schools,
where he feels it might have greet ef-
fect. His target is students, rather than
"highly intellectually formalized in-
structors." -

,

teacNn n other fields, the mul-
timedia pr ct called MATCH (Materi-
als and Act Ices for Teachers and
Children) was standout in museum
educatipn. This oject was an elabo--
rate and highly so isticated venture,
funded mainly under Ile VII of the Na-
tional Defense Educat i Act (NDEA).
MATCH was devised an. directed by`
Michael Spock, director the Chil-
dren's Museum (Boston, M s.) since
1962, and by psychologi Frere'
Kresse. The MATCH boxes a not
Matchboxes, bit are sizable its.
These kitssometimes 2 or 3
per "box"weigh from 30 to 1
pounds each. They contain a great v
riety of materials related to a given
topic of study, andare designed to be
used either 1 hoUr or90 minutes daily
.for 2 to 3 weeks by a teacherand 30
children.

The 16 original study topics ranged
, from. animal camouflage to medieval
.people fo Musical shapes and sounds
(about half were related to the social
scienc*., Though the prospective au-
dienctikilas students from kindergar-
ten thritegh high school; most MATCH
collectiohs were aimed at children in
thdrupper elementary or intermediate
grades. After testing in Boston schools
and intensive development, these kits
(now totaling six) are being produced

'The "invertessesshell" on the of ;his report is the work
(tosneucollittuff, s design students fro;Grnegie-tesikin UniversityOther "Fields.As for the how of
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and distributed commercially. In 1972
the American Institutes for Research
inclfided the MATCH program among
20 winners in their search forprograms
"whichevolved from educational re-

*. search and gainecl acceptance in
schools in recent years."

few yea ago MATCH was 1 of 10
priiects that toured the United Statps
in n14E-sponsored mobile van and vis-
ited teacher workshops. MAT as
the only project in any way conter
with the arts. As it happens, MATCH's
relation to the artsgoes deeper than its
museum bise, its use of such art forms
as film, photography; _and recordings,'
and its occasional bow to the arts in
topic choice (music, poetry).. Whereas

. it standi as one model of effectiVe
museum education, its broad -.=,-,

for the cause of the arts in ed
MATCH's emphasis`r n al
learning and the integration of the r
nonverbal and the verbali.e.,, in the
importance of the affective component

. of learning. The original progosill to OE
stated, in pert, the problem and the
purposes of the project thus:

Muth of learning -is non-verbal. Insteadof
being mediated by words it is mediated by
thingellecause.they tack time and money,
most teachers r. . . do not possess the vocabu- .
lary bithings they need to communicate effec-
tively with their pupils-. And so certain crucial
experiences never occur in the classroom,
others occur only partially, while still others.
are so abstracted distOrtion sets in. The
result is that Some things are not learned at all,

*lb

Inside the MATCH Boxes
as

The 16 original MATCH boxes contained many kinds of things, ircluding these:
-00

Real objects: 2,300-year-old Greek pottery shards, chopsticlmrh'avigatorseecg, sterfiih, whale's
tooth, Algonquin arrowheads, seal skin, beaver-chewed log, stuffed owl( old purie, Netsilik bow
drill, clarinet, lead type, deerskin, bones, steel drum, harpoon, map m sUrer, pumps, syringe,
buckets, mops, hammers, goggles, pipes,funnels, psaltery, stethoscope.

Reproductions:la IConry lure, medieval clothing, Japanese photo album, Greek coins and statues,
Indian leggings.

Models: city buildings, igloo, mud house, lock model, birchbark canoe, sea ice at Pelly Bay, folding
rock strata, figure "4" trap.

filmstrips, film Joops and slides and photographs of almost everything.

RecordiPg
her experi
captain, an

e lik woman telling a story in the Eskimo language, a medieval shrew recounting
ourt, bird calls, songs of the voyageurs, reminiscences of a Great Lakes
yth, an Algonquin's dream. ,

Equipme'nt: tape recorders, various prqjectorsscreens, 'extension cords.

Software: charts and diagrams, floor plan% worksheets; maps, bird stickers, sort cards, word
cards, recipes, student guides, character books, reference books.

Supplies: cinnamon, olive oil, seal oil, geodes, dry mud,- cranberries, ink, paper, chemicals,
diorama kits, soapstone, magnetic twarched corn.

others only superficially, and some are pitn-
bly mis-learqed.
This lack of appr priate media with which to
convey knowled.and to develop skills and
attitudes is particularly acute at the elemen-
tary level where the proportion of non-verbal
learning is high. A non-verbal fact, such as the
warmth felt in an Eskimo parka, May be con-
veyed by a single object or mediumin this
case the parka. But patterns of media and
activities are usually required to communicate
non-verbal principles, concepts and relation,
ships. . . Though many mediacre recognized
as valuable in furthering the dialogue between
teacher and learner, very little is known about
how to combine tdem for this purpose:
The problem, then, is to find out how to coal
bine media in a way that will permit teachers
and students to Communicate with each other

on topics having a lugh proPortion of non-
verbal content.

Further, the deplopers haye said:
"A MATCH*Fibxin its fullest senseis
pot the sum of .its media, objectives,
and activities. It is not a thing. It, is
more truly the experience, the happen-
ing, that occurs when the.children and
teacher encounter the Box." So the
project stresses the play of spontdne-
oui and chance conjunctions of mind
and. matter.

Another far less elaborate (title (IV)
project based in the Children's
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rauseuri was Elizabeth Nicola "De-
.

velopment of 'Validated Museum Ex-
hibits:* According to Richard Grove,
then AHP's museum-education spe-
cialigt, now director of the Henry Art

- Gallery, University of Washington:
"This highly important project is still
not widely appreciated, but it will be."
The difficulty, according to Grove, was
both tbe:technical intricacies of thee
exhibit plan and the specific subject
matter (animals' teeth). The point here
was the process of museum exhibition
developed and substantially validated.

o In brief the $49,000 grant established
that "highly significant" gains resulted
(pretest to post test) fron3 engaging
children actively in "the collaborative
venture of testing and improving the
exhibits." Though the experimental
design was awn In scholarly fashion
from conte porary learning research,
all of it inc ding the tests was glade to
seem like game to the young visitors.
The result was happy Wt.. hem Strd
conclusive to the experimenters.

WHAT TO TEACH

In projects focusing on the sub=
stance of curriculum, grants in the vi-
sual arts contrast markedly with grants
in music, Again the music yield on the
whole was richer. In both fields there
were sizable disaprintriletits.

Art in the Curriculum.Related to

the improvement of the art 'curriculum /
were projects in museum education.,
Even though the museum in questioo
might be geared to science, it was as-
sumed that an effective educational .

program could provide an idaptable
.model for an art museum. A sampling
of the visual arty projects will suggest
their variety as well as their limitations.

A college curriculum for-the use of
glass in fine arts was developed by
Robert Willson, a well-known sculptor
in glass. Based on extens'i A vestiga-
tjons here and abr. son = up
wilkflecommen. ions for a 5-y
fiderally sup. ed program to make
up for the c. parative American neg-
lect of t, s medium. Today, Mr.
Willson i unaware of the creation of
any' col ege laboratory or department
for teaching solid-glass art along the
lines his report suggested. Yet he is far
from feeling his project a failure. It
made possible, among other things, a
MOrmi exhibit of international glasY
sculpture in 1973"the most impor-
tant and largest showing of fine art in
glass in this'century, in Europe r
America."

Then there was Ronald Silveiman'
development and evaluation of "a
curricula specifically designed for dis-
advantaged -youth." The primary pur-
pose of this. study was to find out how
art education might best be conducted
so as "to effect productive changes in
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perceptual:. cognitive, and attitudinal
styles and art aptitudes of disadvan-
taged yoCith." Dr. Silverman's experi-
ment, carried out with the full panoply,
of controls, pre- and post-testing, and
teacher preparation, tended to rein-
force Harold Cohen's interpretation of
his Washington, D.C., project. Amidst
awelter of findings, some of them con-
tradictory; Silverman found this the sa-
lient point of the study: "It is the art
teacher who is the key to bringing
about behavioral changes in disadvan-
taged learners and not art, per se." The
Los _Angeles study demonstrated, he
unequivocally. avers, "that the
assumption that art education prac-
ticesare profitable experiences simply
because of their concrete nonverbal
natureisyrroneous."

Music lit the Curriculum.By con-
trast, music education fared much
better than art education in AHP's cur-
iculum grants, and not just by the

nu One reason, if not the rea-
son, for the relatively large number of
,substantial projects Was unquestion-
ably the Yale seminar,and its recom-
mendations. Of the dozen or so cur-
ricular projects in music'education in-
spired by Yale, the following provide a
fair sampling.

Kenneth A. Wendrich of Yale, joined
by Dr. Palisca himself, worked on a
study; known as the Yale Music Cur-

riculum Project, which had as itsigoal
the development of musical under-
standing in secondary school stu-
dents. It was modeled closely on rec-
ommendations of the Yale seminar
and, without denigrating the pleasures
and importance of the ubiquitous
school band, orchestra, and chorus,
sought to compehsate for the ineffec-
tiveness of sheer group performance by
developing an "understanding of, and
familiarity with, music as a form of
man's cultural heritage."

The new curriculum) comprising
eight units, was designed to stimulate
the listening capacity of the secokliry
school student through his recognition
and analysis of musical genre formto
expose him, in the words of the ERIC
abstract, to "an academically respect-
able music-literature course." Materi-
als, including tapes, visuals, and a
teacher's manual, were tried out :in
about 20 schools. The units were a
great success at Yale as Music 11.
Prentice-Hall planned to publish the
substance of the curriculum',in self-
study manuals for students in late
1977.

The first project to evolve from the
Yale seminar was the $308,000Juil-
'lard Repertory Project, proposed ,by a
seminar participant. This enlarge4 re-
pertory, for kindergarten through
grade six, responded directly to a
seminar condemnation of the tradi-

tional classification of repert ry by ag
groups"a dangerous proc
cause of the perennial habit of adults
to underestimate the capacities of
children." The late Noah Greenberg of
the New York Pro Musica had been one
of the most eloquent seminar voices in
denouncing the standard school music
repertory for its "appalling quality,"
limitation in scope, corrupt arrange-
ments, banality, and stultifying effect
on children.

The "Juilliard Repertory Library,"
published in 1971, is strong not only in
neglected classicsby Bach and Beeth-
oven and other Western masters, but
also in non-Western music, early West-
ern music, and neglected forms of
jazz-, popular; and folk music.5 The
project directors take particular pride"
in the Library's component of contem-
porary music: it includes among the
230 entries no fewer than 65 new
works written especially for children by
outstanding composers. Irving Low-
ens, a member of the repertory panel,
concluded an enthusiastic newspaper
review of the Library by assessing the
main achievement of the Juilliard
project as "not . . . the corpus of ex-
cellent music it has made-available to
the profession . . . [but] rather, its
clear demonttration that even in this
fragmented day and age, such
natural-born enemies as scholars,
composers, performers, and educators



can really work together and: ac
complish something." -A fine case in
point is that, despite initial apprehen-
sions, the chief organization of the
music-education.fratemity, the MuSic
Educators National Conference, be-
came one of the project's staunchest
backers. in 1975 Canyon Press, pub-
lishers of the Library, made 6,500 sets
available to schools at no cost beyond
handling, as a Bicentennial gesture.
The schools in turn have made tape
-recordings of repertory selections, the
best of which Will be given special rec-
ognition and offered to the Voice of
America and other outlets for broad-
cast.

Other projects inspired directly or
indirectly by Yale display, like the
seminar, a remarkable range. Vada E.
Butcher of Howard Uniyersity received
a grant to develop materials for a
1-year course in African music for the
general undergraduate,. later ex-
panded to four related courses, some
of them adaptable to secondary
schools and inservice teacher training.
One substantial result was the creation
by Howard of the Center for Ethnic
Music, funded for 4 year by the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities;
when this funding ends, the univehity
will pick up the bills.-

According to a 1976 assessment of
funded research in -music education,
by Charles Leonhard and Richard Col-

well of the University of, Illinois, a
project with "long -range effects" was

- Bennett Reimer's general music cur-
riculum, "which resulted not only in an
influential final report but in a new
technique for teaching grappre-
ciation."7 Under a $5 ,000 grant;
Reimer, music professor at Case Western
Reserve University, developed and
tested a 2-ybar curriculum in general.
music for secondary schools, in line
with the Yale seminar recommenda-
tions. "The 'major conception of the
coursethat) music is a. Means for
exploring and understanding human
feeling recurs throughout the mate-
rial in progressively more sophisticated
settings," in the words of the author.
The palpable output was a course syl-
'abut and instructions for using it.,

The trial of the course in three junior
and three senior high schools led Re-
imer to cohclude that the course is -

"teachable, learnable, and effective in
its goal." He isimpressed by the exten-
sive use he has observed of this cur-
riculum (although, as is usually true,
he has no hard evidence Of the actual
extent). To him the best proof of the
validity and success of the project is
that the curriculum has been picked
up by one of the most enterprising of
the big textbook publi4hers, Silver
Burdette. In his view, "getting your
stuff into textbooks is what counts over
the yearsfar more influential than at-
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tempted reform of monolithic teacher
education, which has changed very lit-
tle in 15 years." Though he comes
across as a gadfly, Bennett Reimer is a
card-carrying member of the estab-
lishment: he has belonged from the
start to the Gouncil for Research in

\Music Education, edited the councirp
bulletin, and served on MENC's Music
Education Research Council.

Meanwhile A. Oren Gould, who re-
cently.retired from Western Illinois
University's department of music, de-
veloped specialized programs for sing-
ing in the elementary school. The ob-
jective was not, like Dr. Reimer's, to
develop a new curriculum but rather to
revitalize singing in the school experi-
ences of young children. The project
led to a.book, "Teaching Children to
Sing," published in 1972 and used in
some universities." Dr. Gould feels
much as he did when he completed the
project in 1968: that "problem sing-
ers" of mature years might never come
to be if singing experiences early in life
had been favorable. His book, like the
project, is built around ways the
elementary school classroom teacher
can work with children to provide such
experiences. And he believes, with evi-
dence from his own observation; that

. his singing techniques can fit happily
into any type or combination of overall
music-education programsKodely,
Orff, Manhattanville, or whatever.

.

Like the Yale peopleand Dr. Reimer,
Neal E. Glenn, at the University of
Miami, and Rdbert Glidden undertook
the development of a music-literature
course for high school students, corn-
'plete with classroom evaluation. Dr.
Glidden, until recently executive sec-
retary of the National Associations of

`Schools of Music and Art, looks back
on thiS project with no great self-
congratulation. The final Glenn-
Glidden report stated as perhaps the
most significant result of the study
"the realization that such a course can
be taught on the high-school level,ond
that students. are interested in and
chellenged by music literature as 'a
serious subject for study, on a par with

rature of the language'." How-
eve , no positive gains over control

, groups were registered by testing for
"stylistic recognition of musical
achievement,." nor for growth in gen-
eral musical achievement. The cur-
riculum was used in followup studies
and some teachers used it for 3 or 4
years after the project ended. Conced-
ing possible flaws in the testing in-
struments, Glidden, now at Bowling
Green State University, would design
the course differently today and,
among other changes, would broaden
the content beyond Western music.

Hpw best to develop junior-high
"musicality" (one of many disputed
but hard -to- replace terms in arts edu-
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cation) was the subject of a $92,000
study by George Kyme, Berkeley
(Calif.) music educator. The particular
focus was the role that original musical
comitibn might play. The study at-
tacked obliquely if not head-on that
hardrtis-tain't among music educa-
tors:flow good, or bad, is the prevalent
school emphasis on performing
groups? Dr. Kyme, by focusing on
composition, presumably ranged him-
self on the side of the angels
(hypothesizing a major Yale seminar
theme).

The outcome of the study was mixed,
but afforded small comfort to the ex-
ponents of composition as a prime
goad to musicality (defined by the re-
searcher as "the ability to grasp a mu-
sical idea in its totality"). More than,
3,000 students in 9 junior high schools
provided the sample, were pre- and
post-tested, and were divided into a
number of categories (e.g., those
taught composition, those in various
kinds of performing groups, those tak-
ing guided listening or music-reading
classes). Chief findings: "Analysis of
data, school by school, revealed that
musical composition is most effective
at higher socioeconomic levels, though

'instrumental performance is the most
universal effector. The guided listen-
ing program was not productive for
schools classed as culturally deprived.
Music reading was the most effective
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learning tool for the lower socioeco-
nomic schools."

Disappointing results emerged from
another study dealing with jarlItir high
music. A 3-year project entitled "Mu-
sical Ability Utilization Program"
spent over $100,000 in Federal funds
and more than twice that in local funds
to "determine the nature and extent of
academic and motivational change in
low-achieving junior high school stu-
dents with some talent in music who
participated in a special music training
program." One, hundred students in 5
schools at they start (only 42 in 4
schools at the elx1) were assigned at
random to experimental or control
groups. Each experimental student
studied voice or instrument as a music
major. The outcome: "No significant
differences existed behvieen the exper-
imental and control grtoups with regard
to scores in reading, arithmetic, and
study skills; grades in language arts,
social studies, and mathematics;
teacher ratings or...attitudes and behav-
ior;"or attendance." Some small solace
came from interviews with 46 stu-
dents, which indicated that "partidipa-
tion in the program led to personality
improvement, stimulation to study,
and a more meaningful attitude toward

.-Offool." Once again, "transfer" didn't
prove out.

In 1968, a $92,000 grant enabled
Thomas Vasil, a music teacher in the

CO

Lexington (Mass.) public schools, to
undertake nothing short of the im-
provement of music education kinder-
garten through college. His ihtent was
"to make the carrying on of music edu-
cation on all levels more efficient by
using a more meaningful system of
transmitting the complex symbolic
language music via transparencies
in overheaection, eliminating
long, tedious, unclear, and incomplete
information presented via limited
blackboard space." (Thus the re-
search, credited by the author to the
Yale seminar as one source of inspira-
tion, also belongs with the music-,
education research built around
technology.) The project, which em-
braced three summer .conferences
dealing with audiovisual music'materi-
als and 2 school Ors of trial and
evaluation, reached this conclusion:
"The use of non-book instructional ma-
terials is an effective means 9.timprov-
ing music education, but the misuse of
such materials voillatrnost-as certainly
cause harm; a multimedia approach
has its -greatest value in allowing for
variety of presentation modes."

A spectacular $221,000 music
project was a success as far as it went,
though the project mounted by the
famed Interlochen Arts Academy in
MichigarAvas essentially professional
in focus and its findings were never, as
the prop9sal envisioned, made adapt-



able to students from kindergarten
through college. What the Interlochen
Honors Musicianship Project did ac-
complish, however, is worthy of note.
"Based on the belief that composers,
conductors; and music teachers
should know how to pity all major sym-
phonic instruments, thirty-three
superior students were selected for
this intensive forty-week program," to
quote-an official summary. "By thirty-
two weeks,.each student demon-
strated hip- success in tape-recorded

.sestiops requiring the playing of each
instrum4nt in succession." The teen-
aged, prtdoltege students were all
motivated by. a desire to make music
their profession. In a way, the highly
competitive, rigidly structured "Class
Routine" techniques created by Inter-
lochen's founder Joseph E. Maddy
(who devised the AHP project but died /
before its completion) are one Ameriz
can answer to Suzuki and other famed
foreign techniques. Harold Arberg de-
lights in explaining what Dr. Maddy
meant by competitionwhat "Black
Friday"meant and stilt means for the
young virtuosos:

Each Friday vas set aside so that all members
of the orchestra had an opportunity to chal-
lenge the player one chair ahead to perform
any excerpt of his or her choice. The chal-
lenger, who of course had practiced the par-
ticular excerpt, also played it. If the other or-
chestra members voted in favor of the chal-
lenger, then he immediately exchanged seats
with the person ahead of him.

The object was t defend one's own position
and, at the sa time, move up a chair at a
time to become if not concert-master then
principal Member of the section. With this kind
of competition and constant striving, the stu-
dents had an enormous repertory. And judg-
ment by one's peerseliminated the often arbi-
trary decisions of conductors.

Of all the Yale-inspired projects, the
mpst ambitious by far was Ronald
Thomas's Manhattanville Music Cur-
riculum Program (MMCP), named after
the institution that provided space and
encouragement for the project.

Thomas began the project while
concurrently directing music educa-
tion in the public schools of Nanuet,
New York. He had been one of the
Young Turks at the Yale seminar. The
MMCP project, funded at $465,000,
grandly proposed the development of a
"music curriculum and related materi-
als for students firefs.the primary
through the high school years," plus
the preparation of "effective means for
the training of teachers to use this cur-1
_rj%gum." In the introduction to his
final 1970 report, after summing up
the parlous state of most music educa-
tion, he wrote: "The MMCP set out to
create an alternative for music educa-
tion."

An earlier grant:in 1965, had en-
abled Thomas and his associates to
spend a year studying "unique and ex-
perimental practices ih music educa-
tion." And they found some worth

6?

study. Out of 132 schools in 316 States
recommended by officers of MENC di-
visions, professional periodicals, State
supervisors, and others, Thomas and
his associates eventually chose 15 for
further study. Thomas paid these un-
heralded experimenters their due,
while at the same time deploring their
limited impact. As the final report qn
tie MMCP project itself so emphati-
ca I ly proclaimed, exciting and laudable
as these isolated projects were, they
were indeed.exceptional-: In most
places, "music education was a strait-
jacket wheretveryone was expected,to
do, be, think, respond, learn, hear, ac-
cept, reject and act in the same way."
This deplorable rigidity was found to be
true in every parliof the country, from
primary school through college. The
"monolithic system to program people
to uniformity of perception" was woven
of such strands as these: 1) almost
universal emphasis on finished prod-
ucts and computational systems; 2)
standafdization,o -the compositions
used in education, as well as the ana-
lytic systems; and perhaps w,orsnfstl
3) utter standardization of m
values, where everything was tJer
right or wrong, good or bad.

The efforts of reformers, whether di-
rected to the social and political sys-
tem, or economics, or education, are
proverbially strong in their excoriation
of the old, but comparatively weak,
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vague, and unconvincing in their invo-
cation of the new. This charge could
hardly be leveled at Ronald Thomas,
though some might cavil. at the
applicability of his sweeping prbpdsals
to the real world of schools and
teachers and administrators.

Thomas's 1970 report to the OEa
300-plus page blockbusteres-
chewed vague generalities and pious
ideals. Instead it hammered out for-
midable and detailed prescriptions for
a metamorphosis of America's conven-
tional ways with music education, with
an emphasis on student composition
and improvising, and the use of con-
temporary music and, nontraditional
instruments. The major product of the
Manhattanville Project was the
"MMCP Synthesis," a comprehensive
curriculum for grades 3 through 12
Ebut product is subordinate to philoso-
phy in the Thomas canon)." The grand
scheme spelled out, in addition, plans
for an early childhood curriculum ("In-
teraction") and produced thfee feasi-
bility studies: the "Electronic
Keyboard Lab," the "Science-Music
Lab," and the "Instrumental Pro-
gram." And more besides: plans for
college 'curriculums and for teacher
re-educatibn. Recognizing, however,
that "education is not materials, it is
ideas that are in constant growth," the
Thomas report cited the involvement
of hundreds of music educators and

other teachers in workshops and inser-
vice programs.

Whether one regards all this asi an
impossible dream, a premature blue-
print pf what music education with
favoring winds could one day become,
or a desecration of the old order, it
would be hard to fault the energy, spe-
cificity, and imagination that went into
the project's plans and recommenda-
tions-. Even if read only as an exercise
in expounding music's endless hori-
zons, what Thomas's prospectus held
forth deserves any musician's or music
teacher's attention for its-provocative
ideas. Every programmatic break-
down, for instancefrom the "Syn-
thesis" to "Teacher Re-education
Plans"is replete with unconven-
tional qjbliographies, discographies,
and precise and novel instructional
suggestions. Page after richly filled
page of the "Synthesis," for example,
graphically documents the spiral
curriculum"an open-ended and flex-
ible organization of concepts that fo-
cuses on the interaction and relatiorf
ships 'of concepts, factors and ele-
ments."

It was indeed the idea of the spiral
curriculum and all it entailed (an idea
celebrated in those days, notably, by
Jerome Bruner) thai inspired Thomas,
and the underlying concept of the
seamless fabric of learning: that "intel-
lectual activity anywhere is the same,

eiN
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*whether at the frontier of knowledge or
in a third-grade classroom," to quote
Bruner. Thomas was fascinated by the
mathematicians he encountered
whose ideas of curriculum reform,
based on this concept, so paralleled
his. "Essentially what MMCP did," said
Thomas recently, "was to get back to
what music is and what musicians do.
The idea is that in music one learns by
doing, that what students should be
doing at any level of growth should be
consistent with what musicians do."

The importance of MMCP, therefore,
as Thomas sees it, is in its philo-
sophical and humanistic base. "We
were interested in seeing whether a
real 4Iternative could be created,
whethet the nature of what you
dothe rationaleproduces a differ-
ent end product." Thomas accordingly
discounts MMCP as method or prod-
utt, though gratified that the "Synthe-
sir was reprinted twice and distrib-.
utled in many languages. ("It wasn't
copyrighted, portions were rep%duced
everywhere.")

fter, completing his OE-sponsored
ect, Thomas received a $137,8
t from the National Endowm t
he Humanities for a 2-year
in 12 colleges and universities.
informed judgment on the ulti-
impact of Thomas's would-be re-

was made in June 1976 by
and and Colwell:
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Among the USOE grants [in music education],
the Manhattanville Project of Ronald B
Thomas attracted the most publicity and re-
ceived the greatest attention du0 to its radical

Manhattanville Project:
Musicality

"You might have used more vanety in the
dynamics and the choice of timbres didn't
seem to suit the melodic line too well."

A music professor commenting on a student
performance you say? Try again. Would you
believe a third grader named Mary who is
criticizing a performance by her classmate
Jimmy; and further, that Jimmy has just
finished conducting a small group of his
peers in his own musical piece which he has
written and rehearsed? It is all paFt of the
early schooling phase of the Manhattanville
Music Curriculum Project. . . a major effort

'to help meet another of the goals identified
at the [Yale] Seminar, namely the develop-
ment bf "musicality."
MMCP has involved several hundred

A,
teachers, a variety of school systems, and
numerous colleges in its development of
new materials and teaching strategies. [It]
has developed a spiral curriculum in which
essentially the same fundamental musical
concepts are explored at each stage of the
student's development, and in terms of
what is necessary and meaningful f%.the
student at that time. Kids are encoaaged
to write (as best they can) and perform their
own music from the earliest years. Submit-
ting to the criticisms of their peers as well as
the teacher is an important aspect from the
start, with the teacher functioning more as
a "senior scholar" studying and learning
about music with the kids."

Harold Arberg

6

a

departure from traditional modes of school
music instruction. Through numerous demon-
strations at conventiort and workshops, the
Manhattanville scheme has had a genuine im-
pact on the procedures and goals for music at
every educational level, though its complete
adoption has occurred in only a limited
number of situations."

To Thomas, now chairman of the de-
partment of music at -Virginia -Com-
monwealth University in Richmond,
these ubiquitous workshops are a mar-
vel. "I still see notices of MMCP work -'
shops," he said in 1976. "I don't know
what they are. I have never met the
people. A recent MENC conference of- k
fered two MMCP sessions. I had noth-
ing to do with them, but I attended. It
was fascinating. The seminar readers
had interpreted MMCP within the con- 59
text of their own needs and concepts,
The impotent thing is that they were
doing something and moving ahead in
-a rational way. Anyway, nothing should
live forever."

Other curriculum development.
Broad -based curricular projects involv-
ing a number of arts or "aesthetic edu-
cation" produced their share of disap-
pointments. One was a 1-year, one-
shot effort to create a seeeritieu
school arts curriculum that. would be
included in the so-called ES '70 pro-
gram (Educational S tems for the
Seventies)a massive ederal pro-
gram that fizzled out. Its al was to
install curriculum innovations in all
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fields in a network of 18 school dis-
tricts across the country: Another
project, which proposed. to integrate
"arts and humanities understandings"
into the regular New York State cur-
riculum, operated for 3 years in 13
ninth grades, from the Bronx to the
Niagara frontier. Despite 'the prepara-
tion of guides and "resource collec-
tions," the experimrevirtually ended

th the end of funding for the demon-
st tion schools. Small vestige remains
of e high:Minded plan to bring "the
moral, spiritual, aesthetic, and intel-
lectual benefits of the arts and
humanities to all students in all
schools without the necessity for great
expenditures of time, energy, and
money; drastic curriculum change; or
extra personnel."

The only important overall cur-
riculum pro'ect in aesthetic education
was import nt, less in itself than in its
connec and ultimate effect. Enti-
tled "A Program of Curriculum De-
velopment and Research in Aesthetic
Education," it was an effort to
"present a rationale and plan of action
for long-term R. & D." The $66,493
gran ). was made to the late Manuel
Barkan at Ohio State University. This
study and Barkan's determination did
much to spur CEMREL's AesthetIC
Education Program, which was inaugu-
rated in 1968. CEMREL had been es-
tablished in 1966 under the Coopera-

tive Research Act, as amended by
ESEA title IV, as one of 20 regional
educational laboratories; it is the only
one still functioning that made the arts
in general education a prime concern.

CEMREL, operating out of an imagi-
natively recycled hospital nee St.
Louis, has become an important na-
tional center of-educational research
and development. A private, nonprofit
corporation, it is supported largely by
Federal funds, first from OE, now from
the National Institute of Education.
Besides aesthetic education, CEMREL
runs three other major programs (early
childhood education, instructional
systems, and mathematics). Other
than the planning grant to Barkan,
AHP played no direct part in funding
the Aesthetic Education Program,
which is engaged in building an ambiti-
ous K-12 curriculum dealing with all of
the arts in general education. The im-
mediate outcome of intensive-and
wide-ranging research is the so-called
learning package, 10 of them to,be de-
veloped for each instructional level.
Indirectly AHP has helped to stoke
CEMREL's progress. As will presently
be seen, CEMREL conducted AHP's
biggest evaluation project, and the two
staffs, past and present, have worked
closely together. Stanley Madeja, who
directs the Aesthetic Education Pro-
gram, was art education specialist at
AHP in the late sixties.
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As for dance education, projects
ranged from a collection of gypsy and
other ethnic dances ($7,845) to an
ambitious "Comprehensive Graded
Curriculum in Dance Training for Sec-
ondary Schools" ($195,074). High
hopes for this project were never
realized. The curriculum, far from pro-
viding a model that might take root in
many school systems, died when fund-
ing for the original demonstration ran
OW.

Educational Laboratory Theatre
Evaluated.Finally, a look at the most
heavily funded AHP project in any cat-
egory, the Educational Laboratory
Theatre (ELT), one of relatively few
curriculum-development projects in
theater. The brainchild of many
parentsKathryn Bloom and Jack
Morrison at AHP, Roger Stevens and
Charles Mark at the National Council
on the Artsthe ELT project took off in
1966 with a research grant to Wade
Robinson, head of CEMREL, went into
action the end of that year, and ended
qua project in 1970.

Costing more than $6.4 million over
4 years, this was the single biggest
federally funded arts-in-education
project in American history (exceeded
only by the current Artists-in-Schools
Program, a lohg-term, far more diffuse,
and much different kind of enterprise).
The project received funds from three

sources: $2.8 million under title III of
ESEA, $1.4 million from the National
Endowment for the Arts, and more
than $2 million from the AHP under
title IV, including $700,000 to CEM-
REL for evaluation. The lab theater
regularly exposed all the high school
students and many of their teachers to
live theater in three major metropoli-
tan areasLos Angeles, New Orleans,
and Providence (which in effect meant
Rhode Island). In the first two cities,
new repertory companies were estab-
lished expressly for ELT; in Provi-
dence, the infusion of new funding
helped the highly regarded Trinity
Square Repertory Company to en-
hance its resources to meet the new
educational challenge.

Was all this money well spent? Did
ELT work? Here is a classic case of the
inadequacy, indeed basic untruth, of
an unmodified "yes" or "no," "true",or
"false" to such questions. Fortunately
ELT had a research, or "evaluation,"
component built in almost from the
start; CEMREL continuously moni-
tored the project and, in 1970, issued a
detailed report. (The project thus was a
rarity among federally funded "re-
search" or other programs. To the
layman, the failure to provide for such
objective judgments seems strange,
especially whenas in the case of title
IV grants, e.g.there was an elaborate
system of prejudgments by well-
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qualified "readers" on the value of tht,
original proposal. The omission,
however, is hardly peculiar to the AHP
research or funded projects in general.
More often'than not, the proof of the
pudding is established by such criteria
as, say, whether the Ph.D. candidate
gets his degree, or whether publica-
tions based on research become land-
marks in their field, or whether applied
research pays off, in whatever field,
and becomes a useful part of the ar-
mamentarium of school, community,
institution, clinic, specialist.)

Junius Eddy, with a background in
film and theater, came to the AHP
primarily because of the lab theatre
and worked with it almost from the
start. He examined likely school set-
tings all over the country, while Roger
Stevens did the same for theater pos-
sibilities. In 1970, in his report to the
Ford Foundation on Federal programs,
Eddy wrote:

It seems probable that (the CEMREL
evaluation) has probed more deeply into the
many issues encompassed by such a perfor-
mance program than anything yet
undertakenand the final report is eagerly
awaited therefore. . . . I am not really an-
ticipating anything like a "favorable" assess-
ment of the three projects themselves. It is no
secret that all three were plagued vnth enor-
moustcheduling difficulties, made all kinds of
mistakes, had a continuing series of personnel
upheavals, and seemed generally to operate
from one cosis to another. I believe, however,
that we can learn something from this pro-
gram; I hope (and assume), therefore, that the
report will spell out_in detail what the essential
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elementi-should be if such programs are, to
work effectively anywhere... . 3

There was no reason to complain
about the CEMlird.. report when it fi-
nally came out. It in one sense ren-
der a "favorable" verdict; in others it
did not. More important, it fulfilled its
mission of seeking deeply for the good
and the bad and the reasons for both.
Unfortunately, however, the sheer
bulk of the report (about 1,000 pages,
in 4 volumes) '4 precluded its reaching
(as Eddy had hoped) "all the relevant
parties to such an enterprise: school
administrators, teachers of English
and drama, professional theater
people, and community arts planners
and supporters." This practical obsta-
cle the overall director of the CEMREL
report, James Hoetker, at Florida State
University, foresaw, and attempted to
overcome with a series of briefer
monographs in order "to make some
selected remarks and recommenda-
tions more conveniently available to in-
terested feeders." It is unlikely, how-
ever, that even these merciful digests
have,reached their due readership.

To say without qualification that ELT
ended in 1970 as Federal funding
stopped would not be accurate. In Los
Angeles, the theater which ELT helped
to establish --a cqmponent of the Inner
City Cultural Centerhas racked up a
high standing hir its repertory produc-
tions and its work with young people,

-CC

and it continues-apace despite the
financing hazards endemic to such
community endeavors. It continues,
however, on its own social-action
terms, and without any formal link with
the Los Angeles school system. In New
Orleans, to quote from the CEMREL
report, "the only tangible remnant of
the Project in the . . . schools is a new
Office of Cultural R urces for the
New Orleans Public .1 System."
Under the enterprising upervision of
Shirley Trusty Corey the office has
begun to lay the foundation for a com-
prehensive arts-in-education program
in the district's, public schools. But
the Repertory Theater after many
eleventh-hour rescues is no more. The
happiest postscript is datelined Rhode
Island. The theater experiment that
the State calls Project Discovery con-
tinues, though much reduced.

Even if no identifiable trace of the
ELT project itself remained, the e
penditur6of all those millions woul
justified, it could be argued, if a
people interested in comparab
tufts gleaned some of the rich le hs
the well-researched project provided.
It would seem to be a prime instance of
the enlightenment to be deri4ed from
the flaws and failures of a given model
quite as much as its accomplishments.
Its application is by no means limited
to the realm of theater. The box on
page 63, which. presents a severely



Educational Laboratory Theatre Project-A Dig,t of CEMREL's Recommendations*

1. The idea of lending support to regional theatres by way of giving them an educational function is a

sound and ingenious one, which can if properly handled both improve the climate of the arts and help

to revitalize the schools.

2. The word "Laboratory" in the title of the ELT ,project was a misnomer, and there was no consistent
emphasis upon experimentation either in the theatres or the schools. Future projects should strive

,to [find) new ways to involve, students and educators actively in drama and actors and theatre' artists

actively In education.

3. Future theatre programs should not be tied to the English curriculum, and perhaps not ,to-the curriculum

at all.

4. Future programs should not be rushed into. Adequate time should be allowed for planning all aspectg'of

the programs and for involving local people in the planning process.

5.. Funding should be guaranteed to the programs, for at least a three-year period, but preferably longer.
Perhaps the amount of funding should be gradually reduced each year, as an incentive to promote the

programs locally.

6. The schools should be required gradually to begin to assume support of some of the educational services
offered by the theatres. The theatres should similarly be required to show progress toward 'developing

community support.

7. The contracts governing the school-theatre programs should be as open-ended and flexible as it is legally

possible to make them.

8. It should be clearly understood by
censor, or revise any decision made
other hand, the schools should have
aspects of the programs.

e school officials that
by the artistic director
considerable involvement

the schools will have no power to review,
or to select or suggest plays,. On the

in planning and carrying out the educational
44

63

9. All school-theatre progiams should have research components% The emphasis should be less upon a conventional

evaluation of-the programs than on audiende development, on basic investigation of the educational
processes in the arts,.and on problem7ceqered research studies designed specifically to improve the

programs themselves. r *
4

10. There shoul e a single person appointed by the schools to serve as'coordinator of the educational

aspects of each program.
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Educational Laboratory Theatre Project -A Digest of CENREL's Recommendations* (Cont.)

11. If the"theatre company taking part in a program Is not already-establishe4; it must either be given
several years to establish itsown identity or it must be well enough subsidized that it can play
different seasons-"simultaneously to student and'adult audiences.

12. The theatre artists must be involved intimately and regularly with educational personnel and with

students. Similarly, educators must become personally.involved.with the theatre artists and their

work. TI.

I
.L--

..: -4

13. The artistic director of the re company is the,most important person in a school theaCre.pidject.

Hellust be carefully chosettin hould be given the time to learn abouC[the schodls while they are

learning about the,theatre.

14. The company should include talented and competent people to Whdm much of the management of the theatre's
'educational work can be delegated. -These people should probably tie young$ with direttional Obitions,

and with. the desire to work with young people. 4 4,-
r.

15. Cra is essential that the accommodations necensary. to permit.a schoo htetre pro dram to operate irk an
.,-'

urban setting be wdizked out to the full satisfaction of all parties b a program is initiated. 63a
e 0

16. In a large urban area, there must be-a proportionality between the prdtg nd its clientele. This.means

either that 'there must be several theatre companies or that only.a fraction of the schools in a system

will partidltpate".,
i

(,

.

17. EmphasIs $hould be put on communication directly from t1 theatre company 631 studencs and their parents.

. .

8. Experimentationshould Sbnstantly be caPried out on ways to ,get students to eletheatre or"to

theatre-dpohsor outside of school hours. -

4
r%

It is uhreilist c, to judge from he experience of. the ELT Project; to expect a newly establisAd

nft ,

%,,i,
company,;Ald akschool-theatre toile ration to become so firmly established in three years as to be

self-luppiti
.

114

*For fulk,recommendations, see ELT report, Voluble 1, Redctions and Assessmentp, pp. 446-449.
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abbreviated version of the CEMREL
recommendations, conveys some
flavor of the project and its evaluation.
And here, to help point the reader to-
ward the full report, are excerpts from
Hoetker's summary words on the lab
theatre experiment, which are also
highly pertinent to any general discus-
sion of arts research:

The e:original objectives of the sponsors of the
Projecrwere to help existing regional theatres
and to establish new ones, to introduce mas-
ses of students to good profession41 theatre,
and to influence tile ways that literature and
drama were taught in the high schools. But the
originators of the Project were also motivated
by the assumption that the theatre experience
would somehow change people in desirable
ways, that teachers and students would, in
ways not easy to specify, be better off for hav-
ing seen good theatre.
Some of those involved in planning and ma nag-
i ng the Project spoke of the theatre experience
as one that could "humanize" both people and
institutions; or they talked about the vapidity
of a life without art in it; or they talked of
richness of experience and empathy and in-
sight and appreciation and creativity; or they
talked of the sociological imperative to find
constructive options to self-destroctive uses
of our ever-increasing amounts of leisure time.
These people hoped that CEMREL would find
*1)11ways to demonstrate that changes in these
areas indeed came about as a result of the

_ Educational Laboratory Theatre Project.

We have not, of course, been able to do any
such thing, With the rest of the human race,
lettered and unlettered, we share the inability
to operationalize or ob ectify such elusive and
internal phenomena. at scientific under-
standings of the phe non of response to
.theatre that'we were able to gather . . . will
inevitably be disappointing to those who

'hoped, at the beginning of the Project', that a

I

C3

well-endowed research component could, in
three years or so, get us further along theroad
to understanding the mysteries of aesthetic
response tha,n Aristotle and Hume and Kant
and Croce have been able to do.

. . For most people;
4

the effects of an artistic
experience, or a series of them, remain, as it
were, a form of potential energy only, a nd have
their effects far in the future. . . . It will be the
extremely rare case when it is possible to attri-
bute a change in a person to a particular set of
aesthetic experiences. What changes do take
place, even when they are relatively large ones,
can probably be observed only over a long
period of time. . . .

It is perfectly acceptable simply to state, as a
matter of common experience, that one is bet-
ter off for hiring seen really good theatre than
for not having seen it. No research effort is
necessary to'

having
justify" spending money to send

students to first-rate professional theatre, and
someone who has to be convinced that theatre
is worthwhile, probably cannot be. (As Louis
Armstrong is said to have replied to a lady who
asked him what jazz was, "If you gotta ask; you
ain't never gonna know.'"). .

What does need to be emphasized is that
though the ELT Project was flawed, es all really
new ventures are bound to be, in both its con-
ception and its execution, it was a success. It
worked. It has had good effects, and the ef-
fects persist. . . The Project accomplished

, its two primary goals: it brought live theatre to
hundreds of thousands of students who
otherwise would never have seen a play, and it
gave three theatr companies an opportunity
for growth and d velopment they would not
otherwise haveh The Project lasted its al-
lotted span in all th sites, despite all sorts of
unanticipated hazy ds, which is itself a tes-
timonial to the basic practicality of the
ception.
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Chapter 6. Postscript

The forego' es have told the
story of a un chapter ip Federal
support for research in arts education.
A seleCtive story, to be sure, with a few
dozen of the 200 projects standing as
surrogates for the whole in their range
of scope and funding, nominal success
or failure, and distribution among,..art
forms, research strategies, and objec-
tives.

Little more remains to be added to
this particular story. With the comple-
tion of these 200 projects funded
primarily under title IV of ESEA, an ex
perimental venture ended. The whole
scene shifted. The Arts and
Humanities Program underwent
another series of bureaucratic
changes, and took on different kinds of
responsibilities. These did not include
arts education researchwhich in di-
minished form has become the re-
sponsibility of another agency within
the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare.

In truth, however, this account has
been not only selective but inconclu-
sive as well, as befits any assessment
of research especially such recent re-

U

search in so amorphous a field as arts
education. Occasionally there was a
tangible outcome to record, some evi-
dence that certain findings had been
proved out and put to practical appli-
cation. But often these were research
undertakings with quite delimited
goals. Otheo,projects probing More
profound or comprehensive answers
may not make their practical effects
known for years to conie, if then. Still
others made their effects tangentially,
as catalysts or pump-primers.

So in a larger sense the story is
open-ended: "One will-see." Butin the
narrower sense, this particular chapter
of federally sponsored research in arts
education ended. rn 1970 research
went one way, the AMP another. The
research in arts education that still has
Federal funding proceeds outside the
aegis of the Office of Education and its
arts and humanities component. .0n
the other hand, those arts-in-
education projects wherein the Office
of Education has since 197Q played a
part have had little or nothing to do
with research. The twain parted.

After 1970, the AHP undertook no
.0
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new research projects, applying its
curtailed funds to those projects not
yet completed. And during the years
that followed, a battery of changes
some primarily bureaucratic, others
broadly social andepoliticalovertook
the arts presence within the Federal
Government.

In 1969 and 1970 the Arts and
Humanities Program operated with a
sharply reduced staff. At the behest of
the Bureau of the Budget, the AHP
over this period transferred $2
milliona substantial slice of all new
research fundsto the fledgling Na-
tional Endowments for the Arts and the
Humanities. Meantime, as the national
administration changed and eduCa-
tionat priorities shifted, the U.S. Office
of ;ducation underwent various reor-
ganizations under the successors to
Commissioner Harold Howe II. No
longer was there the high-level support
for the arts in education that had
marked the Kennedy years and had
fostered the wide - ranging AHP initia-
tives of the 1960's. To a degree, the
action had moved outto the States
and communities, to. greater Federal
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concern for the arts outside of educa-
tional institutions.

The Federal posture toward educa-
tional research changed, too, engen-
dering a whole new set of governmental
mechanisms. In 1970, the Bureau of
Research, the AHP's old berth, was re-
placed by the Natibnal Center for Edu-
cational Research and Development.
In 1972, as scheduled, the Center was
succeeded by the National Institute of
Education (NIE), an agency within
HEW but independent of the Office of
Education. All the research -and-
development projects sponsored by
the Center and its subdivisions, includ-
ing the AHP, were transferred to the
NIE. Under none of these dispensa-
tions has research in arts education
ever regained the power, prestige, and
funding of 1965-1970.

Such educational research as the
Federal Government supports is now
concentrated in the National Institute
of Education. For various reasons, in-
cluding delay in appointing key corn-
mittees and staff, the NIE took much
longer to get off the ground than had
been expected, and has yet to make its
mark as an agency powerful ar11Ieffec-
tive beyond its precursors. The NIE
spent its $70 million budget for fiscal
1976 on these "research efforts, orga-
nized into five 'Problem' areas": dis-
semination of R. & D. results; basic

finghee, productivity, and man-

agement; education and work; and
education equity.

Insofar asthe arts have any presence
at the NIE they are embodied in Martin
Engelonce humanities s ialist at
the AHPwho serve as Advi r to the
Institute for Arts and Humapi . Only
a few of the NIE's current grailts go to
support in whole or in part research in
the arts. The biggest (about $1 million
a yearfor the past 5 years) is to CEM-
REL for its Aesthetic Education Pro-
gram; others help fund Project_ Zero
and curriculum development in music
and art at the Southwest. Regional
Education Laboratory. In general,
Engel corroborates the widespread
impression that the arts rate low in the
NIE's hierarchy of priorities; they are
included, he says, under basic skills.
Heree however, if one- judges by the
NIE's publicity, they find an uneasy
home, since the emphasis in this pro-
gram is the improvement of reading
and arithmetic in the elementary
grades. In the words of a 1975 letter
from, the NIE director's offices to a
'prominent arts educator: "The arts
and humanities, while generally recog-
nized as importaqt, must take a subor-
dinate position among our priority re-
search and development needs."

A word on the "Targeted Program in
Development and Related Research,"
which the National Center for Educa-
tional Reseakh and Development an-



nounced in 1970 and which presum-
ably guides the NIE's policy today.
Several aspects of this program are"in-
teresting in the context of the present
report. Speaking in general of research
and development in education, the

. Center said:

Tbe education profesvon 31most entirely
e dependent upon the U.S. Office of Education

for the support of research and development,
except for the limited accomplishments pos-
sible through doctoral research, a part of
which is itself financbd through USOE. Other
federefources, state sources, and private
sours re so limited that virtually the entire
enterprise is being carved by the USOE re-
search program.'

This generalization applies with par-
ticular point to that subset of educa-
tion research that deals with arts edu-
cation, as do other observations in the
Center's statement, notably those
dealing with the paucity ofofunding.
The chief message of the statement,
however, was to disavow the overall
policy identified with the Center'S pre-
decessors at USOEthat of "respond-
ing to research and development initia-
tives from universities, schools, and
other agencies"and to come out for
the targeted - program, which would
"concentrate funds in a few areas of
high educational significance," and
invite proposals keyed to those areas.
The four, areas then designated were
already familiar USOE priorities;
namely, reading, early childhood edu-

cation, vocational education, and
school organization and administra-
tion. -

Actually, the Arts and Humanities
Program itself had been a unique
example within the Bureau of Re-
search of "targeting" a particular field
of study. Moreover, most of the R. & D.
supported by the program was also
targeted. Though, especially at the
start, many grants simply, responded to
initiatives from the field, eventually
many more projects were selected,
even "invited," if they were consonant
with what the AHP and its advisors
construed as the most important na-
tional priorities for arts education.

And a related observation: Another
new departure, according to the Cen-
ter's 1970 policy statement, was to
adopt a "development and related re-
search" strategy, based on experience
showing that "the most direct way to
relate research to practice is to begin
with development." The Center credits
this insight to its experience with the
Research and Development Centers
and the Regional Educational Labora-
tories. It could also have credited the
AHP, which rather consistently put the
development cart ahead of the re-
search horse.

Meantime the curtailed Arts and
Humanities Program was further di-
minished. In 1974 the program qua
program was "deactivated," after hav-

e
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ing been anchored in successive
berths within OE. In 1975 it became
the Arts and Humanities Staff, primar-
ily serving the administrative,needs of
OE itself. The arts presence within the
Federal education establishment be-
came, in effect, embodied in Harold
Arberg (tbe AHP's first professional
staff member and its eventual di-
rector), whose staff reports directly to
the Commissioner of Education and
who retains his role as Special Advisor
on the Arts and the Humanities.

The AHP Director actOas liaison be-
tween the Office of. Education and
other Federal bodies concerned or po-
tentially concerned with the arts in
education, and helps direct any avail- 67
able funds to projects in this field.
Since 1970 "available" OE funds ad-
ministered by the AHPin these in-
stances substantialhave been di-
rected to IMPACT, an interdisciplinary
2-year program that set up pilot arts-
based curriculums in five diverse
school systems: the Artists-in-Schools
Program; the Arts Education Program
mandated by the Education Amend-
ments of 1974; and the Alliance for
Arts Education, a joint program of the`
Office of Education and the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts, whicelps State and local edu-
cation agilties strengthen school arts
programs and also runs programs at
the center. The National Committee/



Arts for the Handicapped is also part of
the Arts Education Program.

In none of these programs, however,
nor any of the smaller ones supported
since 1970,' has there been a major
focus on research or development.
Some of the projects, be sure, in-
clude a minor research or evaluation
"component," as do other recent
projects under nongovernmental aus-
pices. And there continues to be what
Harlan Hoffa calls "a persistent trickle
of research projects which are sup-
ported by foundations and by. univer-
sity research agencies."

Hoffa made this observation in a
paper prepared for a June 1976 con-
ferencbn arts and aesthetic educa-
tion in Aspen, Colo., funded by the NIE
and cosponsored by CEMREL and the
Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies. After acknowledging the vital-
ity of various arts-in ducation pro-
grams across the Na ttoffa goes on
to deplore the drying up of Federal
support for research in arts education.
"No national program . . . now exists
to enable educators in the visual, per-
forming, or literary arts to identify sig-
nificant 'researchable issues, to con-
duct a program for their resolution, to
marshal' the necessary resources and
to get about the business of improving
arts education." 2

Another plea for research was Voiced
at the same conference by David

Rockefeller, who chairs the Arts, Edu-
cation, and AmericAns Panel of the
American Council for the Arts in Edu-
cation. Rockefeller stressed the need
for research that would show the con-
nection between arts education and
education in such ."academic" sub-
jects and skills as reading and mathe-
matics and between arts education
and such factors as motivation and
self- discipline. "We know there are
connections," he said but "unfortu-
nately research has not backed us up
as much as it could." And he went on to
discuss the need for solid research on a
number of critical questions including
the role of the arts in helping autistic
children and others handicapped phys-
ically or socially, the nature of aes-

- thetic perception, and the potentially
creative uses of nonprint media in
education.

And so it goesvoices raised in one
or another national forum pleading for
snore and better research in the arts
anclarts education. Will the American
Research Institute for the Artg, re-
cently established in Elloomingtm, at
Indiana University, get the support it
needs? Will the Congress over give
more than token support to the Na-
tional Institute of Education? Perhaps
the Congress, and other potential ben-
efactors, are waiting for the "NIE to
show us we are tting a bang for the
bucks we are spen *ng for educational



research," as a Senate staff member
put it early in 1976.

There is precious little to indicate as
of this writing that Washington will
soon or ever mount a concentrated
program of research, in arts education
to match, much less surpass, the Arts
and Humanities Program of the sixties.
Nor does any such effort seem likely
from such other funding sources as
private foundations or corporate

s'

S

donors. Yet the questions persist. Ini-
tiates of the field, including certainly
readers of this report, will get a sense
of deja vu from the questions posed,
for instance, by Mr. Rockefeller.

If, therefore, in the best of all possi-
ble worlds there should be a healthy
spurt in the quantity and, more impor-
tant, the quality of arts-education re-
search, the AHP record distilled in the
foregoing pages can provide clues as to

if
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what works and what doesn't, where
promising directions lie, what cul-de-
sacs to skirt. Attention to this closed
chapter of Federal support could, at
the least, eliminate or reduce peren-
nial efforts to beat the dead horses of
research and to repeat history. At best
it could form a useful springboard to-
ward real advance in plumbing the
mysterious poweof the arts in human
development.
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Appendix

THE AHP'S PROJECTS LISTED ACCORDING TO ART FORM*

.

ED Number

ED 018 819

ED 048 315
ED 048 316

ED 071 989

ED 111 751

ED 027 338

ED 002 900

ED 002 819

ED 003 069

ED 003 377
ED,003 423

Final Report Investigator and Institution

Aesthetic Education
Aesthetic Education Program at the Ohio State University, Re-
port on the Planning Phase, 1967

An Approach to Aesthetic Education, September 1970 (2 vol-
umes)

Basic Abilities ReqUired for Understanding and Creation in the
Arts, September 1972
Basic Research irgisthetic Education, August 1973

Architecture Education
Preparatory Study Toward the Improvement of Education in Col-
legiate Schpals of Architecture, December 1968

Art Education
A Comparison Of Especially Designed Art Activities With Tradi-
tional Art Activities as Used With intellectually Handicapped
Children and Youth, 1961
A Study of Esthetic Judgment, 1962

Question Types, Patterns, and Sequences Used by Art Teachers
in the Classroom, 1964
Creative Thinking in Art Students. An Exploratory Study, 1964
Conference To Identify Broadened Roles for College and Secon-
dary School Industrial Arts Programs in Appalachia and To Plan
Pilot Educational Projects, 1964

Manuel Barkan, CEMREL, Inc., St. Ann,
Mo. 1

Richard Colwell, University of Illinois
(Urbana)

Nelson Goodman, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
Frank earron,r,Institute for Personality
Assessment and Research, Berkeley, Calif.

Burnham Kelly, Cornell University, Ithaca,
' N.Y.

Jean Hebeler, University of Maryland
(College Park}

Irvin L Child, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn.
Robert D. Clements, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)

Jacob W. Getzels, University of Chicago
John D. Rowlett, Eastern Kentucky State
College (Richmond)

This Me* IncMrdsstlw Prefects in "Arts and Humanities Zp: R11190113-en Reseeren Pro=." Putaillaed by the U.S. Office of Education in 1971. The authors revised
sonwcemeelficatione I, the inlarast of clarity, such as putting with emend arts in a new heeding "Ms Education" and Including most museum projects
under "Ad Education." Reports with ED numbers may be ordered from ERIC Document Reproduction Sonic, (EDitS), P O. Sox 193. Arlington. W. 22210.
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The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report
p

Investigator and Institution

Art Education (continued)
ED 003 438 Preparatory Study for a High School Curriculum in the Fine Arts

for Able Students, 1964
ED 003 483 Development of Sensitivity to Esthetic Values, 1964

ED 016 900 Effect of Self-Reflective Training in Art on the Capacity for Cre-
ative Action,1964

ED 054 395 Student and Teacher Interactions During Evaluative Dialogues in
Art, 1964

ED 002 975 Seminar on Elementary and Secondary School Education in the
Visual Arts, 1965

ED 003 078 Development and Validation of a Descriptive Scale for Measure-
ment of Art Products, 1965

ED 003 079 Creative Thinking in Art Students: The Process of Discovery,
1965

ED 003 451 Effects of* Programs and Two Methods of Teaching Upon the
Quality of Artf eroducts of Adolescents, 1965

, ED 010 000 A Seminar in Art Education for Research and CurriculuM De-
velopment, 1966

ED 010 090 The Relationship of Certain Predictior;tAnd Self-Evaluation Dis-
crepancies to Art Performance and A Judgment, 1966
A High School Curriculum in the Fine Arts for Able Students,
1966

ED 010 554 A Pilot Study of Art Education for the Economically and Socially
Deprived Child, 1966

ED 013 780 The Colorado College Conference on Advanced Placement in itrt,
1966

ED 010 084 A Pilot Study of Art Facilities at Six Colleges and Universities,
March 1966

ED 010 588 Planning Tests To Measure Outcomes of the Research Program,
Education Through Vision, May 1966

ED 010 275 Uses of Newer Media in Art Education, August 1966

Norman L. Rice; Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Irvin L. Child, Yele'University, New Haven,
Conn.
Kenneth R. Beittel, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)
Layman H.,Jorres, Jr., Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)
Howard Conant, New York University
(New York City)
Mary J. Rouse,. Indiana University
(Bloomington)
Jacob W. Getzels, University of Chicago
(III)
Leon Frankston, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)

Edward L. Mattil, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)
Theodore F. Harvey, Jr., Kent State
University (Ohio)
Norman L. Rice and Orville Winsand,
Carnegie Institute of Technblogy, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.
Doris L. Barclay, California State College at
Los Angeles

Bernard Arnest, Colorado College (Colorado
Springs)
e. m. erson, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,
N.Y.

Donald A. Trismen, Edu9tional Testing
Service, Princeton, N.J. 4.

Vincent Lanier, National Art Education
Association, Washington, D.C.



The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

ED 010417

ED 014 814

ED 010 416

ED 011 063

40 ED 010 443

ED 010 555

ED 012 804 -

ED 010 415

ED 010 426

ED 011 051

ED 013 368

ED 016 847

ED 017 045

ED 055 092

-Art Education (continued)
A Comparative Study of Gendal Art Offerings in Universitrof
Wisconsin Extension Centers, State Universities, and Vocational
Schools, August 1966
Museums and Education, August 1966

A Survey of Current Teaching Approaches to Image Making in the
Art Schools of Britain, October 1966
Improving the Teaching of Art Appreciation_ in the Secondary
School, November 1966
The Museum and the Art Teacher, December 1966

Artists' Ideas About Art and Their Use in Education, DeceMber
1966
Selected Psychological Concepts as Applied To the Teaching of
Drawing, December 1966
Testing for Creative Traits of College Students, 1967

A Survey of Reseakti Needs of the Visual Arts Departments of
Small Liberal Arts Colleges in Ohie and the Midwest, January
1967 .1

The Effectiveness of Three Motivational Methods in an Art Pro-
gram in the Elementary Grades, February 1967
Criteria for Evaluation of Children's Artistic Creativity, February
1967
Uses of Symmetry in Design Education, March 1967

Confere;ice on Curriculum and Instruction Development in Art
Education: A Project Report, March 1967
Legal Certification Requirements To Teach and Supervise Art in
the Public Schools of the Fifty States and the District of Colum-
bia, March 1967

Programing Visual Behavior, March 1967

ED 017 063 Dissemination of Some Results of the Seminar on Research and
Curriculum Development in Art Education, May 1967

C
.79

William J. Leff in, University of Wisconsin
(Madison)

Charles Blitzer, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, b.c.
Walter M. Askin, California State College at
Los Angeles
David W. Ecker, Ohio State University
(Columbus)
Margaret Kiley, George Washington
University, Washington, D.C.
John A Michael, Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio
Kenneth R. Beittel, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)
Ruby Claire Ball, Southern Connecticut
State College (New Haven)
James W. Grimes, Denison University,
Granville, Ohio

Robert D. Clements, Ball State University,
Myncie, Ind.
Paul Ousseri and Hilda Lewis, University of
California (Berkeley)
William S. Huff, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Alice Baumgarner, National Art Education
Association, Washington, D.C.
Horace F. Heilman, Kutztown State
College (Pa.)

Aatis E. Lillstrom, Columbia University,
New York, N.Y.

Edward Mattil, Pennsylvania State
University (University Park)



The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number

ED 012 380

ED 016 5.19

ED 013 859

El) 020 937

ED 015-783

ED 017 044

Final Report Investigator and Institution

Art Education (continued)
Bases of School Children's Esthetic Judgment and Esthetic Pre-
ference, June 1967

Increasing the Aware'Oess of Art Ideas of Cultur4-Dopfived
Kindergarten Children Through Experiences Witlf Ceramics,
June 1967
Art Program in Negro Colleges, August 1967

A Developmental Conference To Establish Guidelines for Pilot'
Programs for Teaching the Concepts of Art Appreciation Which
Are Basic in the General Education of All Public School Students,
August 1967
A Comparison of the Developmental Drawing Characteristics of
Culturally Advantaged and Culturally Disadvantaged Children,
September 1967
Education Through Vision, September 1967

ED 023 348 The Preparation of a Library of Taped Interviews With American
Artists, on Problems of Professional Concern, as Resource Mate-_,
rial for Faculty and Students of Art in Higher Education, Septem-
ber 1967

ED 017 052 New Directions in Art Education: Report of the International Sym-
posium, November 1967

ED 0211370 The Relation of Quality of Art Work to Two Socio-Economic Vari-
ables, Two Motivational Variables, and Two Budget Variables,
November 1967

ED 023 354 The Relationship of Motivation and Evaluation to the Process and
Product in the Art Work of College Students, December 1967 *

ED 026 403 A Study of the Relation of Museum Art Exhibitions to Education,
December 1967

ED 048 745 The Application of Programmed Learning and Teaching Systems
Pr ures for Instruction in a Museum Environthent, December
1967

ED 024 181 0 Co panson of Group Versus Individual Production o f Non-
Verba Artistic Creativity, January 1968

ED 026 025 P a Workshop To Study Eleven Problems Common
to Indepen nt Schools of Art, January 1968.

Irviifi L. Child, Yale University, New Haven,
Co 9n.

N cy J. Douglas and Julia B. Schwartz,
Floridao State University (Tallahassee)

Mary J. house, Indiana University
(Bloomington)
Jeanne E. Orr, Ohio State University
(Columbus)

Elliot W: Eisner, Stanford University
(Calif.)

Bartlett H. Hayes, Harvafd University,.
Cambridge, Mass.

Karl Fortess, Boston University (Mass.)

Charles M. Dorn, National Art Education
Association, Washington, D.C.
Pete J. Carr and Robert D. Clements, Ball
State University, Muncie, Did.

Rudy S. Ackerman, Moravian College,
Bethlehem, Pa.
Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr., Harvard University,
Cambridge, Mass.
C. G. Screven, University of Wisconsin
(Milwaukee)

Stephen C. Zambito, Eaistern Michigan
University (Ypsilanti)
Albert Bush-Brown, Rhode Island School of
Design (Providence)
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The AHP's Projects -Listed According to Art Form (continued) 4

ED Number Final Report 'is. 4 Inveitigator and Institution

ED 023 355

ED 022 365

ED 022 221

ED 025 529

Art Education (continued)

A College-Level Art Curriculum in Glass, February 19Ea........
L...(
Evaluation ci.the Education T rough Vision Curriculum; Phase I,
March 1908
Study of Visual Factors in ncept Forrhation,May 1968

4,..._ An Investigation Into the Character,and Expressive -Dualities of
Early Adolescent Art, October-1968

ED 030 707

ED 043 925

.....ED 013 972

.,...59,033 141

-ED 045 685

ED 047 652

ED 054.185

E.D 052 219

DeVeloping and Evaluating Art Curricula Specifically Deksigned for
Disadvantaged Youth, Marth 1969
Community Art0Study Program, March 1969

. The Role of the Crafts in Education, June 1969
4 v

The Museum: A Social Context for Art, June 1969

s,
Seminar for Improving the Effectiveness of Supervisors in Art -
Education, SeptAmber 1970
A Cognitive Approach to the Assessment of Esthetic Responses,
December 1970
Assessment of Affective Responses Conducive to Esthetic Sen-
sitivity, January 1971 ,

Identification and Evaluation of Trained and Untrained Observers'
Affective Responses to ft Objects, March 1971

Rodert Willson, University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Fla.
Dohald A. Trismen, Educational Testipg
Service, Princeton,'N.J.
Rudolf Arnheim, Sarah Lawrence College,
Bronxville, N.Y.

'W. Lambert Br nell University,
Ithaca; N.Y.

Ronald H-. Silverman, California State, 411
College at Los Angeles

. .
June K. McFee, University of Oregon
(Eugene) ,

Jean M. Delius and St ley Clurlei, State
`University College at p alo (N.Y.) .

.
Dorothy A. Mariner, University of Rocheste,r4
(New York)

Leslee Bishop, National Art Education ;-
Association, Washington, D.C. .,

' Anhui-D. Eflanir Ohio Stefe University
(Columbus) .

Irviti L. Child, Yale University,,New Haven,
Conn. . .
George, W. Hardirnan, University of Illinois.
(Urbana) . -

N.

14
-Arts Education (projects dealing/40th several art forms)

- .-

.0.4.

ED 00311S`7"

ED 013 367

4

, ,
.` - -,. .

Conference On a Longitudi I Study of Expressive Behavior in the
Art& 5

An Investigation of the 'for Utilizing Academic and Corn:
munity Resources To Provide Services to Arts Organizatiqns and '..

Through Them to Schools And Colleges, July 1966

e

NI

likr , !a:

.

Jack Morrison, University of California at
Log Angeles
Harold Barris-Meyer, Florida Atlantic
University (Boca Raton) t



The AHP's Projects Listed Accordhlg to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

ED 001 073
ED 024 723

ED 024 746

ED 041 098

E))045 631,

ED 045864 -7

ED 054,188

-ED 020 770

ED 026 024

ED 027 095

ED 024 405

Arts Education (continued)
A Seminar on the Role of the Arts in Meeting the Social and

'Educational Needs of the Disadvantaged, April 1967; see also
The Arts and the Poor, by Judith Murphy and Ronald Gross

Measuring the Contribution of the Arts in the Education of Disad-
vantaged Children, August 1968
The C,,UE bleport, 1966

The Arts, Education, Ond\ the Urban-Sub-Culture, September,
1'369

0AnInguiry into' the Educational Potential of Non-Verbal Com-
munication, July 1970
The Arts in Secondary Education, November 1970

The Identification and Selection of Creative Artistic Talent by
Means of Biographical Information, January 1971
The Fourth "R," A Commentary on Youth, Education and the Arts:
May 1972

Dance Education
An Exploration of the Uses of Rhythmic Movement To Develop
Aesthetic Concepts. in the Primary Grades, 1966
The Development of Guidelines for Classifying and Writing
Abstracttof Dance Research, 1967
Dance: A Protection for the Future, 1968-

A Pilot Study Integrating Visual Form and Anthropological Con-
tent for Teaching Children Ages 6 to 11 About Cultures and
Peoples of the World, February 1968
A Collection of Ethnic Dances for Use in Elementary and Secon-
dary Schools, April 1968

A Comprehensive Graded Curriculum in Dance Training for Sec-
°Mary Schools

Hanna T Rose, Brooklyn Museum (New
York

Harold L. Cohen, Institute for Behavioral
Research, Silver Spring, Md.
Grace Lacy, State Department of Education,
Albany, N.Y.

-Don D. Bushnell, Brooks Foundation, Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Harold Burris-Meyer, Florida Atlantic
University (Boca Raton) .
George Stoddard, ES '70 Incorporated, San
Mateo, Calif.

Robert Ellisgn, Institute o3 Behavioral
Research, Salt Lake City, Utah -
Joseph Farrell, AsSeciated Councils of the
Arts, New York; N.Y..

Betty J. R. Rowen, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
Patricia Rowe, New York University (New
York City)

AIma.Hawkins, University of California at
Los Angeles

Pearl Primus, New Yo'rk University (New
York -City)

University of California at Los
An s

Nadia Chilkovsky Nahumck,,University of
Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)

4



The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number tFinal Re POr Investigator and Institution

The Humanities
ED 001 127 A Standard Sample of Present-Day'English for Use With ;Vital

Computers, 1964
ED 002 976 Research and the Development of English Programs in the Junior

College, 1965
ED 003 026 Planning Conference To Examine the Role of Classical Studies m

American Education and To Make Recom mendations for Needed
Research and Development, 1965

ED 003 468 Development of a Pilot Program in the Humanities for Non-
nd §tudents in the 12th Grade, 1965

ED 003 701 Mu isiJal Aids as Instructional Techniques in College
H4 rvey Cours, 1965

ED 010 189 Determining Excellence Quotient for Liberal Arts College Librar-
ies, 1966

ED 010 668 Education and the Victorian Mind of England, 1966

ED 011 055

ED 011 969

ED 054 038

0010 525

ED 016 659

ED 019 1195

ED 025 224

Ed 035 110

ED 028 164

Educational Research and the Liberal Arts, May 1966

Revisingrand Re-editing a Guide for Comparative and General
Literature, September 1966
Classics and Charity: The English Grammar School in the 18th
Century, September 1966
A Computer Analysis of Fictional Prose Style, October 1966

An Analysis Othigh School HumanitiCoursis in Florida, 1967

Planning and Creation of an Integrated Two-Year Liberal Arts
Curriculum in World Civilizations for University Freshmen and
Sophomores, 1967
A Planned Survey Course in British CorrImornvealth Literature for
Aialtrican College Students, March 1968
Aahoritative Texts of the Published Works of Mark Twain, October
1969

Conceptual Frontiers in Speech Communication, 1069

83

Winthrop Nelson Francis, Brown University,
Providence, R.I.
Jerome W. Archer, Arizona State University
(Tempe)
John Francis Latimer, George Washington
University, Washington, D.C.

John W. Ragle, Vermont State Department
of Education (Montpelier)
Fredench A. Kremple, Wisconsin State
University (Stevens Point)
James T. McDonough, Jr., St. Joseph's
College, Philadelphia, Pa.
Edward W. Ellsworth, Wheelock College,
Boston, Mass.
Leiba Brown, Columbia University, "Pw
York, N.Y. _ -

Charlton Laird,, University of Nevada (Reno)

Richard S. Tompson, University of Michigan
(Ann Arbor)
Karl Kroeber, University of Wisconsin
(Madison)

Robert D. Miller, Florida State Liiiiveriity--
(Tallahassee)
John Walker Powell and JohriKnoblock,
University of Miami (Fla.)

Robert T. Robertson, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute (Blacksburg)
John C. Gerber, University of Iowa (Iowa
City)

John *IMO, Speech Association of
America, New York, 1,Y..

4
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The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

The Humanities (continued)
ED 060 006 The DARE Project at the End of 19* November 1970

Preparation of a Complete Edition of the Writings of Herman
Melville in Clear Text

Media of Communication.
ED 003'770 The Role and Function of Radio, Television, Film, and theOther

New Media 10 the Permanent Program of the National Culture
Center, 196T
Film Study in Higher Education, published by the American
Council on Education, 1966

ED 010 078 Conference on the Use of Printed and Audio-Visual Materiels for
Instructional Purposes, February 1966

ED 036 205 An Investigation into the Practice of Screen'ducation, Septem-
ber 1969

ED 061 726 Evaluating the Potential of Films for Self-Itnage in Minority Group
Children, 1971

ED.026 718

ED 033 614
ED 033 615

Museum Educatioti
The Design, Developmentand Testing of a Response Box, a New
Component for Science Museum Exhibits, March 1967
Strategies for DeterminingExhibit Effectiveness, April 1968

Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children: A Project To
Develop and Evaluate Multi -Media Kits for Elementary School

114368

ED 035 038 The Development of Validated Museum Exhibits, May 1969

. Music Education
ED 002 899 The Perception of Music Symbols in Music Reading by Normal

Children and by Children Gifted Musically, June 1959
ED 003 305 Objective Measureme4 in Instrumental Music Performance,

1964

Frederic G. Cassidy, University of Wisconsin
(Madison)

Harrison Hayford, Northwestern University,
Evanston,

Richard B. Hull, Ohio State University
(Columbus)

to:LC. Stewart, Dartmouth College,
er, N.H.

Maurice F. Tauber, Columbia University,
New York, N.Y.

Anthony W. HodgkinSon, Boston University
(Mass.)

Robert A. WeisgeAnr, American Institutes
for Research, Palo Alto, Calif.

Harvey E. White, University of California
(Berkeley)
Hams H. Shettel, American Institutes for
Research, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fredencj H. Kresse, Children's
Museum, Boston, Mass.

seElizabeth H. Nicol, Children's M um,
Boston, Mass.

Robert G. Petzold, University of Wisconsin
(Madison)

Kenneth U. Gutsch, University of Southern
Mississippi (Hattiesburg)
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The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (contiAued)

ED Number Final Report Ihvestigator and Institution

ED 003 324

ED 003 429

ED 003 611

ED 003 083

Music Education (continued)
Symbols Used in Muiic Analysis, 1964

Seminar on Mysic Education, 1963; see also Music in Our
Schools, 1964
An Evaluation of Two Methods Using Magnetic Tape Recordings
for Programed Instruction in the Elemental Matenais of Music,
January 1964
Survey of American and British Solo Vocal Literature, 1965

A Filmed Demonstration of the Teaching of Shinichi Suzuki With
American Preschool and Grade School Children and Their
Mothers as Subjects, 1965'

ED 003 16$ National Conference on the Uses of Educational Media in the
Teaching of Music, April 1965 -

ED 003 232 A Companson Between Different Stimuli Combined With Two
Methods for Providing Knowledge of Results in Music instruction,
October 1965

ED 003 395, An Analysis, Evaluation, and Selection of Clinical Uses of Music in
Therapy, 1965

ED 003 450 Pilot Prolect for Develogment qf a Device To Facilitate Learni ng of
Basic Musty! Skills, 065

ED 903A:186 A Curriculum Guide of Published Solo Song Cycles, 1965

ED 010 298 Evaluation and Synthesis/of;Research Studies Relating to Music
Education, 1965
A Study To Explore New Methods of Identifying and Measunng
Musical Talent, ;966

ED 010 040 The Theory of expectation Applied to Musical Learning; 1966

ED 010 193 Factors Affecting Pitch Discrimination, 1966

ED 010 297 Auditory Perception of Musical Sounds by Children in the First Six
Grades, 1966

ED 010 412 National Conference To Improve the Effectiveness of State
Supervision of Music, January 1966

George Thaddeus Jones, Catholic
University, Washington, D.C.
Claude V. Palisca, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.
Charles L. Spohn, Ohio State University .

(Columbus)

John E. Toms, San Francisco,State College
(Calif.)

Paul Rolland, UniverSity of Illinois,(Urbana)

Edward Maltzman, Jusic Educators
National Conference, Washington, D.C.
Charles L. Spohn, Ohio State University
(Columbus)

E. Thayer Gaston, University of Kansas
(Lawrence)
ParlserLaBaCtr, Kent State University (Ohio)

Wendell D. Buckley, Concordia College,
Moorehead, Minn.
Erwin H. Sehneider and Henry L. Cady, Ohio
State University (Columbus)
Wendell L. Osbom, University of Texas
(Austin)
Richard Colwell, University of Illinois
(Urbana) '

John Bergan, University of Kansas
(Lawr
t

)

Robert G. etzold, University of Wisconsin 4
(Madison)
Roger P. Phelps, NeW York UniVersity (New
York City)



The AHP's Projects Listed Accbrding to Art Form (continued) r
ED Number

ED 010 413

. ED 017 066

ED 030 015

ED 016 391

ED 010-300

ED 054 189

ED 010 842

ED 018 112

ED 020 193

ED 055 093

ED 010 501 Self - Instructional Material in Basic Music Theory for Elementary
Teachers, January 1967

ED 014 212 A Comparative Study of Progra mmed and TraditionafTechniques
for Teaching Music Reading in the Upper Elementary Schools,
January 1967

,020194 A Survey of Music t duration Materials and the Nation of an
Annotated Bibliography, February 1967

ED 023 340 Aural and Visual Perception of Melody in Tonal and Atonal Musi-
cal Environments, February.1967

ED 013 973. A Conference on Research in Music Education, May 1967

Final Report

Music (continued)

An Analysis of Student Attitude5 Tpwards Contemporary Ameri-
can Music, 1966

An Evaluation of Adequacy of Graduate Music Offerings at
California Colleges and Universities, 1966
The Development of Content and Materials for a Music Literature
Course in the Senior High School, 1966
The Evaluation of Electronic Setf-Instruction on Piano Keyboard,
August 1966
A Study of New Concepts, Procedures, and Achievements in
Music Learning as Developed in Selected Music Education Pro-
grami, Septemberj966
The Study and Evaluation of CertairePrograms Related to Sight-
singing and Music Dictation, September 1966
A Study of the Relationship Between thoPerception of Musical
Processes and the Enjoyment of Music, December 1966
High School Mot C Theory, 1967

A Study To.Explo7e the Possible Uses of X-Ray Motion Picture
Photographyforthe,Improvement of Brasslnstrument Teaching,
1967 --*F

fkemational Seminar on Teacher Education in Music, 1967

Investigator and Institution

R. Robert Hornyak, University of Cincinnati
(Ohio)

Hazel B. Morgan, Claremont Graduate
School (Calif.)
Neal E. Glenn and Robe; Vidden, University
of Iowa (Iowa City)

Victor E. Lund, Oregon St to SA0m of
Higher Education (Monmouth)
Ronald B. Thomas, Manhattanville College
of the Sacred lieart, Purchase, N.Y

Marvin S. Thostenson;4iniversrty of Iowa
(Iowa City)

George L. Duerksen, Michigan State
University (East Lansing)
J Austin Andiews, Eastern Washington
State College (Cheney)

Lyle C. Merriman, University of Iowa (Iowa
City)

Marguerite Hood, University of Michigan
(Ann Arbor)

Genevieve Hargiss, University of Kansas
(Lawrence)

William Dee Mandle, Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio

'Thomas C. Collins, University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Fla.
Robert W. Sherman, Ball Sate University,
Muncie, Ind.
Henry L. Cady, Ohio State University
(Colu mbus)

lf



The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

Music Education (continued)
ED 015 532 A Study of the Development of Musicality in the Junior High

School and the Contribution of Musical Composition to This De-
velopment, July 1967

ED 017 366 Improving and Extending the Junior High' School Orchestra Re-
pertory, August 1967

'ED 017 526 Development and Tnal in a Junior and Senior High School of a
Two-Year Cumculum in General Music, August 1967

ED 016 517 Development of a Technique'lor Identifying Elementary School
aCildrens' Musical Concepts, September 1967

ED 016 521 The Jul Iliard Repertory Project, Kindergarten Through Grade Six,
December 1967

ED 021 473 The Effectiveness of the Use of Programmed Analyses of Musical
Works on Students' Perception of Form, December 1967

ED 026 402 The-Development of a Planned Program for Teaching Musician-
ship in the High School Choral Class, December 1967

ED 027 609 bevelopment of ComplAenzed 'Techniques in Music Research
© With Emphasis on the Thematic Index, 1968

ED 028 200 How Children Conceptually Organize Musical Sounds, 1968

ED 019 292 Diagnosing and Correcting Individual Deficiencies in Learning
Music, March 1968

ED 022 4118 The Development of a One-Year Cumculum in Applied Music
Instruction for Potential Composers, Conductors, Performers,

-and Music Educators, March 1968
ED 020 804 Study To Determine the Feasibility of Adapting the Carl Orff Music

Approach to Elementary Schools in America, May 1968

ED 023 344 The Development al Self-Instructional Drill Matenals To Facilitate
the Growth of Score Reading Skills of Student Conductors, August

ED 025 530

ED 029 500

1968
Developing Specialized Programs for Singing in the Elementary
School, August 1968
A Projectior the Improvement o Music Education at Elementary,
Junior High, Senior High and College Levels Through the Use of
Non-Book Instructional Media, August 196$

George H. Kyme, University Of California
(Berkeley)

June Moore, Nebraska State Department of
Education (Lincoln)
Bennett Reimer, Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio
Frances M. Andrews and Ned C. Deihl,
Pennsylvania State University (University
Park)
Roger Sessions and George Dickey, Juilliard
School of Music, New York, N.Y.
Carl B. Nelson, State University College at
Cortland (N.Y.)
Stanley Linton, Wisconsin State University
(Oshkosh)
Harry B. Lincoln, State University of New
York at Binghamton
Marilyn Pflederer, Northwestern University
Evanston, HI.
Charles L. Spohn, Ohio State University
(Columbus)
Joseph E. Maddy and Waldie A. Anderson,
Interlochen Arts Academy, Interlochen,
Mich.
Robert B. Glasgow, Oregon College of
Education (Monmouth)
Robert G. Sid nell, Michigan State University
(East Lansing)

A. Oren Gould, Western Illinois University
(Macomb)
Thomas Vasil, Lexington Public Schools
(Mass.)



The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

Music Education (continued)
ED 045 688 Musical Ability Utilization Program, April 1969

ED 035 100 A Critique of Research Studies in Music Education, May 1969

ED 032 788 The Utilization of Instructional Television in Music Education,
June 1969 e

ED 035 314 Development and Evaluation of Computer-Assrstedinstruction in
4nstrurneqtal Music, September 1969

-ED 043 652 An Approach to Musical 'Understanding for Secondary School
Students, 197()

ED 038 039 Feasibility of Computer-Aisisted Elementary Keyboard Music In-
struction, March 1970

ED 048 318 Pilot Study for the Development of Music Discrimination Tests for
Elementary School Children, July 1970

ED 045 865 Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program, August 1970

ED 045 042 Development of Materials for a One-Year Coursein AfricariAlusic
for the General Undergraduate Student, September 1970

ED 048 319 An Expenmental Program in the Development of Musical Literacy
Among Musically Gifted Children in the Upper Elementary Geodes
With Emphasis on the Potential Impact of Kodaly-Inspired Musi,
cal Education, October 1970.

ED 024 695 The Organization, Administration and Presenttion of Symphony
ED 025 532 Orchestra_Youth Concert Aotivrties for Music Educational PUf-

poses in ,Selected Cities, January 1968; see also Sch6ols and
Symphony Orchestras, 1971 .

ED 054 190 Development and Trial of a Two-Year Program of String Instruc-
tion, April 1971

ED 065 442. Computer Analysis tithe Audtorytharactenstics of Musical Per-
formance, 1971

ED 077 808

Critique of Research Studies in Music Education, 1972

Introducing Children to the Symphony: Experimental Study of
Pre-Concert Preparation and Performance Effects, August 1972

8;

Joseph Loretan anti others, New York City
Board of Education
Richard Colwell, University of Illinois
(Urbana)
Thomas 14. Carpenter, East Carolina College,
Greenville, N.G.
Ned C. Deihl, Pennsylvania State University
(University Park)
Kenneth A. Wendnch, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

William Kent, System Development,/
Corporation, Falls Church, Va.
Newell H. Long, Indiana University
(Bloomington)
Ronald B. Thomas, Manhattanville College,
Purchase, N.Y.
Vada E: Butcher, Howard University,
Washington, D.C.
Alexander L. Ringer, University of Illinois
(Urbana)

Thomas Hill and Helen Thompson,
American University, Washington,-D.C:-

Paul Rolland, University of Illinois (Urbana)

Jack Heller, University of Connecticut
(Storrs)

Richard Cohvell, University of Illinois
(Urbana)
Peter Clarke, University of Washington
(Seattle)



- The AHP's Projects Listed According to Art Form (continued)

, ED Number 1 Final Report Investigator and institution

ED 003 072

ED05A4720

ED 012 141,

ED 054 153

Theater Education

A Pilot Study in New Theatrical Tichniques.ter the Educational
Theater, 1965
Feasibility Study on Combining a Community Theater With a Col-
lege Drama Department, December 1965
Interracial Theater in the United State4, 1955 -1965: A Descnp-
tion and Analysis, October 1966
Theatre Arts Materials Research, November 1966

ED 01,E 972 Relationships Between 'Educational Theater and Professional
Theater, August 1966, Special Issue, Educational Theatre Jour-
nal, November 1966

ED 010 795 A-Collative Report on Architectural Recommendations for Secon-
dary School and Tertiary School Theater Space and Equipment,
December 1966

ED 014 315 Comprehensive Index to thlt4ernman Scrapbook Collection of
Materials on Pittsburgh and New York Theatre, 1967

ED 016 895 An Investigation of Existing Outdoor Drama Techniques and a
Determination of Methods To Improve Training, 1967
Directory of American College Theatre, 1967

ED 020 157 Graphic Sources for the Teaching of Restoration Acting Style,
Apnl 1967

ED 059 207, Conference on Theater Research, special issue, Educational
Theatre Journal, June 1967

ED 032 654 Description of Community Theaters in the United States, Decem-
ber 1968

_

ED 045 639 Final Report: Educational Laboratory Theatre Project, 1970; Vol-
ED 045 640 time I, Reactions and Assessments; Volume 2, Studies; Volume
ED 045 641 3, The CoordinatOr's Report on the ELT Project in Los Angeles;
ED.046 642 Volume 4, Professional Theatres and the Schools

Final Report: Educational Laboratory Theatre Project, 1970, New
Orleans, La.

4

Jascha K ler and Henry Goodman,
University California at Los Angeles

Earle Giste Carnegie Institute of
Technology, burgh, Pa.
Floyd Gaffney, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Geraldine_Brain Siks, University of
Washington (Seattle)
Kenneth L. Grahank University of
Minnesota (Minneapolis;

Horace W. Robinson, University of Oregon
(Eugene)

Ned A. Bowman, lJniversity of Pittsburgh
(Pa )
Mark R. Sumner, University of North
Carolina (Chapel Hill)
Richard G. Ayers, American Educational
Theatre Association, Washington, D.0
Nancy WandaleeHenshaw, University of

. Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Alan S. Downer, Princeton University

John F. Havens, American Educational
Theatre Association, Washington, D.C.

Wade M. Robinson, CEMREL, Inc.,
St Louis, Iro.

Carl J. Dolce, Orleans Parish School Board,
New Orleans, La.



The AHP's projects,Listed According to Art, Form (continued)

ED Number Final Report Investigator and Institution

Theater Education (continued)

Final Report Educational Laboratory Theatre Protect, 1970, _

Providence, R.I.

D 024 693 International Conference on Theatre Education-and Develop-
ment, speCial issue, Educational Theatre Journal, Augiist,1968

D 045 641 The Coordinator's Report on the ELT ,Protect in Los Angeles, Vol-
ume 3 of the Final Report, Educational Laboratory Theatre
Project, 1970

.1.-) 039 254 Assessment of Role Induction and Role Involvement in Creative
Drarni, April 1970

D 053 117 A Survey of the Status of Theatre in United States High Schools,
November 1970

Charles A. O'Conner, Jr., Pulzhc Schools
of the City of-Providence (R.I.)
Jack Morrison, American kdocational
Theatre Association, Washington, D.C.

.4,1ack P. Crowther, Los Angeles Unified
School District (Calif.)

Paul Kozelka, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, N Y.
Joseph Peluso, American Educational
Theatre Association, Washington, D.C.
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